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modern publications o f  this kind, will, it is hoped, 
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nounced as Letters after a tour, not fo r  this 
reason only, but also to avoid a fiction which it 
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gether observations made at different places and 
dates. B ut most o f  the descriptive parts, and 
many o f the refections, are drawn from  letters 
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friends, from the countries to which they relate.
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L E T T E R S, &c.
LETTER J.
DIEPPE— ROUEN— PARIS.
M y d e a r  Sir,
A l t h o u g h  your encouragement induces 
m e to attempt telling the public som ething  
of what I have observed on the continent, 
I am in no way entitled or disposed to ex ­
pect much o f its attention. T h e  notes and 
thoughts o f an unknown individual, who has 
only made what is now an every-day tour, 
are likdly to interest few besides his partial 
friends ; but having decided to write with 
the purpose of printing them, it is useless 
to  mention reasons which perhaps should 
have deterred me from doing so. I will 
rather invite you without ceremony into m y
first French sleeping-room ; as you know 
when we have quitted our own shores this 
ceases to be unusual or impolite. M y me­
mory, it is true, caring neither for distance 
nor lodgings, oftener recrosses th e  Alps 
than the carpet of our host at Dieppe, where 
a pastoral groupe in tapestry half covers a 
red-tiled floor, while three mirrors, and two 
rosewood cabinets topped with marble, di­
vert the ey e  from white-washed beams and 
ceiling-joists above. But those incongrui­
ties, whether it be taste or habit that makes 
us feel them  so, did not fail to strike me, 
though almost familiarized to them  by the  
accounts o f others. I t  is well if  we always 
aim to excel our foreign neighbours as much  
in  the consistency of morals and manners, 
as we do generally in that of furniture and 
decorations.
M adame de Stäel has gravely remarked, 
in reference to British travellers, “ Every  
thing is solemn in a journey whose first steps 
are in the ocean. It seems as if  an abyss 
were opened behind you, and your return 
m ight become for ever impossible.”— Such  
views of a voyage will appear to many of us
i
islanders much too serious. A  lively cu­
riosity is, in common circumstances, our 
prevalent feeling, when we first approach 
countries, which, however near to our own, 
may in some sense be termed another earth. 
And we set foot on that earth with the ob­
serving faculty for the mom ent not a little 
awakened. A  new language shouted by 
sailors, lisped by children, appearing in eve­
ry kind of public inscription, with a change  
in dresses, countenances, vehicles, build­
ings, and all the variety of lesser objects, 
produce an impression which perhaps a H i­
bernian islander might state most forcibly, 
by saying, “ you can’t  land, twice for the  
first tim e.” Rows of shops without win­
dows, in the high street of Dieppe, and 
respectable dames who occupied some of  
these, dressed in stiffly-starched Norman 
caps, had to m yself an aspect particularly 
foreign. T hey are worn in various modes 
by the common people, and not always set 
off by their whiteness; but I should com­
pare the most perfect specimens to a nau- 
tilus-shell reversed, with its sails or wings 
shading the ears of the wearer. I spare
yoiì the detail ó f another class ofnovelties, 
profoundly interesting to travellers them ­
selves, but to  them  only ; the unknown va­
rieties of thé culinary art, first offered to 
m e ät ä table d'hote in Roueti.
- A  well-informed inhabitant whom 1 m et 
ât this table, stated thè great advantages 
àrising to Normandy from the laws o f the  
•code Napoleon, n'OW stiled the code Français* 
which had superseded the various local rules 
and customs of inheritance or succession te  
property, thus preventing much uncertain­
ty  and injustice.
« I found the choir of th e  cathedral of Rouen  
filled by two or three hundred children and 
young persons o f  both âexes, recèiving their 
“ first communion.” Each held a lighted  
taper^ and the females wore white dresses 
and veils. Though it cannot gratify a pro­
testant, to seê youth initiated into a  com­
munion that he m ust deem erring and cor­
rupt, the ey e  turns with much more plea­
sure to such an assembly, than to the move­
m ents and genuflexions of their priests. 
O ne of the numerous spectators, who, be- 
'sides m any worshippers, surrounded the
choir, informed m e that during the revolu­
tion she had seen part o f this church fitted 
up and used as a playhouse. ; . • ;
In going from Rouen to Paris, the lower 
road is much to be preferred, as it leads 
through fine and varied districts bordering 
on the Seine. A t the village of Vaudreuil, 
an intelligent countryman offered to con-r 
duct me to the chateau of the late M arquis 
de Conflans. H e  spoke of him with much  
respect, as having been kind to .his depend­
ents, “ soulageant son p e u p l e T h e man­
sion still belongs to his aged widow or fa* 
mily, who were at first obliged to emigrate, 
but now reside at Paris. It offers a pensive 
lesson on the instability of external distincr 
tions, to walk through the deserted apart* 
ments of the great, and hear from an old 
domestic, “ that was the aviary; this is the  
saloon.” A  few noble orange trees in the  
conservatory were the only objects that 
appeared uninjured by the hand of tim e or 
of war ; for the Prussians were last year oc­
cupiers of this château ; and I never heard 
these conquerors named in France, but 
with sighs or execrations. M y conductor
however appeared a firm royalist, and de­
claimed against the effects which political 
commotions and changes had produced. 
"Yet he had independent opinions. I learnt 
from him that some rich protestant manu­
facturers reside near Vaudreuil, who attend  
public worship at Rouen ;* and he then told 
m e, that, although him self a catholic, he  
had once attended the reformed service, of 
Avhich he spoke favourably, as 66 une religion 
plus retenue .” H e also seem ed quite sen­
sible to the unsuitableness of their own Latin  
liturgy for the use of the people ; and when 
I  remarked that in the present day transla­
tions were provided, replied that even this 
did not always enable the ignorant to  ac­
company the language of the priest.
W alking early beside the Seine, in the  
very agreeable neighbourhood of Vernon, 
I joined a farmer accompanying his cart,
* I had seen the protestant temple in that city, an an- 
ticnt church situated in the Rue St Eloi, T he pastor, in 
May last, was M . Olivier, who I understood to be a preach­
er of talent and popularity, settled there about two years, 
and previously of Bordeaux. T h e Reformed at Rouen had 
been quite tranquil and unmolested since the restoration ; 
but I  did not ascertain their numbers.
who after giving me some information on 
the culture o f the vineyards near us, (some 
of the northernmost in France,) made state­
ments which suit a different school of poli­
tics from that of m y acquaintance at V au- 
dreuil. “ T he revolution had occasioned a 
division of landed property, which increa­
sed both produce and comfort. H is father 
could never have dreamt of possessing a 
horse, but now he was owner of that I saw ; 
and all the cultivators round Vernon were 
like himself, not tenants but small proprie­
tors.” “ L e  coquin !” said an owner of pa­
trimonial estates, to whom, when in ano­
ther part of France, I mentioned this con­
versation, “ H e had doubtless bought na­
tional lands for a son g  and proceeded to
demonstrate, how much more both of corn 
and hay, and happiness, are produced to him  
who rents the land he cultivates. W e  need  
not go far from our own counties, to discover 
how opinion is modified by interest, habit, 
and temper; but the farther we wander, 
the more illustrations we gain of it.
T h e  furious entry of the Duchesse de 
Bourbon into Mantes, dashed by six post
horses at full jgallop over the hard uneven  
pavement, ,did not augm ent .my respect for 
that personage. An aged man or infant 011. 
the road m ight have been sacrificed ; horses, 
I understand, frequently are so ; now and, 
then a postilion ; and as to speed, the gain, 
is doubtful, for her H ighness’s carriage 
broke down on this very journey. The pace 
cannot, we may presume, have been adopt­
ed, because it was that o f  Napoleon and 
his marshals, or because it is more emble­
matic o f their moral and political career 
than of the course of a patèrnal government ; 
but granting that urgent occupation, and 
swiftness som ething like ubiquity, ought 
to be announced to nations by the move­
m ents o f their rulers and defenders, it does 
not absolutely follow, that such attributes 
need be assumed by a lady going into the. 
country. Y et I claim a license for your 
present conductor to  use more than impe­
rial speed ; for when one ventures, after 
being in these well-known countries, to take 
readers thither, it should surely be, in ju s ­
tice  to  them , by a sort of aeronautic con­
veyance. In this paper balloon, we may
speculate or moralize, be gravé or playful, 
while gliding above beaten roads, or unin­
viting districts, without fatigue or atten­
tion ; and ye t it is so far manageable, that 
we shall always stop at pleasure to explore 
a scene, or retrace an. inçidenf. I should 
have thought the attempt not only ill judg-r 
ged, but almost hopeless, to engage even 
your partiality in any way of travelling with 
m e but this. As you can have what is in­
teresting only at second hand, you may  
well claim to be excused from what is not 
so ; from thé tediousnëss of strait avenues, 
and the miseries of ill-dressed suppers ; nay, 
even from the duty of seeing (and much  
more of technically surveying) “ all and 
every” the works of art. You must not 
therefore suppose, that I m yself omitted to 
tread in the steps of the curious ; our pre­
sent vehicle, and the motives for chusing  
it, will account for a quick flight from 
Brighton to Paris, and for some similar 
ones in future. I suspect, indeed, that af­
ter the many sketches, visits, and revisits 
of that c ity  we have shared in, you m ight 
he best pleased if, even there, we only ho-
vered a little, like swallows in November, 
round domes, and columns, and arches, and 
took our speedy passage southward. L et  
us, however, enter for a moment the gilded  
dome des invalides, an instructive edifice both 
without and within. Its exterior is the  
most striking object in a bird’s eye view of  
Paris, and shines as a warning for ambitious 
monarchs. T he first gilding, that of Louis 
the 14th, had, like himself, long since dis­
appeared. Buonaparte’s order for regilding  
it, is said to have been dated from the Krem­
lin ; infatuated vanity prompting him thus 
to record the highest point of his bloody 
elevation, but an instant, as it were, before 
the commencement of his fall.* T h e  inte­
rior should afford a lesson to all the nations 
“ who delight in war.” It was adorned not 
only with the fine paintings and the monu­
m ent of Tu renne which still remain there, 
but, till lately, with a multitude of stan­
dards, (we were told two thousand.) cap­
tured from hostile armies, purchased with
* A  lover of pence- and of punning says of this glitter­
ing dome, “  I t  is what its master was after his victories ; 
covcrcd with new glory— that is to say, new guilt.''1
millions of lives, and then burnt in one day, 
to prevent their recapture by those armies 
in the French capital. The beautiful mar­
ble pavement under this dome likewise of­
fered a hint to  the present government, 
which, though comparatively trivial, was 
not unimportant to its dignity. This floor 
is inlaid with the royal arms, which have 
not been removed during the changes of  
the revolution. The diligence used last 
summer in destroying the traces o f the e x ­
emperor and his reign, might perhaps be po­
litic, as it regards those very conspicuous 
and personal monuments, which would 
seem, especially during his life, to* insult 
the existing authority ; but if  it extend to 
such as are less so, and if works of art be 
injured by defacing these, there is a little ­
ness in the proceeding, which must be view­
ed still more disadvantageously by contrast. 
For the late usurper, who had certainly  
reasons to wish the cause o f legitim acy for­
gotten, not only left those Bourbon fleura 
de lys, but restored the inscriptions Ludovi­
co magno on the gate o f St Denis. T he  
cause of freedom, also, was not less adverse
to  his power ; but he employed his police 
more effectively, and doubtless more mis­
chievously, than in proscribing those relics 
of revolutionary opinion which still are seen  
in the provinces, and still interest the  
stranger. On the pedestal o f Joan of Arc’s 
statue at Rouen, erected in the market­
place where she was barbarously burnt, I 
read the inscription, “ Liberty, Equality, 
U nity, and Indivisibility o f the Republic,” 
which tim e alone has partially effaced. A  
brass tablet, fixed on the grand staircase 
of the m useum in that city, exhibits the  
same principles more permanently.* In­
deed, the lowest coin of the realm records 
them. One sou pleads for constitutional 
monarchy, “ L a  nation, la loi, et le roi 
another proclaims the rights o f man, “ L es  
hommes sont égaux devant la loi and both
* Liberie. Metre. '’Egalité.
10,000,000 metres. Egal a la dix millionième 30,784,440 piés 
partie du quart du quart de Véquateur, 
méridien terrestre.
19 Frimaire, An. 8 de la République Françoise, 
Unité des poids et des mesures.
A lotis les temps. A tous les peuples.
Municipalité de Rouen.
were found to live loyally in the same poc­
ket with the busts of Louis and Napoleon. 
Gold, whatever legend it may bear, has of­
ten been a mover of sedition ; but there is 
little to fear from copper, and not much  
more from bronze, or marble, or canvas. A  
Frenchman observed to me, “ The govern­
m ent should have waited for the zeal o f the  
people to deface these things.” I rather 
think they should have waited for the indif­
ference of the people to render it superflu­
ous. Under a firm and good government, 
though they might be still admired as mo­
numents o f art or military fame, th ey  would 
surely cease, like others which are now nei- 
glected, to be signals of discontent or com­
motion.
LETTER II.
PARIS.
-A s  you kn Ow I feel, or ought to feel, con­
cerned for the great cause o f religion and 
morals, you will suppose that m y attention  
was directed both to the established and re­
formed churches of Paris. The latter, which 
are only two in number, (not including the  
German Lutheran .church,) are well filled 
during the single service of the Sunday. 
T he pastors officiated last summer at the two 
protestant tem ples by turns. M. Marron has 
a dignified delivery ; but I fear, from what I 
learnt both in France and Switzerland, that 
neither his public, nor private character, 
have been such as are calculated to second 
and justify the serious office of Christian 
admonition. M. Monod, who, I understand, 
is much respected, made, when I was his 
hearer, a very warm and affecting' appeal 
to conscience. In the catholic church of
St Eustache, an eloquent priest most ear­
nestly insisted on the evils and dangers of 
a dissipated and irreligious life, and con­
cluded by illustrating the supports and con­
solations of piety from the example of the  
late unfortunate Louis. This picture of 
sufferings and resignation drew tears from 
a female near m e; the audience was nu­
merous ; and the whole discourse adapted, 
as it was evidently designed, both for mo­
ral and political effect. A t the church of 
St Roch, I heard a very inferior essay  
against calumny. T he part of this service 
which is most novel and unwelcome to a 
protestant, is a pause after the introduc­
tion ; in which, turning towards a crucifix 
erected at the side of the pulpit, the preach­
er implores the intercession of the Virgin. 
I found those of both communions, whom I 
heard, more vehem ent in action and utter­
ance than the English, and the catholics 
more so than the Reformed ; but the vehe­
mence of both has too much of a theatrical 
air, particularly that mechanical elevation  
and tremulous movement of the hands, 
which seems to be a favourite gesture. I
lu rAit I s. Let. il.
nowhere heard a leading importance given  
to  those great facts and doctrines o f Scrip­
ture, which, in the view o f the most se­
rious class of Christians, form the true 
basis of moral exhortation. I t  is affirmed 
by witnesses who have been disposed and 
able to make more researches into the fact 
than myself, that irréligion and immorality 
have very generally and deeply infected  
the population of Paris. Their employ­
m ents on the Sabbath, and the vice, as well 
as dissipation, which prevails in the parts of 
the city most frequented by strangers, tend  
to  confirm that testim ony. Y e t may not 
foreigners, who visit our capital, retort on 
u s  as to one of the leading points o f accu­
sation ? Public licentiousness forces itself  
on their view almost as much in London 
as in Paris. I do not think it is more 
shameless or seductive (when we take into 
the account its uncontrolled exhibition at 
our theatres) in the French than in the  
British capital ; and it appears to be less 
generally connected with other kinds of e x ­
cess, with drunkenness and riot, m alignity  
and profaneness. I may add, while on this
unpleasing subject, that in smaller cities of  
the continent, this vice is much less public 
and obtrusive than in the manufacturing 
and commercial towns of England. It  is 
not intended to infer the better morals of  
all those cities. On the contrary, we have 
reason to believe* that in some th ey  are 
much more corrupt ; but while many men  
argue plausibly for the toleration o f a lesser 
evil as preventive o f greater, none I pre­
sume can suppose, that the public exposure 
o f vice, and temptations to vice, would tend  
to diminish its amount in these cases, or 
has done so in our own. It is never too 
late to attempt the correction o f evil ; and 
the recent exertions both of authority and 
benevolence on this subject are truly com­
mendable ; but in a country which we be* 
lieve to be more Christian than others, sure­
ly  neither the authority o f magistrates, nor 
the principles of good men, have been early 
enough, or extensively enough, engaged in  
repressing a practice, which places continual 
dangers in the path of many who would 
shun, and more who would not seek them, 
and which habituates almost all our youth
B
tö the presence ahti language, if  riot partici­
pation, Of depravity.
T h e Róyal Library ôf Pâtis ië âzl establish^- 
Irient most worthy 6f ä gi*eat and erilighteriéd 
nation. There is no taste* connected with li­
terature or the arts, which cari fail to  bë gra­
tified by sorrie department öf its treasures. 
T hé ïich  Collections of medals, aritiqiiities, 
and engravings, afford an alinosi inexhaus-1 
tibie fund of research to the antiquary and 
the artist ; while three hundred arid fifty- 
eight thousand printed books, and seventy- 
two thousand manuscripts, offer a still more 
unbounded range to the labours of numerous 
readers. I was peculiarly interested by view­
ing the handwriting of iriany distinguished  
men. It is the most precious kind of relic. I f  
literary memorials of their genius have been  
multiplied and scattered abroad by the ptéss* 
these are become the common property, 
they have been appropriated at least by 
many minds, and are mingled with the g e ­
neral stores of thought ; but here we have 
the paper and ink (cheap in themselves, but 
invaluable by their use) which first embodied 
the conceptions of those great spirits who
are göhe ; the very strbkes o f the péti by  
means of Which their äiiblittie intellect still 
lives àtilóng Us. Otie would rather see the 
blots ärid erasures of a Fenelon or a Mon­
tesquieu* than the most perfect and orha- 
mënted copy of their Works. I f  the manu­
scripts be of a more familiär kind, We experi­
ence a different but hot perhaps a less plea­
sure. Fot We VieWj by means of them, per­
sons who were elevated bÿ their talènts or
 
their station, more clbsely than we could 
probably have ever done, had we lived in 
the sätne couhtry and at the säme period. 
W e enter into their cabinets ; see the mind 
and the hand which instructed or governed  
multitudes, occupied in little affairs and 
tHfling interests, and are perhaps sècretly  
pleased, while observing that th ey  were of­
ten obliged to stddp to out level, though We 
câhnot ttioürit to theirs. Bdth-kinds of gra­
tification are very com modi ou sly presented 
in this library, open manuscript volumes and 
unfolded letters being placed uhder glass. 
In this Way are exhibited, the original ma­
nuscript of Telemaque, letters of Boileau, 
Racihe, and Voltaire, some Of Frauds the
1st, and memoranda written by Louis the  
14th on loose sheets during his campaigns. 
Others, if  enquired for, are readily produced 
to  the curious. I desired to see the letters 
of a still more renowned sovereign, H enry  
4 th, and received a volume of those addres­
sed to the Duc de Sully. The earlier part 
of the series are directed to this minister by 
his previous title of M arquis de Rosny, the  
latter u A  mon cousin le Duc de Sully.” T h ey  
advance gradually to  a style  o f confidence 
and familiar intimacy, in which the relative 
characters o f  sovereign and subject do not  
at all appear to have cramped the royal 
writer. *
' It is natural for an Englishman to  com­
pare, on all leading points that fall within  
his observation, the advantages o f Paris and 
London. H e  will find them  to be of differ­
ent kinds ; and this very much arising from
* I  copied one of these letters, the orthography of which 
is obsolete, and the style singular.
Mon amy Jay lien ancores apry™ ( qu: appréhensions)  
des nouvelles sur le sujet de ce que me dyt M r. de Rohan de 
vrc part, certes toutes le croys de lorrene sont traytres et ay  
peur que les fleur de lys nan resante de la contagyon, ma 
fame est an Ion » tat et croyt comme moy que vous ne vous
political causes. Paris has become what it 
is, chiefly by the power and resources of the 
government : London, by the wealth and 
freedom of the subject : and this latter is 
the sort of pre-eminence which we ought to  
view with most pleasure. T he numerous 
streets and squares of our metropolis, which 
are altogether unrivalled in Paris, and the  
much greater number of separate and re­
spectable dwellings inhabited by every class, 
from the possessors of luxury to those who 
have a humble competence, are much more 
to be valued than the gallery and colonnade 
of the Louvre, because they are marks of 
private independence. And the pavement 
which protects and accommodates the mean­
est and most infirm passengers, is more to
deves f y e r  a nul de la meson, ecouter lout et ne leur dyre 
gueres, Je me porte fo r t  bien Dieu merci/  et tout mon menage, 
tjuy vous aymeront autant que moy ou ie les deieryteré, brulçn 
cette lettre, ce X X V ™  mars
H e n r y .
I t  is endorsed (as all the rest are) apparently by the 
duke’s own hand,
lettre du Roy du 25  M ars  1607  
touchant les grands du roiaume 
grands et moy.
be admired than the finest avenue or arch 
by which strangers enter Paris ; because it 
has for its object the safety and comfort of  
the people. Y et it is a prejudice to regard 
that love of magnificence which employs the  
labour o f  part of the population at the cost 
of another part, or which encourages the  
skill and science of individuals at the ex ­
pense of a nation, as one of the great evils 
and abuses of absolute power, W ithin cer­
tain bounds it is beneficial, and even when 
carried to excess, its ill effects would be tri­
vial compared with those of the rage for war. 
There would have been a vast saving of  
wealth, and labour, and comfort, if  the sove­
reigns of Europe, instead of ravaging or im­
poverishing each other’s states with little in  ^
termission for a century past, had been oc­
cupied even in the absurd and fruitless work 
Of building pyramids to outvie those of 
E gypt. But the costly undertakings of the  
sovereigns of Paris are of a much better or­
der ; for many of them contribute instruc­
tion and refinement, health and pleasure, to
 
its citizens. T he library lately mentioned, the  
rich museum of natural history, the K ing’s
garden connected with that establishment, 
the plapted boulevards, which encircle the  
whole city, forming a green and shaded walk 
between it and the suburbs, and the noble 
promenades of the Luxembourg, Tuileries, 
and Champs Elyseés, afford to the inhabi­
tants of each quarter opportunities of re­
creation, which are not possessed by those 
pf Lon4pji in any similar degree. T he prps- 
pect from the apartments of the Tuileries 
pn a fine evening of spring, is such as t ßhgi]l(J 
fear must become, hy the ^id of flattßry, 
mischievously illusive to any monarch who 
occupies them. T he lpng and superb per­
spective formed by an avenue pf çhesrçut 
trees in blossom, terminated by the Place 
foams Quinze^ a fountain at each extrem ity  
glittering in the last rays of sunshine, with 
an immense but well dressed assemblage of 
all ranks filling the interval, and dispersed 
in the grpves,or aipopg the numerous orange 
trees and statues, may top probably be taken 
for a picture of the kingdom and its inhabi­
tants. There is jn the scene an air of gran­
deur combined with contentm ent and p le^  
sure, very Jikßly at le^st to sççthç t,he rçyal
spectators into willing forgetfulness o f the 
poverty or oppression which may reign in 
rem ote provinces, or even in some parts of 
the very capital that pours forth so gay a 
multitude. t
T he Parisians certainly have the consti­
tutional requisites for enjoym ent ; and while 
walking amidst these groupes, which a cheer­
ful sociality seem s to pervade, undisturbed 
by any thing like riot or discord, it is diffi­
cult to realize the immoralities which are too 
prevalent, or the cruelties to which a part of 
this populace have sometimes been excited . 
Their urbanity in directing strangers is a 
prepossessing trait of character, but an en­
quirer in the streets of Paris will have some­
tim es occasion to smile at their adopting the  
phrases o f the connoisseur, and sometimes 
at their spirit o f shrewd observation. “ Oui 
M o n s i e u r said a baker’s boy to whom I 
made some remark when near the military 
column on th e  Place Vendôme, “ oui, c'est un 
superbe morceau.”—*-An artisan, who was en­
gaged like m yself in viewing some carica­
tures of Cossacks at a print stall, senten- 
tiously reminded a companion beside him,
that these unwelcome visitors had been  
sought for, and as it were invited ; 66 Ils ne 
seroient pas venus si nous ne les avions pas re­
cherches” If not personally concerned, he  
was perhaps honest enough to reflect, that 
he shared in the spirit of destruction and 
conquest which actuated those who were 90. 
T he domestic at the Grand Trianon, a pa­
lace in the park of Versailles, to which Buo­
naparte often resorted, pointed out to  m e a 
large circular table covered with green vel­
vet, as the very council board where that in­
vasion of Russia was discussed and resolved 
on ; while in the adjoining rooms we found 
magnificent vases and tables o f Siberian ma­
lachite, presented by Alexander to Buona­
parte during their previous alliance. T hese  
objects, associated with the remembrance of 
recent events that have disturbed and asto­
nished Europe, excited more attention than  
the pictures and statues round them . T h e  
sufferings of the French army from the in­
tensity of frost, during the dreadful retreat 
from Moscow, have eclipsed all others ; but 
those which attended the former war with 
Russia in 1807, are not yet forgotten by the
survivors who witnessed and partook them. 
T h ey  arose from continued rains falling in 
deep and marshy ground, which the troops 
were compelled to cross before the battle of 
Friedland. A n officer with whom I travel­
led after quitting Paris, and \yhq ^escribed 
this march, assured me, that he then heard 
grenadiers, while wading through the mire, 
from which many of them were never extrir 
çated, exclaim  in a tone of desperation tfl 
their Emperor as he passed, “ Ah çoquiv, /  
bourreau 1 qu'est çç que tu nous fa is  souffrir f ” 
Tp which the idol of the soldiery replied 
with a laugh, Ba, f demain in, aurqs (Je bon 
v in ”’rrr-JSiut so deeply has the love of war 
and rapine been infiised, that all past hard- 
ships, and the cold blooded sacrifices from 
which th ey  themselves are but ju st escaped, 
do not prevent the unemployed officers from 
declaring their admiration of those exploits, 
and a desire to renew them. “ That we 
did not invade and conquer your island,” (a 
half pay commissary frankly told me,) “ was 
not at all for want o f inclination.” ( Ce rìetoit 
•pas fau te  d ’envie.) V Had I been in the Em ­
peror’s place, I would have attem pted the
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threatened descent. - T he fruits pf yiçtoiy  
would have been rich and ample, and the 
deliverance of the world from your naval 
tyranny and commercial monopoly com­
plete.” A  lively demoiselle o f the second  
class, who was of the party, gave her suf­
frage for war and glory with much anim a­
tion, and when 1 represented the attendant 
miseries, put to flight a]l scruples with the  
heroic argument, “ Plutôt la guerre, plutôt la  
guerre, que la France ainsi avilie!” This mi­
litary spirit;, which was always characteris­
tic of the French, has been doubtless ren­
dered more restless, unprincipled, and uni­
versal, by the immense levies which Buona­
parte made, and the spoliations in which he 
indulged them ; hut it would be very shorts 
sighted to imagine, that it is no where pre- 
valent and no where mischievous except in 
France. T w enty campaigns have roused 
and organized it throughout Europe, and 
there can be now no state without a great 
body of persons who are averse from any 
employ but those connected with arnis, and 
murmuring at that exhaustion which for the  
present necessitates repose. T he conversa-
tion I have quoted took place with the occu­
pants of two voitures, travelling on one of the  
great southern roads, whom I joined in some 
pleasant walks over “ vine-covered hills.” 
There was a royalist minority among them , 
consisting of an inspector of lotteries and his 
two daughters. T h e latter were returning  
from a m onth’s delightful stay at Paris, du­
ring which th ey  had never omitted to join  
th e  daily assemblage in front o f the T uile­
ries, for the pleasure of seeing their good  
K ing and the Duchesse d ’Angouléme. T h ese  
political attachments, however, were not de­
clared so unreservedly as the contrary ones, 
but rather apart.
I am quite o f opinion, with some authors 
or compilers of “ H ints to Travellers,” that 
a stranger who would study national charac­
ter  and opinion, should not neglect the oc­
casion which public vehicles afford. There  
will however be m any exceptions to this 
choice ; as no advantage can be hoped for 
in some German diligences, which will com­
pensate for their tiresome slowness ; and the 
principal European languages, (supposing 
the stranger to have acquired them ,) will
avail him but little in some parts o f the N e ­
therlands, where the coachman m ay speak 
the Walloon or Brabançon dialect ; and th e  
conversation of the passengers be carried on 
in Dutch or Flemish.
LÉTTËfe, III.
PARIS— SWITZERLAND— SAVOY.
It is pleasant to see proofs of agricultural 
industry; and these, in the provinces through 
which I passed) were universal. Though  
recent Conscriptions have been supposed by 
us to be a great check to cultivation in 
France, and though the subsequent peace 
has proved so in our own country, I saw no 
acres of neglected  land, and few or none of 
those small portions of waste ground, which 
are so frequent in England. But plains of 
corn, however productive, are not pictu­
resque ; and it was with pleasure I perceived, 
after leaving Dijon, in the neighbourhood of 
Auxonne, the mountains o f Franche-comté  
rising in the distance. In the departments 
of the Jura and Doubs, that sort of moun­
tain scenery com m ences which is a step to­
wards the grandeur of the Alps ; and the  
manner of building becomes similar to that
in Switzerland, äll the farrti offices being con­
nected with the peasant’s dwelling, and un­
der one large roof of thatch. This is suc­
ceeded by another kiiid Of rural architec­
ture, prevailing among the fir forests which 
are spread over the chain of Jufa mountains, 
as also in some parts of SaVóy. T he fir, cut 
into planks, forms the Walls ; divided into 
strong laths, it is substituted for thatch or 
tile as a roof ; (which is said to be durable), 
and not unfrequently the very chimney is o f  
the same hazardous material. The first vil­
lage I saw of such a construction was Le­
viers, situated on the edge of a royal forest,
 
which produces fir timber of great siäe. W e  
were stopped an hour on the way from Sa­
lihs to this place, by one of the trees, which 
the oxen were unable to draw, without as­
sistance, down the sharp turns of the moun­
tain. T h ey  are sent from Dole, by the Saone 
and Rhone* for nâval use at Toulon and Mar­
seilles.
If  I preferred this last department of France 
as affording more diversified scenes than' the  
former, m y satisfaction was more than re­
doubled on crossing the Swiss frontier ; and
this not from the aspect o f nature alone. I 
had found much in the character, habits, and 
condition of the French to  excite  unpleasing 
reflections* Their turbulent desire for war­
like enterprize and domination alarms the  
love of his own country in every patriotic fo­
reigner; and the peculiar enm ity against our­
selves, which they combine with it, heightens 
the prejudices of an Englishman. T hese are 
not unfrequently further irritated by the ex ­
tortion or unfairness of innkeepers or trades­
people, But besides such personal feelings, 
it was painful to infer laßt summer from the 
rigour of the police, and from the suspension 
o f internal commerce, how great was the  
mutual distrust between the government and 
the nation; to observe the air of poverty and 
inaction in towns and villages, and to hear 
from tim e to tim e the complaints of unfor­
tunate peasants who had been pillaged or op­
pressed by foreign troops, and atoned with 
their little possessions for the crimes of their 
rulers. It is lamentable also to reflect, in  
traversing a country confessedly so much in 
need of moral renovation, that there exists, 
in most o f the provinces, nothing better to 
1
promote it, than a hierarchy despised by the 
majority of the people, bigotted and corrupt 
even in its weakness, and likely to become 
more so by the ascendancy which it regains 
under its antient patrons. All this conspired 
to make me hail with a sort of delight, the  
boundary of Switzerland, and the first villa­
ges of the canton de Vaud, a land of freedom  
and protestantism. The sudden appearance 
of new built farm houses and cottages, (which 
had seldom if ever m et my eye  in a French  
village,) and of comfort and independence 
among the peasantry, after passing a limit 
merely political, proved, in spite of the poet’s 
distich, that those evils “ which laws or kings 
can cause or cure,” are not inconsiderable. 
Contrasting with the French character and 
physiognomy the open ruddy countenances 
of these mountaineers, I felt a confidence 
not experienced since leaving England, as 
if I had entered a land of friends and bro­
thers. Perhaps my prepossession was some­
what too strong, but I found nothing after­
wards to warrant the complaints which I have 
heard from some of my countrymen of Swiss 
dishonesty and covetousness. My emotion
of good humour and satisfaction was height­
ened by the beauty o f the prospects on the  
road to Lausanne. Even before the sublimer 
features of Alpine scenery were y e t  disclosed, 
I  already found m y favourite W estmoreland  
surpassed in the valley of the Orbe. That 
rushing stream, near the romantic hamlet of 
L ecleés, whitens the glen beneath an insu­
lated hill, which is crowned by an antient 
château ; lofty mountains encircle it, whose 
steep sides are clothed with greén copse- 
wood, corn, and pasture, and their summits 
capped with black ranges of fir. I climbed 
th e  hills o f  this delightful road with more 
enthusiasm than you have ever seen m e dis­
play, pitying the tenants and the promena- 
ders of the Tuileries, and exclaim ing warm­
ly  to a good Fribourgeoise, (then m y only  
companion,) Oh how the Swiss m ust love 
their native land ! This worthy dame, a 
Roman catholic, returning to her canton 
from a journey o f  business to Paris, told me, 
in  the simplicity of her heart, that she had 
often observed with surprise, the superior 
prosperity o f the Reformed part of Switzer­
land. She knew not how to account for the
difference, and had the fact needed proof, 
her admission would have been a conclusive 
one ; for the honest villager was duly im­
pressed with the excellence o f her own 
church, and I remember, as we journeyed  
tête a tête through Franche-comté, she main­
tained strenuously, that excellent moral re­
straints and religious consolations, are de­
rived from the practice o f confessing to the  
priest. A protestant could have no difficul­
ty  in solving the problem thus ingenuously  
proposed, why his brethren were more thri­
ving and improved than hers. Better and 
more general education, the great addition 
to labour from the abolition of numerous fes­
tivals, the emancipation of opinion, and the  
habit o f exercising private judgm ent extend ­
ing itse lf from religious enquiry to every 
other branch of human knowledge, must 
have an effect on agriculture and the arts, 
and be distinctly visible in the state of so­
ciety. An eminent protestant professor and 
minister at Lausanne made m e acquainted 
however with a different solution, offered by 
a Romish divine. “ God gives these here­
tics a greater share of this world’s advanta­
ges, in consideration of the wretched doom 
which awaits them  in the n ex t.” M ay m y  
worthy friend, the Fribaurgeoise, long remain 
in charitable ignorance of this enlightened  
decision.
One of the most magnificent scenes in 
nature is surely that first conp-d’œil of the  
Alps of Savoy, across the lake of Geneva, 
which I gained on approaching Lausanne. 
It was morning, and those gigantic summits 
were half enveloped in sunny clouds, resting  
round their enormous fronts of snow, the  
more majestic for that bright veil. But we 
will not at present stop to view all their 
changing hues and varied forms. I soon 
quitted the north side of the lake, being 
fortunately admitted into a travelling party, 
from whose society I had to reap much  
information and pleasure; and proceeded 
through G eneva towards Chamberri.
T he change on entering Savoy, is con­
trary to that which I ju st now described. 
Poverty appears in the dresses and habita­
tions of the people. T he women are bare­
footed, and the cottages of the worst kind. 
Paper windows are often substituted for
glass. The valli es and mountains are .on a 
more extended scale than those of the Jura, 
and there is a greater proportion of verdure 
and fertility than I had expected from the 
accounts of some geographers. A very pic­
turesque change takes place in the manner 
of cultivating the vine, which, instead of 
being attached to short sticks, as in France 
and Switzerland, (where there is no more 
beauty in a vineyard than in a plot of beans 
or raspberries,) begins to be trained up fruit 
trees, or hung in festoons from tree to tree, 
Between Rumilly and Aix, we quitted the  
road to view a cascade, which though it 
would be celebrated in some other coun­
tries, is only of the second class in this. 
But curiosity had a double object ; as the  
same visit had proved fatal to a young and 
amiable lady, known to some of m y com­
panions, who being there in company with 
the ex-queen of Holland, and venturing to 
cross the cataract by a plank, without assist­
ance, slipped into it, and could not be ex ­
tricated till too late, from a cavity of rock 
into which she fell. A stone recording this 
event was erected by order of Hortensia,
with the following inscription, suitable as a 
general warning to travellers among the 
Alps, though in this particular spot a solid 
and guarded bridge was placed at the same 
time, which prevents similar danger.
H
Ici
Madame la Baronne de Broc 
ageé de 25 ans, a péri 
Sous les yeux de son amie 
le 10 Juin 1813.
O vous 
qui visitez ces lieux 
n’avancez qu’avec précaution 
sur ces abymes.
Songez a ceux qui vous aiment.
The sulphureous waters o f A ix  were used for 
bathing by the Romans, the ruins o f whose 
subterranean vapour baths still remain. T h ey  
seem to have been so contrived, that the pa­
tient m ight sit surrounded with steam, and 
they have brick pipes for conveying it to the  
outer air. Large flat bricks, with raised La­
tin inscriptions on them , and some mutilat­
ed marble statues, have been found in the 
neighbourhood. T hese waters are still re­
nowned for their medicinal virtue ; but the  
antients would see a strange contrast be­
tween what has been done in later ages  
there, and the magnificence that has arisen 
round the celebrated Bath of our own island, 
which was also well known to them, but so 
much more remote, in their tim es, from the  
centre of wealth and civilization, than these  
baths of Savoy. The modern baths at A ix  
are barely convenient, and the town mean  
and inconsiderable. W e were much pleased  
however, with the garden of a small country  
house above it, which was occupied by Maria 
Louisa, when she resorted to this place. It 
commands a view of the L ac de Bourget, 
whose silvery line of waters was then set off 
by the dark cloudy grandeur of the surround­
ing mountains, while the gay flowers of al­
mond trees and acacias among which we 
walked, gave me the first hint, though we 
had not yet passed the Alps, of a Cisalpine 
summer. It may be worth while to sub­
mit to the penalty of lodging once in the  
delectable Hotel de la parfaite Union in 
Chamberri, for the sake of first looking 
down upon this capital of Savoy from the
hills on the side of À ix. It is situated In a 
plain that resembles a garden, intersected  
by poplars and white willows, with fruit trees 
and festooned vines planted in the corn­
fields. Few scenes have given m e so strong­
ly  the impression of luxuriant plenty ; and it 
is rendered more striking, by being embo­
somed in extensive forests and louring Alps. 
I will not long detain you in this town. Its  
churches exhibit the approach to an Italian 
or Spanish style o f gaudy decoration. I t  
was here I first saw the Virgin honoured 
with that sort of modern costume which is 
said to employ the industry of good King  
Ferdinand; a robe of embroidered taffeta, 
a diamond, or diamond-like necklace, and a 
crown of roses. There is a considerable and 
well arranged hospital, where our compassion 
was excited for a poor wounded Bohemian, 
who had lain there since an affair between  
the Austrians and French, on the bridge of 
Chamberri, in the last campaign. H e  de­
scribed his sufferings in this place, (where 
few, if  any, knew his language,) to the only 
one of our party who spoke good German ; 
and I would fain have had the unthinking
friends and apologists of war in attendance, 
to  hear this clinical lecture on its effects.
I must forbear to describe the varieties 
of woodland and mountain scenery, which 
interested us in advancing through the val­
ley of the Arc. This is a rapid and troubled 
river, falling into the Isere. It is stained 
by torrents from the dark blue slate rocks 
which border the valley beyond S t Jean 
de Maurienne; whose frowning points and 
gloomy chasms seemed like outworks to the  
Cyclops’ cave. W e  had passed by that 
episcopal city and capital of one of the pro­
vinces of Savoy, without entering its gates.
 
None indeed but a very humble equipage is 
admitted, for we observed this ludicrous 
public notice, “ It is forbidden to bring any  
carriage into the city  with more than one 
horse, on pain of three days labour.” Am ong  
the few hundred inhabitants, I should fear 
there must be often more pressing incon­
veniences than the narrowness of their 
streets, for the country now bordering on 
the Mont Cenis, becomes more dreary and 
sterile. From this point, the new road form­
ed by Buonaparte began to share my admi­
ration with the extraordinary districts which 
border it. It is a continued causeway be­
side the Arc, and each of the small torrents 
that fall into this river, is received into a 
stone reservoir (couloir) by the road side, 
and carried into an aqueduct beneath it. 
A n ascent so gen tle  as to be almost imper­
ceptible, brought us to St M ichelt I  was 
struck by the ornaments o f a large painted 
cross o f wood at the entrance of this village, 
exhibiting a variety of objects connected  
with the history o f our Saviour’s sufferings ; 
the cock which crew, the chalice, the purse 
of Judas, the lantern, the spear, the reed, 
the ladder, the nails, the bunch of hyssop, 
the dice, and some other things which I could 
not interpret, are represented in separate 
pieces o f carved wood, and attached to dif­
ferent parts o f the cross. Though I have 
since seen many similar ornaments, I have 
m et with no instance where th ey  have been 
so numerous and perfect.
From this place, the valley became a hol­
low ascent betw een mountainous forests, so 
steep as to require additional horses, while 
we m et the descending stream of the Arc,
rushing and roaring beside us as a sort of 
cataract. Torrents and cascades were mul­
tiplied on all sides, swollen by the unusual 
prevalence of rain. T he road now bearing 
us along the brink of precipices, and across 
one or two bridges that united them, occa­
sioned my fair fellow-travellers some sensa­
tions of alarm. W e had here, although  
within a few days of midsummer, a discour­
s i n g  proportion of storms and cold, with 
abundance of new fallen snow on the sur­
rounding heights ; and the state of the wea­
ther rendered the aspect o f the villages near 
Mont Cenis pitiably chill and desolate. The  
houses are very meanly built, and roofed 
with coarse heavy slate. Snow was slightly  
scattered upon the growing corn, and so 
gloomy was the evening view of the coun­
try in ascending from Termignon to Lans- 
lebourg, that I was surprised at its resources 
when I saw a repast set before us at the  
post-house, more various and plentiful than 
travellers in England could generally com­
mand, even were ceconomy disregarded.
LETTER IV.
THE MONT CENIS— PIEDMQNT.
T he bridges and pillars on.the great road 
of Mont Cenis, bear the date 1809. Before 
it was formed, carriages were taken to pieces 
at Lanslebourg, and conveyed to La N o ­
vales on the backs of mules ; while the tra­
veller proceeded to that place in a sort o f  
sedan chair, borne by eight porters. I con­
versed with an athletic Savoyard of this oc­
cupation, who had assisted in so carrying 
Napoleon across the mountain, and told me 
th ey  reached La Novalese in less than four 
hours. T he antient road was doubtless the  
shorter, having passed more directly to the  
summit, and then through the defiles on 
the side of P iedm ont; while the new one 
is a z igzag on a large scale, or a suc­
cession of traverses, by which both the as­
cent and descent are made gradual and 
gentle. This is obviously the only princi-
pie of forming great mountain roads, so as 
to be practicable for carriages, Both the 
Mont Cenis and Simplon are now crossed 
with post horses ; but as ours were engaged  
from a voiturier, and had brought us all the 
way from Lausanne, th ey  were here re­
lieved by ten mules, and followed the three 
carriages of our party till we gained the  
Barrier. The weather which had been so 
unfavourable the evening before, to our 
great delight grew clear,, and the deep blue 
sky above the snowy points around us, be­
came almost free from clouds ; but they  
hung in masses of fleecy vapour round the  
bases of the mountains, forming a grand 
and changeful decoration. I had seen many 
poor inhabitants of Lanslebourg in the 
church at their devotions before our early 
departure. W e now looked down upon their 
spire and the roofs of their slated cottages, 
as well as on two or three other villages up 
the stream of the Arc. This rapid river and 
the Isere, have their sources near Mont Ise- 
ran, which towered at the head of the valley. 
The many and complete changes o f direction 
in ascending such a road as I have described,
brought the same objects repeatedly into 
view, at each tim e more distant, and more 
directly beneath us ; looking upward, the 
shadows o f the mountain tops thrown upon 
their bright covering of snow, and the fir 
forests sprinkled with that which had fallen 
on th e  preceding day, while the morning sun  
shone warmly upon us, formed a scene most 
singular and beautiful. Besides the frequent 
couloirs and aqueducts before spoken of, this 
superb road is guarded, where the mountain  
is most precipitous, by solid railings fixed in 
high stone pillars. Our m uleteers, however, 
pointed out the spot, where an avalanche,* in 
th e  preceding March, had not only swept 
away these, but borne some Italian travellers, 
with their carriage and horses, down the  
mountain side. B eing enveloped in the  
snow, and immediately extricated, neither 
th ey  nor the horses received material injury. 
It is in spring, when the great masses begin  
to melt and to be loosened, that the passage 
of the Alps is thus perilous. N early tw enty  
small houses, (called barracons,) were built
'* Avalanche, as most readers know, is the name given in 
these countries to a falling mass of snow.
when the road was formed, in which persons 
are stationed during the season of danger, 
to clear away the snow, and to assist travel­
lers. In the depth of winter, when it is 
hard frozen, the passage is made on a traî­
neau drawn by mules. There was also for­
merly a mode practised, o f descending with  
extreme rapidity on a sledge, guided by a 
mountaineer, which slid directly down the  
snow-covered steep, and conveyed the two 
persons seated on it, as I was assured, a 
league in five minutes. T hat part of the  
mountain which admitted of this exploit 
was pointed out to  us, and is called by the  
peasants the ramasse. T hey spoke of an 
Englishman who established him self during 
a time at Lanslebourg, for the purpose of 
repeatedly enjoying this amusement, or, as 
they expressed it, “ pour etre ramassé tous 
les jours." If happiness be in the ratio of 
velocity, a theory which Dr Johnson’s well- 
known sentiment on the quick movem ent 
of a post chaise seems to favour, where could 
the traveller have found a more exquisite 
degree of it ? This practice is now discon­
tinued, in consequence, I believe, of the  
new road’s intersecting the ramasse.
Although I passed the M ont Cenis on 
the; 18th o f June, y  Ou must consider m y de­
scription as corresponding to the usual ap­
pearance o f it in April, and ascribe this to  
the general backwardness and inclem ency  
of the past summer ; it being very rare 
for any snow to remain on the road after 
the 1st of May. T he m uleteers regretted  
that we did not see the mountain in its 
summer dress, toute en fleurs; but agreeable 
as this would have been, I preferred the op­
portunity of viewing its wintry aspect with­
out the hazards o f that season, especially 
as I hoped to see a flowery contrast in other 
Alpine regions. Our mules were dismissed 
at the highest point of the passage, to which 
th ey  had brought us in less than three hours; 
but the ascent from Piedm ont is much  
longer. H ere the snow was from seven to  
twelve feet high beside the road from which 
it  had been dug away, and which now led  
us to the margin of a small lake, situated in 
a hollow between the Grand  and P etit Mont 
Cenis. T he picture o f the snowy heights,
intermixed with bare crags, and patches of 
vegetation, which from some optical cause, 
were much more verdant as reflected in  
this mirror, pleased me exceedingly; y e t  is 
doubtless much less admired by the fathers 
who inhabit the neighbouring liospice, than  
the fine trouts which the lake affords for 
their refectory. This refectory was former» 
ly their chapel, with a small convent at­
tached to it, where travellers were received ; 
but Buonaparte greatly enlarged the esta­
blishment, and it now consists of a hand­
some church in the centre, with an exten ­
sive range of barracks for troops on one side, 
and a building of equal size on the other, 
destined for the reception of strangers. 
There are four resident ecclesiastics, (cha­
noines de S t Benoit,) one of whom shewed us 
the apartments used by Napoleon, now de­
corated with a portrait of the King of Sar­
dinia, their present sovereign. I f  his Ma­
jesty  s subjects have any taste for physiog- 
nomy, it should be delicately recommended  
to him by his friends, not to employ th e  
painter, the statuary, or medallist, in mul­
tiplying his original countenance. T hey
m ight cite to  him the example of A lexan­
d er  the great and his predecessors, whose 
heads never appeared upon their coinage.
T h e  priest complained that a dotation of 
lands, to  th e  annual value of thirty-six thou­
sand francs, with which Napoleon had en­
dowed the ho&piee, had been reduced one half 
by the restored government. A s the esta­
blishment is  a very useful one, this diminu­
tion of its funds seem s not only unjust, but 
injudicious and unpopular. There is no 
doubt that Buonaparte’s primary object in 
its construction, and in the formation of this 
noble road, was of a  military nature. T he  
barracks both here and at Lanslebourg indi­
cate this, and his general character and po­
licy  prove it  more fully. But the accom­
modations for travellers are also excellent, 
differing widely from most inns of Savoy 
and of France; A  little beyond the hos­
pice, where the heat had been very consi­
derable, a snow storm reminded us that we 
were on very elevated ground, and in a most 
variable climate.
I began the descent of the mountain on 
foot, following a torrent called the Cenise,
or Cenischia, which soon became almost 
a cascade. T h e new road was attempted  
here in a line that was afterwards aban­
doned, on account of the great injiiry it re­
ceived from avalanches ; and that since 
made goes in so sharp a z igzag down thé  
mountain, that a traveller unaccustomed to  
these countries, who sees below him mules 
moving eastward, horses westward, and car­
riages towards the south, can hardly per­
suade himself they are all going to Susa. 
T he torrent is crossed and recrossed, i n a  
very short space, by six bridges, which may 
be said to cut it into as many distinct cas­
cades, each rushing close to the ear and eye  
of the passenger. T he flat beneath is called 
the plain of St Nicholas ; and, when looking 
back from it at the fall of the Cenischia, 
and angles of the road which have been 
past, the huge snowy head of the Grand  
Mont Cenis is seen rising directly behind 
them. The proportions, or, if you please, 
(/«proportions of these landscapes, are on a 
scale of which it is difficult to convey an 
idea. A t a greater distance rises the Roche- 
melon, which looks down upon the Mont
Cenis. Upon its summit, then hid in the 
clouds, is a little chapel, dedicated to Notre 
Dame de la N eige, which it is said more 
than two hundred persons visit annually on 
th e  5th of A ugust for the celebration of 
mass, quitting thé vallies on the preceding 
evening to reach it by sunrise. Soon after 
the carriages overtook me, we beheld one of 
the most magnificent and interesting pros­
pects I ever hope to enjoy. Its grand fea­
ture is the vale of the Cenischia, whose stream  
falls into the Doria at Susa, and joins the Po  
at Turin. T he former city  was seen in the  
distance at the foot of the mountains, and 
soon after, there suddenly opened upon us, 
imm ediately under the steep ridge whose 
side we were gradually descending, a view  
of L a Novalese, as if  perpendicularly below, 
with a very lofty and beautiful cascade, 
pouring in two distinct falls from the oppo­
site height. T he snow was now become 
distant, the climate that o f a fine summer’s 
afternoon, and beautiful rhododendrons, with 
Alpine strawberries, were in profusion round 
us. One might almost apply to this en­
chanting scene what Rousseau poetically says
of the Valais : “ Nature seemed to také  
pleasure in being opposed to herself. Td  
the east the flowers of spring, to the south  
the fruits of autumn, to the north the ices  
of winter : she united all seasons in the 
same instant, all climates in the sam e  
place.” Imagine us half way down the in­
clined plane of this smooth terrace, and do 
not suppose that even an Englishman could 
refuse, for the moment, his thanks and ad­
miration to the enterprising spirit that 
formed it. W hile Buonaparte served his 
own ambitious interests and those of com­
merce, he prepared an unintended treat for 
the lovers of sublime scenery. T he stran­
ger who traversed the Mont Cenis in thei 
antient mannet, might congratulate him­
self on having travelled by an unusual and 
romantic conveyance ; but he gains now in 
grandeur of prospect what he loses in self 
importance,— a species of loss not much toi 
be lamented. Instead of being enclosed in 
the defiles and ravines of these mountains, 
he skirts their sides at a great height, and 
thus takes in the whole glorious prospect. 
I term it glorious ; for remember, that with
cjties and villages, forests, rivers, and cas­
cades at our feet, we have all the contigu­
ous chain of Alps lifting their heads behind 
us, and the mountains south of Susa towards 
th e  sources o f the Po, which are equally 
snowy if  less elevated, bounding the pros­
pect in front. T he road itself is frequently  
bordered by steep rocks, and has been form­
ed by the action of gunpowder, but as it de­
scends towards the valley of the Doria, it 
winds in the most picturesque manner among 
groves and avenues o f Spanish chesnut trees, 
which were then in full verdure.
T h e little  city  of Susa, which we entered  
after this delightful drive, has near it  the  
fprt and citadel of L a Brunette, which de­
fended the defile called the Pas de Suse, 
and was the key  of Piedm ont; but has been  
destroyed by the French, and is now a heap 
of ruins. A  more interesting ruin, close to  
the town, is a triumphal arch erected to  
Augustus, the inscription on which is still 
partially legible, and the capitals and cor­
nices sufficiently perfect to g ive an idea 
of its original state. Thus, on the very 
threshold of Italy, we seem ed to be greeted
by classic antiquities ; and had already en­
tered the land of marbles ; for the churches 
here, and that o f  the hospice on Mont Cenis> 
have columns of what is called Vcrdo di 
Susa.
W hite mulberry trees, and fields of Indi-? 
an corn or maize, abounded in the vale by  
which we proceeded towards Turin. T he  
former rather deface the summer prospect, 
being often wholly stript of their leaves for 
the support of the silkworms. T h e  cultiva­
tion of these trees has been attem pted for 
the same purpose in the Pays de Vaud, but 
does not succeed, except in peculiarly dry 
seasons.
I was reminded of our being on the same 
side the Alps with the superstitions and the  
fine arts of Rome, by numerous little ora­
tories or stations on the road side, consist­
ing of a small recess or niche, in which are 
figures of saints, or paintings from scripture 
or church history. These, however, bore 
marks of age and decay ; and the range of 
chambers adjoining a ruinous corridor at 
the inn of St Ambrose, designated in the  
same Romish taste by the names of St Pie-
tro, St Paolo, St Giuseppe, St M ichele, &c. 
painted on the doors, seemed, from their 
dirt and falling condition, ludicrously un­
worthy of their patrons. But the same vil­
lage afforded a proof that expensive zeal is 
not out of date among catholics. I t  has an 
elegant new church, richly decorated with 
paintings and tapestry. A  parochial priest 
left a large sum towards this object, and it 
was completed at the charge of the inha­
bitants. I also afterwards saw in Switzer­
land, much more decided instances of this 
in the Roman catholic than in the protest­
ant cantons, particularly a large church still 
unfinished, at the village of Alpnach in Lu­
cerne, and a handsome church recently  
built at Grenchen in Soleure.
LETTER V.
TURIN.
T u r in  is a fine city, built with great re­
gularity. The street called Dora grossa, 
by which we entered from Rivoli, (after tra­
velling twelve miles in a straight avenue of 
elms,) forms a striking perspective. Its 
houses are lofty, with a number of hand­
some shops, balconies at the upper windows, 
and paved footways. The last are very rare 
on the continent. T he street o f the Po  
has spacious arcades, as have also the prin­
cipal squares, called Piazza Santo Carlo, and 
Piazza del Castello. In the latter is a dis­
play of articles of luxury and ornament, 
which, though it does not rival, very much 
resembles that of the arcades in the Palais 
royal at Paris. These covered walks are 
convenient in a hot climate ; but like all the  
most frequented parts of Turin, are infest­
ed with insolent or wretched beggars, a
great proportion of whom are disabled or 
deformed, and whose number and sturdy 
importunity are an absolute persecution to 
strangers. T he French suppressed this 
practice, and provided a house near the city 
for the reception of such persons, but the re­
stored government, as I was credibly inform­
ed, dissolved the institution on account of its 
expense, and because it originated with the 
French; turning the numerous mendicants 
loose upon the public ; as strong a trait of 
weak prejudice and wicked parsimony as can 
be found, I should think» in any court or ad­
ministration. It is no new thing to see mi­
sery and vanity side by side ; but I thought 
them  more immediately contrasted in Turin 
than in other cities ; as the elegantes walk in 
th e  streets where these beggars abound, 
dressed in caps, carrying large fans ; and 
many of the men in a full costum e of black, 
with cocked hat, sword, and silver buckles.
In this most catholic capital, which has 
been termed “ C ittà  del saçramenio,” you  
may suppose the first objects o f curiosity 
were the churches ; especially as the day af­
ter our arrival was the Octave of the Fete
Dieu, and celebrated by many religious ce ­
remonies. I may give a specimen of the  
implicit faith which has reigned here, and 
which there is no reason to suppose is at all 
diminished in the great body of the people, 
by translating a Latin inscription on the  
pavement of the church called Corpus D o- 
mini, enclosed within a railing. But you; 
must first have the legend as reported to me, 
in order to make this inscription intelligible. 
— A soldier stole the chalice and consecra­
ted elements, that is, according to the well 
known catholic tenet, the real body of 
Christ; with which he loaded his beast. The  
marble records the sequel : “ H ere the
beast lay down which carried the divine 
body ; here the sacred victim freed himself 
from the packages, and mounted into the  
air ; here he graciously descended into the  
suppliant hands of the people of Turin. 
Here therefore, mindful, suppliant, pros­
trate, venerate or dread the place consecrat­
ed by such a prodigy.” * In the church Del-
* Hie divini corporis aveclor 
Jumentum ■procubuil ;
Hie sacra sesc hostiu sarcinis emancipa!,
In auras extidit ;
la Consolata, m y attention was less attract­
ed by the splendid ornaments of the altars, 
than by a curious kind of offerings to the 
Virgin, {la Consolata,) patroness of the 
church. A  great number of little paintings 
in  frames are hung on its walls, and in some 
parts quite cover them. Most Of these re­
present a sick person, with a relation or 
friend at the bedside, in some attitude of 
devotion, and the Virgin and child appear­
ing in the clouds for the relief of the sufferer. 
B ut others exhibit casualties of different 
kinds : among these I particularly remarked 
a faithful copy of the cart of Piedmont, 
drawn by two oxen, yoked to that singular 
pole, with a crooked end turning upwards, 
which is generally used in this country ; 
with the poor peasant beneath the wheel, 
and his celestial protectress looking down on 
the disaster. N o doubt, the countryman 
who paid her this tribute, had either escaped 
fracture, or had a happy recovery. These
Hic supplices in Taurinensium manus 
Clemens descendit.
Hic ergo sanctum prodìgio locum,
Memor siipplex pronus 
Venerare aut ver er e, '
paintings are generally inscribed with the  
Latin words, E x voto, or the Italian, P er  
gratia  ricevuta. The practice was doubtless 
borrowed from the customs of their heathen  
ancestors. You remember the tabula sacer 
votivd paries of Horace, and a similar allu­
sion in the 12th satire o f Juvenal. B ut  
these vows are more generally paid in ca­
tholic churches by silver ornaments, most 
commonly hearts, which appear to be em ­
blematic of gratitude for deliverance in ge ­
neral, while representations of any particu­
lar limb denote thankfulness for a local cure. 
Thus I saw in a small chapel on the banks of 
the lake of Zug, a hand and a leg  cut in the  
very roughest manner out of common wood, 
and appended to the wall. It is unpleasing 
to see any thing of heathen origin in a Chris­
tian temple, and still more so that heathen  
spirit of delusion which - addresses its vows 
to fancied benefactors, instead of offering 
them to the Giver of all good ; y e t one loves 
the expression of grateful feeling, (however 
unenlightened,) especially in those last cases, 
where it is clear that the acceptableness of 
the offering can only be supposed to depend
on the spirit in which it  is made, and n ot on 
any intrinsic value.
T h e  music in the church Della Consolata 
was exceedingly fine, especially the exqui­
site vocal performance of a priest ; but no­
thing could be more in the style o f a con­
cert room or òpera house. T h e gallery was 
an  opèn orchestra, filled by violins and vioJ 
lincellos, among whom the conductor bran­
dished his regulating wand. On quitting 
this church, we waited the grand procession 
o f th e  day, which soon after made the tour 
o f  the principal streets, hung with old tapes­
try for its reception. It consisted, first, of 
a company o f orphan girls, each with a 
prayer-book, singing as they walked. The 
appearance and harmony of these was more 
calculated to excite  devotion than any other 
part o f  th e  m otley pageant. T h ey  were 
followed by a society o f noble ladies, called 
the congregation of St Mark, each of whom 
was muffled in a sort o f canvas gauze, like 
that used in dairies, which I presume is call­
ed cheesecloth abroad as well as at home, 
since one of m y foreign friends pleasantly 
styled th e  dress, costume de fromage. Then
came several confraternities of trades people, 
the men and women separately, dressed in 
various colours, some of them  chaunting  
not very melodiously; and after these a 
small number of Capuchin friars in their 
coarse brown cloth habit, girded by the fla­
gellating cord. A  dirty squalid appearance 
formed no very creditable part o f their self- 
mortifications. Each o f these companies 
was preceded by a crucifix or picture. T h e  
senators in scarlet robes, the faculty o f phy-i 
sic in mantles edged with ermine, the y ouths 
of the public seminary, the president of the  
tribunals in a superb velvet dress, the pro­
fessors of the university, and chief ecclesi­
astics in their full costumes, walked two and 
two like the rest ; and among the latter the  
Host Was borne under a canopy o f silk. 
Each of the persons who composed this pro-« 
cession, carried a very long and thick light­
ed taper, held considerably out of perpendi­
cular ; and it added nothing to the dign ity  
of the ceremony, to see a little tattered lo­
ver o f relics running beside every grave se­
nator and doctor, holding a three-cornered; 
paper to catch the falling drops. Only a
part of the spectators knelt at the passing 
of the H o st;  and neither here nor in the  
cathedral, where we soon after witnessed the 
entrance of this procession, and the celebra­
tion of mass, was any such mark of respect 
exacted from us protestants. It was indeed 
hinted by an individual before the conclu­
sion of the service, that our station as such 
was too conspicuous, happening to be placed 
betw een the pew occupied by the King and 
Q ueen and the high altar ; an intimation 
which I expected sooner ; but it appears, 
that the practice of compelling heretics to  
join in their forms of devotion has ceased in 
th e  catholic countries lately governed by  
the French. If  it be anywhere revived, I 
should predict it at Turin ; since his pre­
sent Majesty takes every occasion of shew­
ing attachment to his faith. Returning  
with the Queen from a church where he  
had attended vespers, he perceived at a con-, 
siderable distance the H ost carried from the  
house of a sick person, on which the royal 
pair quitted their carriage, hastened to the  
spot, and knelt on the ground before the  
sacred elements. This occurred during m y
stay at Turin. Nor is this monarch’s atten­
tion to the injunctions of the church m erely  
personal. T he first decree after his return 
from Sardinia, contained a strong recom­
mendation to the religious observance of 
meagre diet on Fridays and Saturdays ; and 
our host at the Pension Suisse, had been  
obliged to pay a certain sum, for the privi­
lege  of setting forbidden dishes before his 
protestant inmates. Although the remnant 
of the Waldenses, formerly the subjects of  
merciless persecution,* are now tolerated in
* “  Slain by the bloody Piemontese, that tolled 
M other with infant down the rocks.”
M i l t o n ’s  18th Sonnet, On the lute Massacre in Piemont.
Bishop Newton mentions in his notes on this sonnet, that 
Cromwell addressed “  several letters to the Duke of Savoy, 
and other potentates and states, complaining of this perse­
cution of the protestants. Nor was this entirely without ef­
fect. For Cromwell exerted himself in their favour, and 
his behaviour in this whole transaction is greatly to his ho­
nour, even as it is related by an historian, (Echard,) who
 
was far from being partial to his memory. H e caused 
large contributions to be gathered for them throughout the 
kingdom of England and Wales. Nor did he rest here, 
but sent his agents to the Duke of Savoy, a prince with 
whom he had no correspondence or commerce ; and the 
next year so engaged the Cardinal of France, and even ter­
rified the Pope himself, without so much as doing any fa-
E
th e  vallies of Piedmont, a different spirit 
has been shewn in the capital. The resi­
dent Swiss protestants were accustomed to 
assemble for worship during the government 
of the French ; but, since their expulsion, 
this has been discontinued, as I understood, 
from motives o f prudence.
T h e  promenades round Turin are very  
agreeable, commanding on one side a mag­
nificent view of the great chain of Alps, and
your to the English Roman Catholics, that that Duke 
thought it necessary to restore all that he had taken from 
them, and renewed all those privileges they had formerly 
enjoyed.” N e w t o n ’s  Milton, p. 528, 559. Notes.
T h e cruelties exercised against them in Cromwell's time 
were renewed about thirty years after (1686), at the instiga­
tion of Louis X IV , A  manuscript written in 1716, at­
tested by ten of their ministers then assembled in synod, 
and procured from a pastor in the vallies of Piedmont three 
years ago, details the greatness of their sufferings at that 
period, from the extreme and various barbarity of their op­
pressors. See an interesting tract entitled, “ B r ie f  M e­
moir on the W a l d e n s e s By a Clergyman of the Church 
of England. Hatchard, 1815.
There is reason to fear, that the same spirit of persecu­
tion is now restrained only by circumstances from breaking 
out in those countries. I f  it should revive there or else­
where, we may hope and expect, that the interference of 
our government on behalf of the sufferers, will at least not 
be less prompt and effectual than that of the usurper Crom­
well.
on the other, of verdant hills sprinkled with 
white villas and cottages beyond the Po. A  
height above the latter, is crowned by a 
church called the Soperga, beneath which 
is a subterranean mausoleum for the reign­
ing family, containing several monuments 
of very fine execution. T he arrangement of 
these, and the appropriate degree of light 
which is admitted from above, recalled to  
m y mind the musée des monumens Français ; 
but I think that famous repository has no 
single apartment producing so fine an effect. 
Skulls of white marble, wearing gilded  
crowns, decorate the walls, and seem  to of­
fer a severer lesson to mortal greatness than 
even the tombs beneath them. From the  
top of this church a splendid panorama pre­
sents itself; for with the objects ju st now 
mentioned, are combined the city  o f Turin  
at a few miles distance, and the courses o f  
the Doria, Stura, and Po, the last winding 
through the plains that extend to Milan.
I will not introduce you to the K ing’s pa­
laces in his capital and at Stuppinigi. I f  
suites of rooms, and customary ornaments, 
however costly and dazzling, soon fatigue
th e  spectator and probably the possessor, 
th ey  must be still less coveted by the read­
er. Stuppinigi is a country seat, and the On­
ly  country palace in Piedm ont which has 
not suffered by war. Those called the Ve­
neria reale and Moncalièri have been stript 
and deserted.
T h e  university o f Turin has a large col­
lection of antiquities. A  number of stones 
bearing Roman and Greek inscriptions, are 
placed in the walls under the arcades of its 
quadrangle ; and the halls contain, besides 
à  variety of larger antique statues, a very  
numerous display of small figures, orna­
m ents, and utensils, principally in bronze. 
Am ong these, I especially remarked a mi­
nute but complicated groupe, representing  
Phaeton falling from his car. In the centre  
o f one floor a fine tesselated pavement is 
placed, Orpheus surrounded by wild ani­
mals, attentive to his lyre. Another apart­
m ent contains the celebrated Isiac tables, 
a slab of black marble from Egypt, cased or 
inlaid with metallic hieroglyphics, which the 
learned have Jiitherto attempted in vain to
decypher. This has been lately sent back 
from the royal library of Paris.
The countenance and figure of the King  
of Sardinia, joined with the equivocal re* 
marks of his subjects, did not prepossess 
one in his favour. There was nothing im­
posing in the review of his guards, when he 
passed on foot, with laudable diligence, be­
tween the lines, like an inspector-general 
of cartouch boxes ; but I was most of all 
concerned at the renewed ascendancy o f  
his bigotry.
In an oratory of the late K ing’s at the  
palace, I saw an Italian translation o f the  
Bible in several volumes. W hat pity that 
there now appears less immediate prospect 
than before the late events, o f multiplying 
among so superstitious a nation that pure 
light o f scripture, which m ight extinguish  
all the tapers of their priesthood 1
LETTER VI.
TURIN GENOA.
W h e n  you travel from Turin to Genoa, 
do not omit to see the interior of the cathe­
dral at Asti. I need not add, observe the  
plain of Marengo ; but you will find little or 
nothing there, except the accounts o f the  
villagers, by which to distinguish the scene  
of that bloody conflict. It took place on an 
extensive flat beyond the river Bormida, 
which we crossed shortly after leaving A les­
sandria. This plain, like the whole face of 
the country betw een Turin and Novi, exhi­
bits fine vegetation, principally o f corn and 
maize, intermixed with vines. T h e  latter 
town is situated on the edge of this level 
country, immediately within the limits of  
the ci-devant Genoese or Ligurian republic. 
I t  is a place of considerable traffic, and has 
been formerly more so, the greater part of 
the merchandise imported at Genoa passing
through it. W e  found the road towards 
that city a picturesque but fatiguing con­
trast to the plains lately traversed. It is a 
continued series of ascent and descent on a 
pavement of round stones, where horses 
keep their footing with difficulty, and a seat 
in a carriage affords a rough kind of exer­
cise.* T he mules, by which almost all goods 
are brought from Genoa, and of which we 
m et such multitudes, as to increase the in­
convenience of this rough and narrow way, 
have their feet guarded by a concave shoe, 
extending more than an inch on all sides be­
yond the hoof, which is thus placed in a kind 
of oval saucer. N ot that the accommoda­
tions of the còuntry would suggest any such  
comparison ; for at the royal inn of V ol­
taggio, which his Holiness had honoured 
with his company for a night in returning 
from France, and where we saw his portrait 
with an appropriate inscription, neither sau­
cer nor cup were among the household store, 
and wine glasses were pressed into the ser-
* T he French had commenced a new road from Genoa 
into Lombardy in a different direction, which is very much 
needed. I
vice o f coffee. This romantic village is near 
the foot of the Bocchetta, a mountain of the  
Appennine chain, which we now began to  
ascend. T he country is covered with fo­
rests of Spanish chesnut trees ; but its sub­
terranean products are richer than those of  
the surface, as it yields some of those fine 
marbles which are so profusely used at G e­
noa. After a view of the Mediterranean 
from the summit of the Bocchetta, we de­
scended more rapidly than safely on the  
steep paved road to the village o f  Campo 
Marone. And here, having reached the  
narrow plain between the mountains and the  
sea, the climate and the prospect were great­
ly  changed. Country houses and luxuriant 
verdure surrounded us. T he outside of the  
villas is  generally stuccoed, and ornamented 
with fresco paintings, a practice which proves 
a good atmosphere rather than a good taste. 
I was much more pleased with the gardens* 
which contain fig-trees o f the largest size, 
vines climbing to the top of lofty fruit-trees, 
olives, and other plants, to which a northern 
stranger is wholly unaccustomed. After pro­
ceeding a short distance on the sea beach,
and passing the lighthouse, Genoa sudden­
ly starts into view, rising as a grand amphi­
theatre from its beautiful bay, with a num­
ber of villas on the mountains above and 
around it. It is entered through a hand­
some arched gateway, bearing the inscrip­
tion, “ Genoa, city  of the most holy Mary.” 
One of the first streets, that called the  
Strada Balbi, justifies the claim of this city  
to its antient title  o f “ Superb.” Its per­
spective is very magnificent. T he centre, 
as well as the side footways, is paved with 
large flag-stones. T he houses are extrem e­
ly high, and have fronts of marble or of stuc­
co gaudily painted, sometimes with figures 
or other designs. Many have columns and 
balconies o f  white or grey marble. This, 
with the Strada Nuova and Nuovissima, may  
certainly be termed a street of palaces. But 
even those are narrow, and very few other 
streets can admit carriages. T h ey  are in­
deed mere alleys, and the parapets o f the  
noble buildings frequently seen in them, 
which are called palaces, and not undeserv­
ing of the name, almost appear to m eet from 
the opposite sides. Our hotel was thus si­
tuated, and had formerly been a palace of 
some note, having its terraces and fountains, 
and a number of white marble statues still 
decorating the principal apartment. But 
this best story was reached by a flight of  
sixty-eight marble steps, and the rooms be­
low were more and more dark and damp to  
the ground floor, which was exceedingly  
dirty and ruinous. W e found, on entering  
late at night, the lower landing places oc­
cupied by two or three sleeping beggars. 
T he higher apartments are here the most 
valuable. A  showy and singular display of 
articles is made in the narrow streets I have 
mentioned, such as tem pting varieties of 
fruits, macaroni prepared in many forms, 
the sale of which is a separate trade, and 
great quantities of gold ornaments, as huge  
earrings, medallions with figures of saints, 
&c. for the female peasantry. E xcu se m y  
thus detailing minute and trifling objects, 
when they contribute to place the scene be­
fore you. There .are many at Genoa of a 
very different character. T he famous pa­
lace of the D oges has been used for state 
purposes by successive governments, and still
continues to be so. Its fine front is adorn­
ed by many statues ; but those of the two 
Dorias on the sides of the flight of steps by 
which it is approached, were destroyed du­
ring the revolution. The university or col­
lege in the Strada Balbi is a stately edifice, 
but its institutions do hot appear to be flou­
rishing. It formerly belonged to the Jesu­
its, and it is expected will be restored to  
them, that order being re-established in the  
city, and at present occupying a house in the  
Strada Nuova. T he interior of these build­
ings sometimes contains a small court or 
garden, which in this college is situated  
above the first marble staircases, filled with 
fine orange trees in fruit, and flowering 
shrubs. T he palaceDurazzo, displayed with­
in its entrance a rich groupe of lemons and 
rose laurels. W hen I say, that this resi­
dence of a once opulent and powerful family, 
has a gallery adorned with fine painting and 
sculpture, rich chandeliers and mirrors, ap­
proached by a spacious staircase and colon­
nade of marble, I give you an idea of seve­
ral other palaces which resemble it. Most 
of the nobles who inhabit them  are now so
impoverished, that a building is generally- 
divided among different branches , o f the  
same family, and the state apartments lit­
t le  frequented except by curious strangers. 
W hat will you say o f m y tasteless indiffe­
rence, when I tell you, that two or three of 
these palaces sufficed me, and that I was 
contented to learn from m y companions the  
wonders of the Palazzo Rosso, and the unri­
valled brilliancy of the Salon Serra ?
W e  saw with pleasure an institution call­
ed the Albergo dei poveri, (Asylum  for the  
poor,) founded in 1654. It possessed a year­
ly  revenue of about L. 12,000 sterling ; but 
great part has been lost in different banks 
and public funds. T h e  house had, when 
we visited it, 1305 inhabitants, principally 
children, who receive an allowance of bread 
and soup, and a proportion of what th ey  
earn. W e saw the working-rooms o f the  
girls only, many o f  whom are employed  
in embroidery and ribband-making. T h ey  
were then in the refectory, where, while 
th ey  dined on coarse vermicelli soup, one of  
the eldest, mounted in a pulpit, read the ser­
vice of the church in the G enoese dialect.
Statues of those nobles, who have been be­
nefactors of the establishment, are ranged  
in the hall leading to the phapel, in which 
is a celebrated bas-relief by M ichel A ngelo, 
and a beautiful groupe of sculpture by P u ­
get, representing the assumption of the Vir» 
gin. Though I have resolved not to offer 
you catalogues o f pictures or statues, y e t  I  
would mention one by the same French ar­
tist, in the church of Sta M aria  di Carignano, 
the martyr St Sebastian attached to a cross, 
and pierced with darts ; which cannot b e  
spoken of with too much admiration. T h e  
interior of the principal churches in this 
city, can scarcely be excelled in splendour 
by any even in Italy. T hat of the Santissi- 
ma Nunciata, in the place of the same name, 
has well proportioned columns of white, in­
laid with variegated red marble. T he arch­
ed roofs springing from these columns both 
in the nave and aisles, are entirely filled by  
large paintings o f the richest colouring, 
which are only separated by gilt carved 
work. Each side wall of the church has a 
range of seven chapels, all whose recesses, 
not being deep, form part of the perspective,
and exhibit smaller columns of the finest 
marbles, and of different kinds and orders, 
besides their several altarpieces, and gold  
and silver ornaments. T he church of St. 
Siro does not much yield to the former in 
magnificence. Between its side chapels are 
colossal marble statues o f apostles and mar­
tyrs, and under each of these statues a 
confessional of wood finely carved. It is 
a serious privation in Italy to those protes­
tant travellers, who account public devotion 
a duty and a pleasure, that no reformed wor­
ship exists there. In the mean time, the Ro­
mish services cannot fail to engage curiosity. 
I was less interested by the mass, which is 
always performed with similar ceremonies, 
than in the discourses offered for the instruc­
tion of the people. T hey were addressed on 
a Sunday morning in the church of St Siro, on 
the subject of the miraculous draught of fishes, 
recorded in the 5th chapter of Luke. T he  
sermon was not in Genoese, but in Italian. 
I could not repress a smile at the tone and 
manner of the preacher, especially in his ex ­
ordium. H e  dwelt for some little time, by 
way of introduction, on the facts of the nar­
rative, expatiating pathetically on the toil 
and ill success of the apostle’s fishing. N o­
thing, as it appeared to me, could be more 
unnatural and ludicrous than the cantilena, 
or peculiar intonation and cadence, with  
which he uttered sentences like the follow­
ing : Oh poveri sventurati pescatori ! Lavora­
rono ! Sudarono ! Niente capiscono! “ Totarn 
noctem laborantes nichil c h e p i m u s Such  
was the pronunciation of the Latin tex t. 
After this, he began to make a parabolical 
application of the passage, as descriptive of 
various classes of persons, who all labour in 
vain, or as he expressed it, “ toil in the  
night.” T he first on the list were those chi 
non sono, (per loro sventura ! )  nella navicella di 
Pietro ; coloro chi nella superbia del cuore si op­
pongono alla chiesa cattolica apostolica Roma­
na, f  an authority derived, as he told us with 
much emphasis, through all the successors 
of Peter, and now subsisting in Pio settimo,
* Alas, poor luckless fishermen ! They laboured ! They  
sweated ! They take nothing ! “  W e have toiled all the 
night, and have taken nothing !”
■f W ho, unhappily for them, are not in the bark of 
Peter; those who in the pride of their hearts oppose them­
selves to the catholic apostolic and lloman church.
Pontefice regnante.# A t the mention of this 
august name, the orator took off his bonnet, 
as well as in pronouncing other names which 
w e hold more sacred. A fter a warm e x ­
postulation with heretics, in which both 
blame and pity were employed, and which 
possibly was somewhat extended for m y  
special benefit, he proceeded to condemn 
the conduct o f those who labour in good 
works from wrong principles, or while in the 
indulgence of sin ; and to expose the fruit­
lessness of their toils who are th e  servants 
o f vanity, ambition, or pleasure. Some good  
moral remarks were offered in this part of 
th e  discourse ; and I should judge by com­
parison, that the preacher was of a superior 
class. Such was the beauty o f the church, 
and so picturesque the costume of the fe­
male part of the congregation, that I have 
never seen a more striking coup-d’oeil. T he  
women o f Genoa dress uniformly in long  
white muslin veils, which cover the head 
without concealing the face. A  litany to 
the Virgin succeeded the sermon, in which
* Pius V II. the reigning Pontiff.
the succession of titles ascribed to her, M a­
ter prudentissima, M ater atnabilis, <$*c. ora pro  
nobis, were so harmoniously chatinted by  
this large assembly, that I was fascinated 
while I disapproved.
I f  it be m atter of regret with those who 
attach high importance to the peculiar doc­
trines of revelation, when th ey  are found, 
either in catholic or protestant assemblies, 
to  form no part, or a very indistinct and se­
condary part, o f public instruction, it is still 
more so to observe what is idle and unpro­
fitable substituted for them . A  defective  
exhibition of revealed truth, (however to  
be lamented,) is less inconsistent, than  
the spending sacred hours in what is laugh­
able or unintelligible. Going to the same 
church on Sunday afternoon, I found some 
priests engaged in catechising children. T he  
crowd of auditors who surrounded them in 
the centre o f the nave, was too great to ad­
mit of m y hearing any thing distinctly; but 
the children answered all together ; and the  
object o f the catechists seem ed to be rather 
that of amusing than instructing ; a general 
smile prevailed, and Occasionally both teach­
ers, scholars, and congregation joined in the  
laugh. After this curious exercise was con­
cluded, a no less singular one commenced. 
Two young priests, or students in theology, 
ascended opposite pulpits, and engaged in a 
dialogo or disputation, on the sacraments 
of baptism, confirmation, and ordination. 
T h ey  spoke alternately more than once, 
with great volubility, and at considerable 
length. M y attention was only very par­
tially rewarded, as the language used was 
not Italian, but G enoese, a very corrupt 
dialect. I understood enough, however, to 
discover that they were fencing with the  
subtleties of school metaphysics ; and here 
also I judged by the smiles of the audience, 
that some pleasantries were intermixed.
T h e attachment of this city to the Pope, 
is evinced by various inscriptions in churches 
and on palaces, which record his visits and 
benedictions in 1815 ; and the merchants 
appear to have valued the privilege as highly  
as any of their fellow citizens. I copied the 
following in the Porto Franco, their great 
depot o f merchandise, adjoining the har­
bour. “ W hat was alone wanting to the
glory of this mart, most renowned for the  
exten t and freedom of its traffic, was afford­
ed by the benign presence of Pope PiuS 
V II. in May 1815, who then tenderly im­
plored prosperity on its attentive merchants 
of all nations : that the remembrance of  
which most auspicious day may never perish, 
the president, &c. have erected this monu­
m ent and inscription.” ^
T h e commercial greatness of the Ge­
noese, however, has Iqpg declined ; and it 
is said, that since their recent annexation to 
Piedmont, with which th ey  are extrem ely  
discontented,-f- their trade has been much
* Quod huic emporio
Copia et immunilate mercium celeberrimo
Ad gloriam unice deerat,
Pitts VII. Pontifex maximus 
I I I .  nonas Maias 1815 
Benignus adfuit
Et intentis gentium omnium mcrcatoribus 
Prosperitäten} peramanlcr imploravit,
Cujus auspicatissima: dici 
Ne memoria unquam intercidat 
Prœses et 15 viri mercatura: Genuensis 
Titulum et lapidem posueru.nl.
-J* I  understood that their discontent with the present, 
and attachment to their former government, have been 
shewn by a marked preference to the Savoyard brigade, 
who are neighbours of the French, and speak their lan­
guage.
injured. In a water excursion round the  
port, w e  saw no vessels of great burden ; 
but enjpyed, when beyond the mole, a still 
finer view of the city  than that on our ap­
proach. by land. There is  great beauty and 
productiveness in the strip of ground bor­
dering the sea. Myrtles, and a variety of 
rare plants, grow in the open earth. T he  
country seat named Lemollina, is approach­
ed by an alley o f tall m yrtle hedges, grow­
ing as box or yew  hedges do in England. 
Its plantations are romantic, laid out in the  
rustic English style, but not improved by  
the frogs who people their ponds. T hese  
performers gave us an evening concert, to  
which silence would have been much pre­
ferred. In returning, as it grew dark, to­
wards the city , we were better amused by 
the fireworks o f little phosphorescent in­
sects, whom Cowper m ight have ranked 
with his “ illustrious sparks as th ey  emit 
while on the wing, a brighter light than the  
glow-worm, which twinkles and disappears. 
T he hills, clothed with vineyards, have most 
delightful views of the Mediterranean, and 
their vines and olives are intermixed with
every kind of garden vegetable, growing 
with little care, and in a quick succession  
o f crops. But the mountainous districts 
which form the greater part o f the antient 
territory of Genoa, are very unproductive ; 
and I was assured that the peasants who in­
habit them  scarcely knew the use of bread, 
subsisting almost wholly on Spanish ches- 
nuts and figs, till the recent introduction of  
potatoes, which at first th ey  received with 
great prejudice. T h e  city  is furnished with 
water by a grand aqueduct from the moun­
tains ; and pipes are purchased by the in­
habitants, who thus have generally a foun­
tain in each story of their lofty houses.
LETTER Vif.
GENOA— MILAN.
J n returning from Genoa to Novi, I pre­
ferred performing most of the pilgrimage on 
foot. I will however excuse you from it, 
and also convey you quickly across the plains 
of Lombardy. I had seen near Turin the 
labours of the silkworm. M ultitudes of 
these little animals spin their balls on stages 
provided with food and other conveniences, 
which fill the apartments where they are 
lodged. I was told by a proprietor, that 
th ey  are so delicate and susceptible, as to 
be often destroyed if  a severe thunder storm 
or excessive heat occur at the period when 
th ey  are about to spin. W e  now saw at 
Voghera, on our way to Milan, a large esta­
blishment, in which from one to two hundred 
females were employed in reeling the silk 
from the balls formed by the insect. This 
produce is said to be a principal source of
revenue to Piedmont, yielding annually not 
less than from twenty to forty millions of 
francs. Voghera boasts an eminent living 
painter, named Borrorie, the productions of 
whose pencil we greatly admired, as well as 
the venerable physiognomy and gentle  man­
ners of the artist. Between this town and 
Pavia, we crossed both the Po and the T i­
cino, each of which is a broad, smooth, and 
beautiful river, with finely wooded banks. 
T h e former has a bridge of wood, support­
ed on fifty-four large boats. A  branch of 
the latter separates the states of the King  
of Sardinia from those of the Emperor of 
Austria.
T h e city  of Pavia is chiefly distinguished 
by its university, which has very fine scien­
tific collections. T he hall devoted to zoo­
logy is at least 230 English feet in length. 
T he physiological students of this place have 
had for their presidents the celebrated Spal­
lanzani and Volta, and the halls of anatomy 
contain very curious preparations. A t pre­
sent the prosperity of the university is les­
sened ; but we were informed that it had 
still eight hundred students, of whom fifteen
were then from the Greek island of St Maura 
or Leucadia. The road from Pavia to  Milan 
is strait and level, with a canal beside it, 
and the cathedral of the latter city, an im­
m ense pile o f white marble, is seen at the  
extrem ity of this approach for several miles. 
On the flat and marshy grounds about Pavia, 
I observed the culture of rice, which re­
quires both heat and humidity.
Milan, in its general appearance, is much  
less remarkable than either Genoa or Turin. 
I t  has not the peculiarities of scite and con­
struction, or the sumptuous palaces of the  
former, and nothing of that regular plan 
which characterizes the latter. But it is a 
much larger city, and contains a variety of 
interesting objects. A m ong these I should 
rank very high the Ambrosian library, which 
has now recovered the precious manuscripts 
and paintings stolen by the French. I e x ­
amined several with much pleasure, especi­
ally the following :— A  Latin translation o f  
the Jewish antiquities of Josephus, written 
on Egyptian papyrus ; it was regarded as the 
autograph o f the translator Ruffinus, who 
lived in the 4th century ; but a Parisian eri-
tic who prefixed a note, assigns it to the 7th 
or 8th century. Its preservation is imper­
fect.— Forty Greek orations, or sermons of 
Gregory N azianzen, ascribed to the same 
period, and obtained from the island of Chios 
in 1606, which are written on vellum,partly in 
gold letters, and very legible ; as is also a 
fragment of the Septuagint, consisting chief­
ly  o f parts o f Genesis and Exodus, written on 
the same material. This was brought from 
Macedonia, and is considered to be o f the  
6th or 7th century.— A  more modern, but 
valuable manuscript, is a Virgil with notes, 
copied on vellum by th e  hand of Petrarch, 
with additional marginal annotations, com­
posed by the transcriber himself. T he whole 
of it most correctly and beautifully written, 
but with many abbreviations.— In the hall 
of paintings, are Raphael’s sketch of his 
celebrated piece, the school o f Athens, 
and some very curious cabinet pictures 
by Brueghel. B ut here, and doubtless in 
other places, only a part of the treasures 
which were so unjustly removed, have been 
restored. M any paintings, it  seems, found 
their way into private collections, or were
sur mjiïrai1 as n o t fo m-appear. jfrru’eeu1, AaV- 
ing witnessed when at Turin the treatment 
òf fine paintings ori their returri from the  
Louvre to Rome, I am convinced that both 
their first and second journey, but especially  
the latter, m ust have given opportunity for 
private theft to succeed the public robbery. 
T h ey  lay ' irregularly, unpacked and un­
guarded; some against the walls, and some 
on the pavement of the douane. M any had 
suffered from rain ; and I was assured that 
a carrier or warehouse-keeper of that c ity  
had refused to receive them, fearing he might 
become accountable for damage. The fate 
of several manuscripts has been similar. 
N one in the Ambrosian library were more 
highly prized by the Milanese than twelve 
volumes called the lucubrations of Leonardo 
da Vinci. Only one of these has been re­
ceived from Paris. It is placed under a case 
in the hall of paintings, and appears princi­
pally to consist of mathematical and mecha­
nical drawings, accompanied by demonstra-t- 
tions or explanatory notes. I t  was a strange 
whim of this universal genius, who founded 
a celebrated school of painting at Milan, to
write backwards, so that his manuscript can 
only be read with ease by being reflected in 
a mirror. T h ey  assert that his motive was 
that of concealing what he wrote from his 
pupils— an object very imperfectly attained 
by this mode, and one would suppose at a 
great expense of labour.
W e visited a suppressed convent adjoin­
ing the church of Santa M aria  delle Grazie, 
to see the remains of the same great paint­
er’s chef-d’œuvre, the Last Supper. T h e  re ­
fectory, one end wall of which was occupied 
by this piece, was turned by the French in­
vaders into a prison, and even into a stable ; 
but though quite in a ruined state, the pic­
ture still retains some very faint traces o f  
its former beauty, particularly the head of 
our Saviour, which is least injured.* Eu-
* Sincc writing these remarks, I have looked into the 
“ Classical Tour" of the late Rev. J . C. Eustace ; who 
says, “  The hall was turned into a store-room of artillery, 
and the picture was used as a target for the soldiers to fire 
at. T h e heads were their favourite marks, and that of our 
Saviour in preference to the others.'” H is reflections on this 
supposed fact are just and natural ; but though I could be­
lieve any thing of such a soldiery, I think this' is disproved 
by' the actual condition of the picture. That lettered and 
elegant writer indulges in perpetual and violent invective 
against the French, which I doubt not their odious acts
gene Napoleon, “ in the third year o f the  
kingdom of Italy,” as appears by an inscrip­
tion, caused the building to be repaired and 
closed ; thus preserving the defaced relics 
of a work of art, which th ey  had previously 
treated with a neglect worthy of barbarians. 
A  celebrated Roman artist in mosaic, Raf- 
faelli, was engaged by the late government 
to exercise his talent in a copy o f this paint­
ing, and has been employed seven years on 
the undertaking, which is not yet completed. 
T h e original is said to be 15 braccie wide by 
?-§- in heighth ; that is, upwards of 30 feet by  
15 ; and the mosaic will be o f the same di­
mensions. T he material for this kind of 
work is a vitrified composition, resembling  
porcelain, o f minerals and metals, which lat-
sufficiently warranted in every country visited by their 
arms ; but like most men who feel strongly, he probably 
was open to some fabrications of prejudice or hatred, and 
even if  he had not erred in his assertions, has ccrtainly done 
so in his predictions ; for he observes of the unfinished ca­
thedral at Milan, “  T he funds destined for its completion 
and repair are now swallowed up in the general confiscation, 
and an edifice destined to be a monument of the piety of 
fifty generations, will be abandoned by the present atheisti- 
tical government to neglect and decay.” I  shall have occa-- 
sion to observe how very contrary has been the event.
ter give it the brilliant colours necessary for 
the imitation o f painting. A s a basis for the  
mosaic, a hard sort o f stone is chipt very  
roughly on its face, and then covered with 
gypsum. On this surface, an outline is 
drawn from the painted original or copy that 
has been set before the artist, after which 
the gypsum within the outline is removed, 
and pasteboard inserted in its place. On 
this the other necessary delineations are 
made, and then the cartoon or pasteboard 
being gradually cut away, a mastic o f mar­
ble is introduced, which adheres to the un­
even front of stone, and into this soft ce ­
ment the bits of mosaic are fixed. These  
differ in size according to the scale of the 
piece, and the consequent distance at which 
it is to be viewed. In the great work ju st  
mentioned, th ey  are about the tenth of an 
inch square, and the slabs or tablets of stone 
on which th ey  are fixed are o f great thickness 
and weight, there being of course several to  
compose so large a surface. Only the po­
lishing remained to be finished, and the dif­
ferent parts of the mosaic were laid horizon­
tally, undergoing that operation, in which a
quantity of wet sand being used,;and wax  
to fill the interstices, the colouring and g e r 
neral effect could not be seen ; but we inT 
ferred. its beauty very certainly and with 
rauch pleasure, from that of a number of fi­
nished works shewn us by the artist, 1 These  
are df a smaller size, but of beautiful execu ­
tion. Subjects the most dissimilar appear­
ed to be copied with equal success, and could 
not by a common eye be distinguished, when 
viewed at the u§ual distance, from paintings. 
T he great mosaic I have described was or­
dered by Buonaparte, and Raffaelli has re­
ceived a pension during the progress of his 
work ; which he now expects will be purcha­
sed by' the Emperor of Austria. I t  may 
lie argued, that the imitations of paifcting 
in tapestry, or in the curious specimens of 
needle-work and of wool, produced of late 
years in our own country, are in some sense 
a waste o f the great ingenuity and industry 
displayed in them  ; because while the effect 
is still inferior to. that produced by the pen­
cil, the materials are also more perishable; 
but this art of mosaic includes some of the  
advantages of sculpture ; creating pictures
which have som ething like the durability of 
marble.
I did not expect to have found at Milan, 
so fine a gallery of paintings as that contain^ 
ed in the halls of the college Brer^. It was, 
as I understood, formed by the French go ­
vernment, and in great part procured from 
dissolved monasteries,. or the churches at­
tached to them . T he narpe o f the artist is 
inscribed under each piece, which is much  
more satisfactory to the stranger th a n . the  
doubtful authority o f ill-informed conduc­
tors ; and the works of such masters as 
Guercino, Guido, Salvator Rosa, and the  
Caracci, cannot but afford pleasure even to  
those little versed in the principles of their 
art. W e  also saw in this college the obser- - 
vatory, provided with fine astronomical in­
struments, many o f which came from Eng­
land. I was very much gratified by the in­
spection of a cabinet o f medals and coins, 
recently formed at the mint o f Milan. Fa^ - 
cilities were given by the late government ; 
and the zeal o f the director Cattanio am as­
sed in nine years a very numerous and pre­
vious collection. This gentleman, to whom
our party had the advantage of an introduc­
tion, shewed and explained the most curious 
specimens with so much learning, clearness, 
and affability, that we were more pleased with 
the medallist himself, than even with the  
finest coins of Greece, Egypt, and Rom e, 
which he produced. I felt, however, more 
strongly than I could have supposed before 
this examination, the interesting nature of 
the study. In an Athenian coin,for example, 
bearing the figure of an owl, the attribute 
of Minerva, allusive both to the name and 
tutelar goddess of that city, and having the  
name of the archon as a legend, one sees at 
once the records of history verified, and the  
fictions o f antiquity illustrated. T he coins 
of Philip of M acedon and of Alexander the 
Great, were stamped with the head of a di­
v in ity ,— Hercules victor; and the name only 
o f the prince. T he warlike Seleucus, one  
of the immediate successors of Alexander, 
did not venture to change this custom. It 
was in the reign of Antiochus Soter, the 
n ex t king of Syria, that the coin first ex ­
hibited the “ im agé” of the sovereign. W hile  
these differences were pointed out, I reflect­
ed how unscrupulous were the vanity and 
egotism  of the late imperial soldier, who pre­
sented his own head to his subjects in coins, 
and medals, and paintings, and bas-reliefs, 
and statues without end. In contrast with  
the beautiful heads of Antinous, Pompey, 
Marcus Aurelius, and others of that age, we 
saw the degraded and barbarous coinage of 
the lower empire, and the rude heavy bronze 
monies of Rome, particularly an oblong bar, 
five inches long, and proportionally thick, 
having on one side the fasces and word 
ROMANOM, and on the other side a sword. 
Am ong the Etruscan coins, was one of the  
city of Uva or Ilua, supposed to be in the  
isle o f Elba, having the figure of an anchor, 
and on the reverse that of a frog. I had not 
imagined, that the petty  isle which a recent 
event has made so remarkable, could boast 
of its mint in antient days. A  large medal­
lion was shewn, provided with fastenings, by 
which it  had been attached to a Roman en­
sign, with the legend, Marcus Aurelius çl 
Lucius Verus Viet. Germanic. But I have al­
ready perhaps dwelt too long on an exhibi­
tion which happened to be pleasing to m y­
self, and will not enter on the great variety  
of more modern coins. There was at least 
one sort which I had little inclination to 
pocket, being too near of kin to the coinage 
of Lycurgus, a Swedish copper money of a 
square shape, o f about eight francs value, 
which could be little less than a foot in dia­
meter. I was surprized to  find in the apart­
m ent where the dies are engraved, a com­
plete set of those used for Napoleon’s Italian 
coinage, preserved and arranged in cabinets 
as during his reign ; but still more so to see 
in July 1816, the mint of Milan actually 
employed in coining five-franc pieces o f his 
kingdom of Italy with these old dies. I m y­
se lf saw the portraits o f  the exile o f St H e ­
lena very rapidly multiplied under the ham­
mer. T h ey  bore the date 1814, but must 
evidently have been received by the public 
as a new coinage ; and the proceeding cer­
tainly indicated, to  say the least, great in­
difference in the Austrian government, and 
no great respect or delicacy towards that 
existing  in France. The persons employed  
accounted for it very coolly, by saying that 
arrangements for a new coinage had not yet
been made. W e saw them  strike silver 
pieces with the head of Maria Theresa, which 
are still preferred in the Levant trade ; but 
the sovereign of Austria would hardly plead 
this compliment to his grandmother, in ex ­
cuse for continuing the coinage of a son-in- 
law whom he helped to depose. It is not 
unlikely, however, that his influence, or the  
circumstance o f  their relationship, has saved  
the head of this son-in-law in a sense more 
dangerous to the tranquillity of the world.
T he splendour of his Italian capital was 
not neglected by Buonaparte ; and the tri­
umphal arch of the Simplon at the entrance 
of the city, would have been, when comple­
ted, a much nobler piece o f architecture 
than that of the Place Carrousel at Paris, I 
should suppose equalling or exceeding in its 
proportions that of the Barrier of Neuilly. 
T he pedestals of eight massy marble co­
lumns are erected, and have their fronts 
adorned with large allegorical figures in bas- 
relief. In returning towards Switzerland 
through the passes of the Simplon, we saw 
one of the shafts designed for these pedes - 
tals lying on the road. It had been quar-
ried in the neighbouring mountains, and was 
at least twelve feet in circumference. In  
some temporary work-shops adjoining the 
unfinished structure, are very large bas-re­
liefs of the same Simplon marble, and small­
er ones of Carrara marble, beautifully exe ­
cuted ; but like many others of the public 
works of Buonaparte, ostentatiously exhibit­
ing himself and his actions. W e  visited at 
the same tim e the Arena, whose buildings 
were erected in 1806, a year after his coro­
nation as king of Italy. I t  is an imitation  
of the amphitheatres o f the Romans ; and 
the raised sloping seats, which form an oval 
round it, can accommodate thirty-six thou­
sand spectators. A  large hall opens towards 
the Arena, having an arcade in front, with  
eight lofty columns o f polished granite. T h e  
spectacles have been generally foot or horse 
races ; but there is a sluice, by which water 
can be introduced for boat races, or other 
nautical amusements. T h e  space, however, 
in the ey e  of British sportsmen or seamen, 
would appear, if  I mistake not, ridiculously 
small for either purpose.
LETTER VIII.
MILAN.
W e view with just satisfaction in our own 
cities, the variety and the magnitude of cha­
ritable establishments ; but I think some 
persons deceive themselves, by imagining  
that those of the continent will bear no com­
parison. T he hospitals of Paris are nume­
rous. That named the H otel Dieu is very  
extensive ; and in walking through its spa­
cious apartments, I found it admirably ar­
ranged and ventilated, with every appear­
ance of cleanliness and comfort for the pa­
tients. I have already mentioned the hos­
pital of Chamberri, and the asylum for the  
poor at Genoa. This institution, as well as 
the great hospital o f that city, is on a most 
magnificent scale. A t Milan, we found 1500  
sick accommodated in a noble building, which 
was founded or greatly enlarged by Fran­
cisco Sforza in 1456, and has received fur-
tlier augmentations since. An inhabitant 
of the city  named Sannazari, who died in 
1804, bequeathed four millions o f Milanese 
livres, about L. 120,000 sterling, to this insti­
tution. T he arrangements for preparation 
of food and medicine seem  to be excellent -, 
and a building is o f course appropriated for 
the reception of the dead, of whom we were 
informed there are generally fifteen or twen­
ty  daily.
Although it is not m y plan to describe 
every thing, nor do I undertake to describe 
any thing regularly and fully, y e t I must 
not close these observations on Milan, with­
out some notice of the cathedral, and church 
of St Ambrose. T he latter is o f high anti­
quity, having been used by that celebrated 
Christian father, who was Bishop of Milan 
in the 4th century, for his public ministerial 
labours.* The pulpit in which he is said to
* The election of Ambrose to this bishopric was singular­
ly occasioned and conducted. H e was governor of Milan 
and the surrounding province, when the choice of a new bi­
shop (a right which in that age was vested in the people) 
produced a tumultuary contention between the catholics 
and Arians. T he governor interposing, addressed the as­
sembly with much eloquence, exhorting them to proceed to
have preached is wholly of plain stone, very- 
large, and of a square form, with a crucifix 
of brass on its edge, and a bird of the same 
metal in front. There is also a brazen ser­
pent on a column, standing alone near the  
centre of the church. T he body of A m ­
brose is interred under the high altar, round 
which are four columns of porphyry, suppo­
sed to have stood unaltered from his time. 
A  new monument and altar have recently  
been erected in a side chapel to the Bishop’s 
sister St Marcellina. H is own bedstead is 
# l s o  preserved in this church, with an I l a ­
the choicc in a more calm and friendly manner ; when the 
whole people exclaimed with one voice, “  Let Ambrose be 
bishop.” Few prelates, it may be presumed, have posses­
sed more deeply the sentiment of reluctancy, the nolo epis- 
copari ; for after this election by acclamation, he tried (as 
his biographers assure us,) to bring upon himself a false 
imputation of cruelty and profligacy, that he might appear 
unfit for the priesthood. These contrivances to calumniate 
himself not succeeding, he attempted to escape to Pavia, 
next to obtain a reversal of the popular choice from the em­
peror, and finally to conceal himself ; but all his efforts 
failing, he at length was obliged to submit, and was bapti­
zed (being but a catechumen before) and ordained bishop 
in the same year, A .D . 374. Soon after this, he bestowed 
all his possessions on the poor, and engaged zealously in the 
discharge of his episcopal functions.— See Du Pin, and 
Gen. Diet. H ist, and Crit.
liah inscription, assuring us that whoever vi­
sits the chapel which contains it, three tim es 
devoutly on H oly Thursdays, shall deliver a 
soul from purgatory. It was in this church 
the emperors used to be crowned kings of 
Lombardy. Buonaparte, we were told, de­
viated from their custom, assuming the iron 
crown in the cathedral, but went immediate­
ly  ^ afterwards to the church of S t Ambrose, 
— a partial kind of imitation, which seems 
ill conceived. It was possibly from its hav­
ing been the scene of this ceremony, that 
he took such decided measures for the de­
coration and completion of the cathedral, 
which is one of the largest in Europe ; but 
after the labour and expenditure of near five 
centuries, had still its front and roof unfi­
nished, and the brick and tile of these were 
peculiarly unworthy of their connection with 
the rest of the edifice, built o f the finest 
white marble. It is said, that he summon­
ed the persons who had the controul or di­
rection of funds originally destined to this 
use, but which had not been applied, or ap­
plied differently, and commanded the im m e­
diate progress of the work on a large scale,
adding as an alternative, “ Ou moi, J'en se­
rai l’administrateur.” * T he effect o f this 
mandate m ight be easily foreseen. It is in­
deed magnificent, and, compared with the  
previous slowness and interruption o f  the  
undertaking, may be called sudden.f T he  
entire front is now of the same beautiful ma­
terial, the marble roof has been extended  
over a greater part o f the building, and many  
additional pinnacles or spires, of the most 
light and delicate workmanship, have been 
raised on it. T hese correspond with the  
few antient ones, in their very rich and mi-
* M r Eustacc, whose tour was in 1802, says, “  T h e in­
come destined for its completion and support, had been con­
siderably retrenched by the emperor Joseph, and was, I  be­
lieve, entirely confiscated by the French.” I f  he be cor­
rect in this supposition, the funds, whose application was 
directed by Buonaparte, must have been different, probably 
some other ecclesiastical property.
-j- D r Moore’s report of its progress in his “  View of Soci­
ety, &c. in Italy,” does not much agree with the subsequent 
speed of Napoleon’s workmen. “  A s the injuries which 
time does to the fabric, keep them in constant employment 
without the possibility of their work being ever completed, 
Martial’s epigram on the barber Eutrapelus, has been ap­
plied to them with great propriety. T hat poor man it 
seems performed his operations so very slowly, that the 
beards of his patients required shaving again on the side 
where he had begun by the time he had finished the other."
nute carved work, and in being all surmount­
ed by statues, whose number on the ex te ­
rior of the church is now immense. Nothing  
can be more easy or agreeable than the as­
cent to the cupola, the 512 steps by which 
it is reached being divided into several 
flights, which land you 011 different parts of 
the flat marble roofs, surrounded with balus­
trades, and fret-work, and statues. T he most 
slender laced-work of the carvings, retains its 
polish and solidity at the highest point of e x ­
posure, proving at once the value of the quar­
ry, and the serenity and mildness of the cli­
mate. T he prospect at the summit has pe­
culiarities that distinguish it from any Bri­
tish landscape. Towards the north, that 
mass of mountains which surround the Ita­
lian lakes, with the more distant chain of 
Alps extending towards the west, exhibit 
great elevations ; while to the south the  
contrast is complete, the line o f the horizon 
towards Piacenza and Mantua being perfect­
ly  level, unbroken by any visible inequality  
in the distance, as though it were bounded 
by the sea. T he red roofs of Milan are not 
the most pleasing part of this view ; and on
the whole, I prefer that from the Soperga 
near Turin, where the city  is more distant, 
the vast Alps of Savoy much less so, and 
the course of the Po, with its tributary 
streams, gives beauty to the plain. But let 
us enter this vast edifice, which considerably 
exceeds in breadth, and very nearly equals 
in length, our own St Paul’s. T he interi­
or is o f quite a different character, a dark 
Gothic with painted windows, while its four 
ranks of massive columns, forming double 
aisles, present a most imposing perspective.
A s the last church I mentioned is chief­
ly interesting by its connection with the  
memory o f St Ambrose, so this cathedral 
is honoured by the tomb of S t Charles 
Borromeo, Cardinal Archbishop of Milan, in 
the 16th century, who appears to have out­
shone the antient prelate in humility, self- 
denial, benevolence, and indefatigable devo­
tedness ; and was probably one of the best 
men that Rome ever canonized. T he cha­
pel in which his remains are deposited is un­
der the pavement of the church, but roofed 
by a grating and lattice only, fenced with a 
balustrade, round which some worshippers
are generally kneeling. Small coins are 
thrown on the lattice as offerings, and 
through it is seen the light of tapers con­
stantly burning on the subterraneous altar, 
where the body is laid in a crystal shrine,* 
and diamond rings adorn the fleshless fingers 
of the saint. T he chapel is wholly lined 
with silver bas-reliefs, commemorating the  
principal actions and events of his life j 
such as his princely charities in the famine 
of 1570, his visits to the dying in the great 
plague of Milan, and the attack made on 
him by assassins while kneeling before the
a lta r ............
T h e late Rev. Mr Eustace, in his valuable 
work already cited, has very justly  eulogized  
the Christian, virtues of St Charles; nor 
could he perhaps have chosen any auxiliary  
topic more serviceable for him as a Roman 
catholic apologist. N o  one loves more cor­
dially than I do the spirit of universal toler­
ation and charity inculcated by that pleas­
ing author, and which, while he pleads for
* T h e material of this shrine was obtained in the Crista- 
liner Thai, a valley of the canton of Grisons, so named on 
account of the quantity and beauty of crystals found there.
it with protestants, he seem s to recommend  
by example to his brethren also. I t  would 
be unjust to question either his sincerity in 
these principles, or in his professed creed 
and communion ; although they may not he 
easily reconcileable. A s far as his remarks 
bear on the character of Roman catholics, 
and the misconceptions of protestants con­
cerning it, they were, I think, needed, to 
soften the prejudices o f many amongst us. 
It is often forgotten that some of the best 
of men have continued in corrupt commu­
nions; and even with the examples o f a F e-  
nelon and a Pascal before them , I believe 
some British protestants almost limit the  
idea of piety or true Christianity among ca­
tholics to these venerated names. But while 
their age and country, as it may be safely 
averred, produced no two pious minds en­
dowed with more light and strength for self- 
emancipation, th ey  remained firmly attached  
to their church ; and what pretext have we 
for not concluding, that an unknown multi­
tude in different ranks of life, retaining only 
the like errors, possessed and practised the 
like piety ? I  have never doubted, nor has
m y lately witnessing tiie superstitions o f the 
Romish church inclined m e to doubt, that 
among her bishops and priests in public sta­
tions, her monks and nuns in seclusion, and 
the various classes of her laity, there have 
been, and are, a number of real and exem ­
plary Christians. But no things are more 
distinct than the character of individuals and 
that o f institutions ; and when the Reverend 
author referred to, engages in a defence of 
the papacy, and of establishments and rites 
connected with it, (a defence the more like­
ly  to be well received because it is brief, in­
direct, and general ;) I then consider his 
plausibility, taste, and refinement, allied 
with so much liberality and moderation, to 
become dangerous. H e  suggests, with great 
candour, the expediency of certain reforms ; 
but, in the mean time, the scope of his 
statem ents and reasonings is to  justify and 
invite conformity to a church which is not 
reformed. W e  know how an eloquent pen, 
like an eloquent pencil, can groupe and col­
our its objects, so as to present a striking 
and fascinating whole ; how it g ives promi­
nence and force to what is prepossessing, and
throws what is objectionable into distance 
and shade. Thus, our author admits in con­
cluding this subject, that “ there are in the  
religion of Italy some, and indeed not a few  
abuses and after very briefly adverting to 
a part of them , glances with equal brevity 
at the causes which introduced, the circum­
stances which palliate, and those which may 
remove them. H e  “ abandons to Burnet, 
Addison, Misson, &c. and to the herd of tra­
vellers who follow their traces, the task of 
inflaming animosity, and of working up the  
zeal o f the reader into fury by misconceived  
and overcharged descriptions.” This is a 
task which I, as one of the herd, should be 
very loth to undertake ; but if  it be admit­
ted that the Christian religion is meant for 
the moral benefit o f all classes of mankind, 
we should never overlook those abuses or 
errors grafted upon it, which, wherever they  
exist, will be identified by the lower orders, 
that is, by the great mass of the community, 
with the religion itself ; and must therefore 
have a most extensive moral influence. It 
is not by their effect on the comparatively 
small number of the truly pious, still less on
the very limited class in whom piety  and 
philosophy are combined, that we can at all 
measure the evil.
These principles appear to m e to be ap­
plicable as occasions arise, to all churches 
and sects, but far most important in their 
application to  a church where such great 
abuses are perpetuated or connived at. Cir­
cumstances did not allow m e to visit Rome, 
or other Italian cities than those I have 
mentioned ; but that which is observed in 
these, especially in this capital of northern 
Italy, and in its cathedral, (second only to  
St P eter’s,) I  conceive may be taken at least 
for a fair, perhaps a favourable specimen of 
the whole system , as offered to the people. 
I t  m ay be deemed unjust by Roman ca­
tholics to  include abuses which are only con­
nived at ; and, if  so, I ought to pass by in­
stances o f superstitious quackery close to 
the front o f this cathedral, where I twice  
joined a crowd listening gravely to tales of 
miracles, detailed with appropriate com­
m ents by venders o f sacred pictures, amu­
lets, and books. A s an advocate for liberty 
of conscience, and the free promulgation of
opinions, I certainly would recommend no 
interference with them, but only fair and 
.open lists for truth and error ; and where 
this principle is acted upon, neither church 
-nor state is answerable for such extrava­
gances, supposing they should then survive : 
but the church of Rome can use no such  
plea. She gives no freedom to  those who 
would combat the delusions that she may  
y e t  perhaps disavow. And not only have 
these grown out of her own doctrines or tra­
ditions, but her very toleration or connivance 
always implies protection and encourage­
m ent ; for a vender and puffer of heretical 
or schismatical articles would undoubtedly 
be silenced and punished. T hese men, 
therefore, retail their wares and their fables 
at least under the tacit sanction of the  
priesthood. During half an hour’s harangue 
from one of them, I watched the counte­
nances ç f the attentive groupe, but could 
observe scarcely a smile, or look that indi­
cated doubt or distrust. H e  shewed a set  
of large pictures illustrating the miracle of 
which he spoke, and offered small figures of 
the Virgin on pasteboard, attached to a cord
o f worsted, to be worn round the neck. 
These, with much warmth and volubility, 
and many reiterations, he assured us it was 
the bounden duty of all good Christians to  
purchase, as highly conducive to their wel­
fare and even salvation. I could not neglect  
what was proved to be so valuable, and 
therefore bought for a soldo one of the small 
figures described, with an explanatory poem  
at the same modest price. This tale, en­
titled, “Miracolo bellissimo fa tto  dalla ssma Ver­
gine del Carmine ad una c o r t i g i a n a relates 
the inestimable effects of the “ abito,” or 
consecrated picture, (so called I apprehend 
because supposed to have touched the habit 
or dress of the Virgin,) as worn round the 
neck of its dissolute heroine. H aving made 
herself over without reserve to the devil, in 
order to procure his help in attaining a par­
ticular object, a conference takes place in 
un verde prato  ; f  he solicits her to divest 
herself of this protecting and terrific charm; 
but while she vainly endeavours to take it
* A  very fine miracle performed b j the most holy Vir­
gin del Carmine, for a courtezan.
t  In a green meadow.
off, the .Virgin appears and rebukes the au­
dacious daemon,
“ Empio, disse, che pensi tu di fa re  !
Sai che chi porta quest' abito in petto,
Come divoto mio dei rispettare,
Cosi comanda il miofigliuol' diletto'’*
H e is thus driven off the field ; the lady re­
ceives penitently a serious admonition from 
her patroness ; resorts to a Father confes­
sor ; and finally places lier gold, her silver, 
and herself in a convent. It is then strongly 
inferred and inculcated, as a moral from 
her instructive history, that whoever wears 
quest' abito santo, (this holy dress or picture) 
cannot perish, (non potrà perire). W ill you  
consider this detail as trifling ? I think not, 
when you reflect on m y previous remarks, 
and the influence to be expected upon 
the faith and morals o f the populace from 
having such absurd fictions connected with 
religion, and offered as a sort o f shield or 
safeguard for vice. I was expecting that 
at least great part o f the audience, which
* Impious one ! she said, what dost thou think of do­
ing ? Thou knowest that whoever wears this “  abito''1 in 
the bosom, must be respected by thee as devoted to my­
self ; so my beloved son commands.
was of both sexes, and of different orders of 
people, would treat it as a mere burlesque ; 
they gave, however, on the contraiy, very 
serious attention till the close, and the ora­
tor had then a number of customers for his 
little pictures, unquestionably on account of 
the miraculous virtue ascribed to them, 
since they were so utterly mean and paltry, 
that th ey  would scarcely attract the notice  
of an infant. Y et, not ten yards from this 
spot, ju st within the north-west door of the 
cathedral, I observed other ecclesiastical ar­
ticles on sale, which I thought, if recom­
mended with any thing like the same elo­
quence, would have ruined the panegyrist of 
N ostra Signora del Carmine; for the promise 
attached to these came professedly from the 
Vatican itself. Accordingly, as such benefits 
are not here within our reach, I did not fail to 
secure one for cinque centesimi, without any 
rhetoric from the seller. It is a portrait of our 
Saviour, having beneath it a form of devotion 
or self consecration to him, comprized in 
three lines, which in itself is unobjectionable, 
but has a manifesto prefixed to it as follows. 
L a  Santità di Pio VII. concede in perpetuo una
volta il mese indulg. plenaria a chi reciterà ogni 
giorno la seguente offerta.* I am not suffis 
ciently skilled in the valuation of indul­
gences to calculate the amount of advan­
tage here promised, but you will observe 
the bargain is not clogged with any the  
least requirement of mental devotion and 
sincerity in the reciters of the form ; and 
this, whether it were conformable to the  
papal ordinances or not, you will remember 
was sold within the walls of the metropoli­
tan church. But let us advance near the  
altar, and we shall find the same doctrine 
more fully and authoritatively illustrated. 
Beneath each of the two pulpits in front of 
the choir, is the following in large painted 
letters : T u tti i fedeli veramente pentiti e
confessati ogni volta che visiteràno il ssm0 sa­
cramento riposto nel tabernacolo della metropo- 
litana, recitando divotamente un paternoster, 
%c. ed Ave M aria, $c. conseguirono 100 anni 
d'indulgenza e 100 quaranteni. I  vecchi, g l ’in­
ferm i e le persone lecitiiìiamente impedite non
* H is Holiness, Pius V II . grants in perpetuity once a 
month, plenary indulgence to whoever shall recite every 
day the following offering.
potendo personaltc visitarlo facendolo visitare 
da altri conseguirano la stesa indulgenza in 
perpetuo ; come da lettc della Santità di N S .  
Pio P .P .  IV . de’ 2 4 M aggio  1561 e 1 2 Feb°- 
1562.* T he hundred years of indulgence 
thus offered are, I apprehend, popularly un­
derstood to mean a hundred years remis­
sion of punishment after death in purga­
tory ; for the indulgences sold in the 16th  
century often extended to its total remis­
sion ;f  perhaps, however, it would be now 
explained by intelligent ànd moderate ca­
tholics, to signify only the remission of a 
hundred years o f ecclesiastical penance.!
* A ll the faithful truly repenting and confessing every 
time that they shall visit the most holy sacrament deposit­
ed in the tabernacle of the metropolitan church, reciting 
devoutly a paternoster, &c. and A ve Maria, &c. shall ob­
tain 100 years of indulgence, and 100 lents. T he aged, 
the infirm, and persons who are lawfully hindered, not be­
ing able to visit it personally, causing it to be visited by 
others, shall obtain the same indulgence in perpetuity ; as 
by the letters of his Holiness, our Lord Pope Pius IV . of 
the 24th May 1561 and 12th February 1562.
-f- See the form used by Tetzel the Dominican monk, 
in Seckendorfs Comment, lib. i. p. 14. as quoted in R o­
bertson’s Charles V. book ii. vol. ii. p. 117.
+ For an account of the imposition of these penances, 
and first rise of the sale of indulgences, see Gibbon’s De-
Even if  so interpreted, I can conceive it to 
hold out no other doctrine than this, that 
a mere arbitrary and local ceremony, su­
peradded to penitence, confession, and 
prayer, which m ight all take place without 
it, is so important as to be. fitly accepted  
in lieu of the severest penitential discipline 
of the church ; and, moreover, that the act 
thus important to the transgressor, may be 
performed by deputy or proxy. W e have 
here, therefore, a standing and authorized  
document, of the fullest publicity, which, as 
far as I can attach any meaning to it, tends 
directly to pervert the consciences and un­
derstandings of the people.
T h e two pulpits just now mentioned, are 
very different from that of St Ambrose ; 
being circular galleries o f carved wood, 
each surrounding a great pillar, the one 
supported by bishops and cardinals in 
bronze, leaning forward horizontally; the  
other by angels o f the same material. One 
of these pulpits I saw occupied on a Sun­
day by an aged preacher, who censured
cline and F all, vol. vi. p. 12. 4to. Edit, and Mosh, Ecel. 
Hist. vol. iii. p. 83. Macl. transi.
very energetically the vices of the age, 
attacking not only false and heretical max­
ims, but licentious manners, pestilential 
books, and evil communications. A t the  
same time, he rather disclaimed the mo­
nastic spirit, or the recommendation of aus­
terities and seclusion : “ Come fuggere tan­
ti  perigli /  abbandonar’ la città , la casa ? An­
dar’ in una grotta per non ascoltare, per non 
vedere? Non si pretende tan to” * H e  then  
inculcated Christian vigilance in a serious, 
judicious, and scriptural strain. H is com­
plaint of the insidious enm ity of the age  
against religion, was animated and elo­
quent. Speaking of its results, he termed  
them , “ Effetti tristi, che fanno piangere la 
jchiesa, più che ha pianto dei tiranni chi hanno 
perseguitato i fedeli. P ur’ nelle persecuzioni 
cresceva il loro fervore e zelo. M a contro i 
scandalosi piange di più. Sapeva combattere 
un nemico smascherato. I  nemici di questo 
tempo sono spesso mascherati, f in ti;  e da questi
* How shall such dangers be escaped ! By abandon­
ing the city and the house ? B y retiring into a cell that 
we may no longer heat or see them ? T his is not pre­
tended.
nemici la chiesa non sempre sa difendersi”* 
Alas ! thought I, that she should have 
such vulnerable points, such untenable doc­
trines and practices, which, while they de­
lude her children, multiply not her own 
enem ies alone, but the enemies of Chris­
tianity !
I have been for some tim e aware, that 
although you may be patient, the gay read­
er, if  any such there be, will think it much  
too long and cold, this moralizing and ser­
monizing in Gothic aisles. I  will have 
compassion, therefore, and only further fa­
tigue him by a short extract from a placard, 
pasted on the great door where we make 
our final exit. It is headed, Invito Sacro, 
(A sacred invitation,) to the titular festival 
of Santa M aria  del Carmine, on the third 
Sunday of the month, in which, as it pro­
ceeds to apprize the public, “ oltre Vindul-
* Mournful effects, which cause the church to weep, 
more than she wept when tyrants persecuted the faithful. 
In the midst of persecutions, their zeal and fervor augment­
ed. On account of offenders, she weeps more bitterly. She 
knew how to combat an undisguised enemy, but those of 
the present day often wear the mask of dissimulation ; and 
against such she is not always prepared.
genzaplenaria, quantità di messe, e comodo di 
confessori, alle ore nove della mattina vi sarà 
communione generale, verso il mezzo giorno be­
nedizione papale , indi messa cantata con scelta 
di musica ” &c.*
T his drew ray notice the more, from hav­
ing read and copied, the same morning, in 
a street near the cathedral, a placard of a 
very different order, but not very dissimi­
lar style.
Nel Teatro detto il nuovo Circo 
Nel locale di San Martino 
Oggi Domenica 7 Luglio 1816 
Festa da Ballo 
in prima sera 
con scelta orchestra 
, e brillante illuminazione.
Prezzo del f  Per li Signore Uominc. cent. 50 . 
biglietto. 1  Per le Signore Donne, gratis.f
* Besides plenary indulgence, a quantity of masses, and 
convenience of confessors, at nine in the morning, there will 
be a general communion, towards noon a papal benediction, 
afterwards a mass sung with a selection of music, &c. &c. 
-f* In the theatre called the new Circus 
in the district of St Martin 
this day Sunday Ju ly  7. 1816  
A  Fête and Ball 
early in the evening 
with a select orchestra 
and brilliant illumination.
Price of a f Gentlemen SO cents, (about fivepence.) 
ticket 1 Ladies gratis.
Such are the Sabbaths of Milan ; and not, 
as you well know, of Milan only. I can­
not form a judgm ent of its moral state, as 
compared with other great cities. O f open 
vice and disorder there appeared none ; but 
it would be difficult to find what are called 
offices of religion more theatrically announ­
ced, or opportunities of dissipation offered 
at a cheaper rate. W ith respect to the  
latter, example from the higher ranks is not 
wanting. Their Teatro della Scala is one 
of the largest and most splendid opera- 
houses in Italy ; and I was assured by two 
residents of the city, that the waking hours 
of fashionable inhabitants are chiefly spent 
in its boxes. T hese are completely private, 
fitted up with various accommodations, and 
have apartments adjoining them in which 
suppers are prepared, particularly during the 
Carnival. T he opera is usually succeeded  
by a masked ball, in which the proprietors 
of boxes join, or remain spectators. There 
is no difficulty in coming to the sad con­
clusion, that persons on whichever side the 
Alps, who lead a life at all resembling this, 
forget or disbelieve that they are account­
able and immortal. One would almost 
think them  in a conspiracy to make others 
disbelieve that they are rational. I believe 
you will be glad to exchange these city  
scenes, and the reflections th ey  excite, for 
the lake and mountains of Como.
LETTER IX.
MILAN—COMO—SESTO.
T h e  female peasants o f the Milanese wear 
a singular and tasteful head-dress. T he hair 
is collected in a knot, and fastened by ten  
or twelve large flat silver pins, which form 
a semicircle resembling the sticks of an 
open fan ; under these is a large silver bar 
passing through the hair horizontally, at 
the ends of which are oval balls : but this 
ornament in its complete form costs about 
33 livres of Milan, and is too expensive for 
the lowest of the people. T he women of 
the villages are very much burnt, barefoot­
ed, and appear to be the chief reapers. On 
the 8th of July, notwithstanding the late­
ness o f the last season, their corn was in 
great part cut. Oxen only are used in the  
plough. A  great deal of maize is cultiva­
ted ; and it is said that the country people 
subsist principally on the pollcnta, a soup or
pottage made of this kind of grain. The 
bread of maize is of a bright yellow hue, 
and I found it extremely unpalatable. I 
was told that the agricultural classes here 
are poor and oppressed, the rents exacted  
by the nobility leaving them but a very 
mean and scanty subsistence, and that they  
are possessed of more comfort and indepen­
dence in some other parts of Italy, particu­
larly the Tuscan states.
On approaching Como, the country ap­
pears beautifully diversified. Many villas 
surround this city, which is very antient, 
and was the birth-place of the younger 
Pliny. It has a population of twenty thou­
sand. Embarking on the lake, which is 
close to the city, we enjoyed those roman­
tic and luxuriant views that have made its 
banks a chosen retreat. As we did not 
propose to see its whole extent, our excur­
sion was limited to a classical object, the 
remarkable fountain described by Pliny, in 
a letter to Licinius Sura.* The villa through
* “  There is d spring which rises in a neighbouring moun­
tain, and running among the rocks, is received into a little 
banquetting room, from whence, after being detained a
which (after falling in a cascade down the  
rocks) it flows into the lake, now belongs to 
the Marquis Canaricci. It has been sup­
posed, but on no sufficient authority, that 
one of P liny’s residences on the borders of 
the lake was at this spot, and it is accord­
ingly called the Villa Pliniana. T he iden­
tity  of the fountain is not doubted ; but we 
neither had tim e to observe, nor could we 
ascertain from the domestic who shewed it, 
the continued regularity of its ebb and 
flow. Such periodical fountains are not 
very rare ; but the scenery round this is 
striking, the cascade itself is beautiful, and 
its connection with the writings and per­
sonal visits of a distinguished antient awa­
kens peculiar interest.
I t  flows, it ebbs, as when the Roman drank
Its living stream, and pluck'd the pendent grapes
short time, it falls into the Larian lake. T h e nature of 
this spring is extremely surprizing ; it ebbs and flows re­
gularly three times a day. T h is increase and decrease is 
plainly visible, and very entertaining to observers. You  
sit down by the side of the fountain, and while you are 
taking a repast, and drinking its water, which is extreme­
ly cool, you sec it gradually rise and fall.""— Mel moth's 
■Win/, bonk 4>. left. 30 .
Upon its rocky margin, while he watch'd 
T h e reflux. Seventeen centuries have past 
Like its cold, waters to the deep, and yet 
I t  flows, it ebbs ;— but the life-moving stream 
T hat flow'd and ebb'd about the Roman's heart,
H ath stopp'd full long ; the quick warm tide that rose 
W ith  high-born hope, and power, and ample fame, 
Soon faultered and was stagnant.— W hat were man, 
I f  man were not immortal!— Could a name 
Suffice him ? Then were this unconscious fount 
A s blest, as deathless, as the scatter'd dust 
W hich once was Pliny ; then the Rubicon 
A s Julius ; and the piles of Memphian pride 
Greater and happier than their nameless lords.
N ot that applauding Forum, nor the sweets 
O f lettered converse in his Larian shades ;
Not the proud fasces, nor deputed throne 
O f Asia, could elate the Roman's heart 
W ith  full, sublime, imperishable joy !
'Twas the high meed of those obscurer souls 
W hom  the proconsul pitied ; 'twas the bond 
O f those proscribed and new conspirators 
For purity and truth, who fearless met 
Ere Sabbath-dawning on Bithynia's plains,
A nd hymn'd their risen Lord, and hail'd the Sun 
O f immortality.*
* See the well-known letter of Pliny to Trajan respecting 
the Christians of Bithynia, in which he states the account 
given by those who renounced their religion. “  They af­
firmed, that the whole of their guilt or their error was, that 
they met on a certain stated day before it. was light, and 
addressed themselves in a form of prayer to Christ as to 
some God, -f* binding themselves by a solemn oath, not
-j- “  Carmen que Giristo quasi Deo diccre.”
1
T he villas between this fountain and Co­
mo have beautiful views of the lake and city; 
and of the surrounding mountains, clothed  
with forests of Spanish chesnut, intermixed  
with elegant cypresses. But these moun­
tains rise so immediately from the water, 
as to imprison any inhabitant of its shore 
except a climbing forester. N o road has 
been formed along this shore ; and boats 
must be the principal, if not the only mode 
of communication from the villas, with each 
other and with the city. W e  landed at 
that of the Count di Tanzi, called Perlas- 
ca, whose pleasure ground is ornamented 
by a grotto, erected on a spot where, if  we 
may credit a modern inscription, the Eleu- 
sinian mysteries were formerly celebrated. 
1 was less pleased with the marble and ala­
baster of these recesses, than with the rare 
plants and trees that bordered the winding 
walks, which are cut for a short distance
for the purposes of any wicked design, but never to com­
mit any fraud, theft, or adultery, never to falsify their 
word, nor deny a trust when they should be called upon to 
deliver it up ; after which it was their custom to separate, 
and then re-assemble, to eat in common a harmless meal.1" 
-'-Melmoth’p Pliny, book 10. lett. 97.
I
up the base of the mountain. T o an eye  
unacquainted with southern vegetation, the  
sight of the large aloes and cactus, grow­
ing vigorously in the clefts of the rock, is 
novel and striking. A  conservatory near 
the house contained many oriental plants, 
and several large trees on the walks were 
ticketed with botanical names, I presume 
as exotics. One of these, which had at­
tained a circumference of from two to 
three feet, was marked Sterculia Platanifolia. 
Crossing to the western shore, our boat ap­
proached the villa of Cernobio, lately pur­
chased by the Princess of Wales. T he  
royal proprietor was about that tim e on the  
coast of Africa, where she could hardly 
hope to find such mountains and groves as 
environ her newly acquired mansion. It 
appeared much more eligibly situated than 
the rest, being less shut in by the neigh­
bouring heights, and having consequently  
more room for ornamental walks and plan­
tations. N o strangers were permitted to 
view these or the house, which was then 
very unfinished» and many workmen em­
ployed on it, as well as in forming a new
road to Como. T he part of this lake 
which we saw, does not in my opinion fully 
answer to its celebrity. It is unquestion­
ably adorned with all the advantages of cli­
mate and verdure, and a noble amphithe­
atre of hills, at the feet of which little towns 
and elegant residences are romantically 
scattered ; but there is in the range of 
those hills, however lofty and enriched with 
forests, a certain uniformity, which renders 
the view less interesting. It is said, that 
towards the centre and north end of the 
lake, besides bolder promontories and in­
dentations o f the coast, it is occasionally 
bordered by wild and precipitous rocks. In­
deed there is room for great variations of 
scenery in an extent o f fifty miles. I t  is 
a singular custom on this and the other 
Italian lakes, that the boatmen always stand 
when rowing, which must greatly augment 
the labour, and I think lessens the speed.* 
W e left Como early in a bright but cool
* I am since Informed by a friend, that the Russian sea­
men also stand while they are rowing. H e suggests whe­
ther the custom may not be a remnant of slavery,— the not 
being permiltfd to sit.
summer’s morning, and the smooth wind­
ing declivity by which we had approached 
it, bordered with platanes, catalpas, aca­
cias, and linden trees in flower, seemed still 
more beautiful as we ascended. An exten ­
sive and fertile valley opened to the left. 
On the right, garlands of vine-branch- 
es hung between the trees of their orchards, 
in which abundant crops of corn or maize 
were also growing. Beyond these fields 
were bold and broken rocks, at the base of  
a height surmounted by a fine military 
ruin. T he whole road from Como to Va­
rese is through a delightful district. It was 
formed by Buonaparte a few years since, 
having been before scarcely practicable for 
carriages. The women about Varese wear 
a flat sandal of wood, having no sides, which 
looks like an antique. It is tied across the 
foot with ribband, and sometimes provided 
with a very short front of stuff like a slip­
per. It is adapted perhaps only to a warm 
and dry climate, though some rustic lasses 
even in Scotland, find no more occasion for 
shoes than for gloves; and if only a protec­
tion of wood be needed, this sandal is eie-
gance itself compared with the cumbrous 
ugly distorting sabot of France. I found a 
warehouse full of them at Varese, and the 
price of a pair about sixpence ; (15 soldi of 
Milan,) with which I thought Bond-street 
or Cheapside itself not likely to vie.
LETTER X.
SESTO-LAGO MAGGIORE—DOMO D'OSSOLA.
A t  Sesto, we again crossed the smooth 
and transparent Ticino, and re-entered  
Piedmont. T he road is a continuation of 
that which traverses the Simplon ; and, as 
we drove through a wooded plain, the lake 
called Maggiore, disclosing itself on our 
right, with its distant mountains, and the  
castles of Anghera and Arona on its oppo­
site shores, offered an evening prospect 
which I shall long remember ; but still 
more that of twilight, soon afterwards en ­
joyed on an eminence near the latter town. 
W e walked thither to see the colossal sta­
tue of St Charles Borromeo, whose honours 
are not confined to the crystal shrine of 
Milan, but extend throughout the country 
where his splendid beneficence was exerci­
sed, and in which his family are still rich 
and powerful. This statue is hollow, form-
ed of beaten copper, and said to be the 
largest in Europe. In height, it may be 
compared to an ordinary steeple, for the fi­
gure measures 66 feet, and is placed on a 
pedestal of 46. T he cardinal’s hat has been  
blown off by a tempest, as they told us, in­
to the lake. I f  it had been more accessi­
ble or less weighty, one should rather have 
believed it the prey of depredators, who had 
no reverence for saintly virtues, and no 
chance of getting  such a hat at Rome. But  
the statue is very near a college founded 
by St Charles, where a number of youths 
are educated for the priesthood. A  stair­
case within it leads to the top ; and it is 
said, that a person of moderate size may 
conveniently seat himself in the nose. I 
was much more interested by the surround­
ing views than by the colossus itself ; yet  
I must not omit the remark which it pro­
duced from a little girl, who attended us 
up the hill in hope of obtaining some re­
ward as cicerone. In this assumed capaci­
ty, she was anxious to inform me of the ot­
tanta piccoli cerici (  clerici ì  ) *  who inhabit
* Eighty little clergymen.
the college. I joked with her on the size 
and qualities of the statue, and asked (a- 
mong other queries in broken Italian) if  it 
spoke : when I was answered, (with expres­
sion as poetical as the sentiment was plea­
sing,) “ E i parla in Paradiso, ma qui no.*” 
I have not heard other improvisatori ; but I 
believe the professed ones o f Rome or N a­
ples, or even the unrivalled Corinne, could 
have uttered no line so gratifying to me as 
the words of our little rustic on this charm­
ing spot. I might well have replied to her,
“  But is not here a paradise, my child ?—
I f  the pure fonts that water’d Eden, gave,
(A s fancy well may deem,) their rivulets 
T o mingle in some calm and clear expanse,
E d g’d by the fruitage of her groves ; methinks 
Ir  was like this : for here the wreathed vines 
Slope to the brink ; and chesnuts with deep-green 
And varnish’d umbrage from the upland brow.
The choir of day now trill their softest notes 
And latest ; while the warbler of the night 
Tunes her beginning sweetness. Near my scat 
A  drooping birch-trce's peel’d and shining stem 
And leaf unquivering, like a partial veil,
Make what they screen more fair. T he sleeping lake 
Glimmers in twilight stillness ; and beyond,
* H e speaks in Paradise, but not here ; or literally, but 
here, no !
Upon Anghera’s mountain battlements 
Float the last beams of evening. That slow sail 
O f fishermen seems whiter, as the gray 
A nd cloudy hues of nightfall tinge the flood.
W ith  deep and lulling tones, a vesper bell 
Sounds heavily from each ‘ wide water'd shore,1 
A s when perhaps our bard of Paradise 
Reclin'd here, in the newfound luxury 
O f southern climes, his soul collecting sweets 
To' enrich his fancy's Eden.— Y et, my child,
Thou hast said rightly:; Eden is not here.
E'en though tomorrow’s early glorious dami 
Light up these dim enchantments, flaming through 
Portal and arch upon Anghera's height,
Tinting all shadowy summits, and the sun 
Mount in his strength, and fling his brightness forth 
Athwart that purple bason, rippling fresh 
In  the first breath of day, till silvery clouds 
A  moment hide him, and yon forests throw 
Their fringed outline on the darken'd wave ;
Though this come with the morrow, and much more 
O f beauty; thou hast spoken well, sweet child,
And Eden is not here. T he verdant vine 
Unripening now complains, and rural toils 
Are heartless ; next its treasures fill the bowl 
O f dissolute excess :— the forests cloke 
Some cavem'd nest of rapine :— murder steals 
Through groves that speak of love :*— the fisher heaves 
H is frequent nets in vain, and penury 
Compels him forth when the low thunder's voice 
Hath muster'd all the gloominess of heaven,
* T he mouth of a cave was pointed out to us, in one of 
the >-ocks near this toad, where a determined robber and 
assassin long concealed his booty, and eluded justice.
T ill the quick bolt, and surge, and rushing gale, 
Fight with his bark :— Anghera's castled lord 
Perchance, unlike his sainted ancestor, -f- 
W ith  sleepless conscience wars ; or other foes 
Ere long, may scare his slumbers, and some band 
O f licens'd ruffians from transalpine plains 
Be rifling his proud villa :— that slow bell 
Whispers mortality; it calls indeed 
T h e prayerful peasant to diviner hopes,
But yet to mental servitude, to rite 
Fantastic, and delusions dusk as eve.
True, for the warblers of the upland shade 
T his is a paradise ; but many a youth,
That loves the shade and them, may roam to list, 
Their happy concerts, and the listener sigh !
H is baffled hope, his aching heart bereav’d,
H is  wrongs from fortune, or his slights in love, 
May make the sweet strain envied, not enjoy'd.
Or deeper far than these, where guilt hath struck 
A n inmost discord, earth has not a note
T o soothe it. Even thou, sweet child, with step
O f lightest mood, and poesy of heart,
And scenes to nurse it, thou with us shalt prove 
Earth has no Eden, where she smiles the most.
Oh for that only Paradise ; not here ;
Where nature's hallow'd harp was never jarr'd 
B y moral evil ; where the blessed wake 
T he full accords of Heaven, that harmonize 
W ith all creation's music ; whither, soon,
W hen this short dream of beauty and of joy,
O f pain and fear, hath ceas’d eternally,
Thou, oh redeeming, oh transforming Love,
Shalt call thy ransom’d exiles to the song !
•f* T h e castle of Anghera belongs to the Borromeo fa­
mily.
Poor distant child, be that thy paradise ! 
There may thy sainted patron speak to thee 
Of changeless joys ; there thy new accents greet 
T he island stranger, and the minds he loves !
If you can scarcely forgive so much versi­
fying, remember that it may have saved you  
a page or two of fine full-blown prose. In the  
“ sublime,” one might possibly be tolerated, 
but in attempts to describe the “ beautiful,” 
fair names and flowering epithets spring so 
thick and fast, that the materials are only  
fit to weave into a metrical garland. W ith  
the sentim ent I think neither your experi­
ence nor your hope will disagree ; and every  
feature of the scenes is m inutely genuine ; 
as I viewed the day break, which I have 
anticipated in verse, when walking from 
Arona at three the n ex t morning, (July 10.) 
The road is a level causeway, smooth as a 
park drive, within a few feet o f the lake’s 
edge, ye t having frequently horizontal trel­
lises for vines between it and the water, 
over which indeed their branches often 
hang. Soon after m y companions overtook 
me, we embarked on the lake at Stresa to 
visit the famous Borromean islands. These
have blossom and fragrance enough to make 
nosegays for all the muses ; but you will find 
m e now resolved against the temptation. 
About half an hour’s rowing on a very glassy 
surface brought us to the Isola Madre, and 
we landed on serpentine walks, fenced by 
espaliers of lemon trees, full both of fruit 
and flower. The laurels here are very large 
and lofty, forming a sort of copse near the  
middle of the islet ; which is about a mile in 
circumference. Many beautiful trees more 
or less rare, adorn its plantations. A  Cy- 
pressus pyramidalis was particularly pointed 
out, and I admired the luxuriance of the  
Mimosa arborea. Indeed this would be in 
all respects a most fascinating spot, were it 
not in some measure deformed, both as 
seen from the lake and when upon it, by a 
a large tasteless red-tiled house, which one 
of the Counts Borromeo inhabited during 
eighteen years, and chose to join the luxu­
ries of the city  to those of the lake, it being 
provided with a private theatre. T he way 
to  our boat was under a bower of ripening le­
mons and of lemon blossoms. Strangers are 
taken to this island first, because the other
is much more artificially ornamented, and 
named, (p a r  excellence,) L'Isola Bella. 
W hat guide or boatman indeed would be 
injudicious enough to form his plans on the  
notions of your correspondent, who admires 
belles that have no artifice, and seek little 
help from art, trusting to neatness and sim­
plicity for a charm ? T h e  Isola Bella, how­
ever, it m ust be owned, is attractive at a 
distance, and looks more self complacent 
than some ladies are said to do, or than any 
ought to do, at the appearance she makes 
in the mirror. Count Vitaliano Borromeo, 
in 1671, transported earth from the borders 
of this lake to what was then a bare rock, 
and formed by successive terraces the py­
ramid of which it now consists. These ter­
races are indeed rich in southern plants 
and flowers ; and near the level of the lake 
is a plantation of stately orange trees, 
growing in the open ground, though pro­
tected in winter by a temporary roof. In 
a grove of laurels beside them is one of 
extraordinary size, and said to measure 92 
feet in height. W hen Napoleon was only 
general of the army of Italy, he visited the
island, and significantly carved his name 
upon this tree ; but it has been since de­
faced by an Austrian officer. In the high­
est terrace are a number of indifferent sta­
tues and petty fountains, and such a labo­
rious formality reigns in every part, that I 
grew peevish at the false taste of the Count 
and his cotemporaries, who, after creating 
such a ground-work for beauty and fertili­
ty , loaded it with bad sculpture and heavy 
buildings. For we had here also a palace 
to  survey, of which, if I were owner, the  
numerous state apartments should speedily 
disappear, and little be left except those 
below them, whose style is very pleasingly 
suited to the place and prospect ;— the 
walls, ceilings, and pavements, consisting 
of small pebbles from the Ticino, of vari­
ous colours, and disposed in mosaic, with 
other corresponding decorations. From 
these rooms, is seen a third island, L'Isola  
dei Pescatori, covered with fishermen’s cot­
tages ; and it would be a very pleasing pic­
ture if they were not somewhat ruinous. 
O f the general view I will say little, hav­
ing already sketched it from the mainland,
but you may fill up my imperfect outline 
of a scene so delightful with towns and vil­
lages on either shore, which add life and 
motion to the softness of the lake and 
grandeur of its boundaries. Re-landing at 
Baveno, we soon bade farewell to the for­
mer, entering the valley which leads to the  
foot of the Simplon, richly wooded and 
abounding in vineyards ; but the highest 
degree of heat which I experienced during 
m y journey, was followed this evening by 
violent rains, which concealed the country 
near Domo d’Ossola. By some rays of 
sunshine when we arrived there, a superb 
rainbow was painted on the black front of 
the neighbouring mountains, and offered a 
good omen for our labours on the morrow. 
I f you feel disposed to share them, I shall 
do m y best for your entertainment on the  
Simplon. Ice I can promise you, but alas 
the oranges we have left behind.
LETTER XI.
THE SIMPLON.
C an it be, my dear Sir, (for such a rumour 
has reached me,) that some of our amiable 
country-women, who occasionally crowd to 
see a curtain rise, or grow pale in the vi­
gils of the ball room, have not seen even a 
a spring or autumn sun rise ? If  such be 
the strange fact, what shall I hope from 
yesterday’s description, when so many far 
nobler pens have failed to awaken them ? 
You and I, when looking at the dawn even  
on a British and a home landscape, can 
parody the words of Shakespeare’s King  
Harry ; and exclaim,
“  The gentle dames in England now abed 
M ay think themselves unblest they are not here,
And hold all lustres cheap, while any speak 
That gaz’d with us upon the break of day.'"
But since parody äs well as poetry may 
fail, will it be uncourteous to provoke to  
emulation, änd cite the example o f six fo^ - 
reign young ladiesj who,at four in the morn­
ing, had already crossed one bridge of the  
Simplon road, and were ascending the vale 
o f Domo d’Ossola, among meadows tuftèd  
with wood, and sprinkled with white cotta­
ges ? Have we no meadows, and woods, 
and .white cottages at a less distance, and 
does not the sun illuminate them as gaily ? 
But you may remind me this is loitering, 
when we have mountains to cross. T he  
lower range of them, spotted with snow, al­
ready rises in front, and we soon reach the  
Ponte di Crevola, a bold introduction to the  
wonders that follow. It is, like all the  
bridges on this road, of a military construc­
tion, having the arches of wood-work. This, 
which is I think the widest o f them, has 
two such arches, connecting its side walls 
with a very lofty and massy central pillar 
of stone, raised in the middle o f a deep ra­
vine, through which runs the torrent called 
Doveria. It commands a view on one hand 
of that rocky chasm, and on the other o f
the green valley whence we came. Though  
after this we were generally on the ascent, 
m eeting thé rapid course of the Doveria, 
and with the perspective of snowy moun­
tains deepening, we had still vineyards 
around us. T h e  vestiges o f th e  old road 
Were frequently observed, a very narrow 
and indistinct path, running at first on the  
other side the stream. Near a point where 
i t  had formerly crossed, and where an an- 
tient bridge had been ruined by the torrent, 
we passed through the first gallery or grot­
to. V T h ese  are the names here given to 
perforations o f rock, which I believe our en­
gineers would call tunnels. W hen a crag 
projected into the torrent too large for re­
moval, and not to be avoided but by build­
in g  two bridges, (or not even so, on account 
of similar obstacles on the other side,) it has 
been thus pierced. Six of these grottos oc­
cur in the course of th e  new road. W e  were 
höre m et by some peasants, whose habita­
tions, or those o f the goats and other cattle  
th ey  attended, were on the opposite bank, 
which, though built o f stone, and of consi­
derable size, were equalled by single blocks
of fallen granite that lay near them. This 
first part o f the Val Vedrò, which is the 
great defile o f the Simplon, is neither un­
peopled nor unproductive ; for the village 
of Davedro lay widely scattered on our 
right, and vineyards, trained in the Italian 
manner, were m ixed with the cottages, 
(many of whose roofs were covered with 
their foliage,) and spread up the sides of 
the snow-capt mountains. Behind the peak 
o f one is the village o f Trasqueras. W e  
had previously been confined between huge  
perpendicular rocks of dark granite, shut­
ting in the river ; and this point of view, 
where the valley widens, and presents the  
village I have mentioned, is ye t  more ro-* 
mantic, from having also a fore-ground 
of rich vegetation* T he Spanish chesnut, 
which prevails most, is combined with fine 
walnut trees, and tall Alpine willows, whose 
silvery leaf contrasts itself beautifully with  
the other foliage. Amidst this verdure, 
however, or towards the close of it, we be­
gan to see what may be called avalanches 
of rocks. The detached masses that have 
tumbled age after age from these precipU
ces, were, in the formation of the new road, 
frequently reduced by gunpowder like the  
solid cliffs themselves, whose base exhibits 
the continued marks of the fuse. In one 
place, where the length and height of inter­
rupting rock was comparatively small, it 
has not been pierced, but removed from the  
top to the proper level, and, as the traveller 
passes between its granite walls, a small 
oratory above him shows where the old path 
rose above it. There are now no steeps, 
but the acclivity is always easy, and ap­
pears almost uniform. It may give you 
an idea of the fallen fragments which 
surrounded us, piled confusedly on each 
other, when I mention that cellars or store­
rooms are formed under their ledges, or 
in their interstices. One of these build­
ings was of two stories, the happy position 
of the stones enabling the builder to pile 
his front wall, and place a door-way in the  
space between the upper and lower, and an­
other between this latter and the ground.
Arriving now at the less inhabited and 
more exposed parts of the mountain* ,we 
found spacious buildings at intervals beside
the road, (erected at the time it was made,) 
which bear on their fronts the inscription, 
Refuge, No. 1. No. 2. &c. T hey are pro­
vided with large fire-places ; and their use 
and necessity to the traveller were easily 
conceived by us, even on the 11th July, in 
a subsequent part of our passage. Here 
and there a little chapel or oratory appears 
on the summit of a cliff, or on the difficult 
and dangerous parts of the antient path. 
From recent rains, the front of the rocks 
was black and shining, and slender cascades 
showered in mist from their overhanging 
brows, which, as we now had bright sun­
shine, produced prismatic colours, playing 
on the cliff from which they fell; while 
sometimes a peak of glittering snow started 
up suddenly between the wooded moun­
tains. Opposite Isella, a white church oc­
cupies a-very lofty and precipitous scite ; 
and at this village, which we reached in 
three hours and a half from Domo d’Osso- 
la, is the last Piedmontese douane. Soon 
after this, the remains of real avalanches 
were seen. T h ey  frequently fall from a 
steep hollow in the mountains, down which
water flows into the main torrent, and con­
sequently undermines thé mass of snows 
collected above it. Most of those I saw 
here were so situated ; and when fallen, 
were still assailed by the same cascade, 
forming an arched way for itself under the  
snow, and thus contributing to its disper­
sion as well as first descent. T he surface 
of a m elting avalanche is darkened by earth 
and sand carried down with it, whose pro­
portion to the lessening quantity o f snow 
is of course daily increased. As I was then  
a stranger to these terrors of thé Alps, the  
first and smaller ones struck me with sur­
prise ; but it was greatly augm ented when 
ju st before reaching a little hamlet called 
Paéno, we found an immense avalanche 
filling the bed of the Doveria, and indeed  
the whole o f this narrow valley. I believe 
it  to have been 200 yards in length ; and 
it would still have covered the road, if  not 
so far cut away as to permit a passage. 
T h e peasants who were employed there 
pointed out some trees growing above us 
in the rock, as the level of this enormous 
mass after its fall, which happened the 13th
April, and it was still so firm that it might 
be traversed to gain a  nearer view of the  
cascade rushing into it, without any risk of 
sinking into the river that ran under. I  
must however remind you here, as on the  
Mont Cenis, to allow some weeks for the 
unusual coldness of the season, or you could 
scarcely give m e credit for a faithful narra­
tive. I still considered this late summer fa­
vourable for curious travellers, (although 
unhappily injurious to the country,) because 
it so heightened the opposition between the  
climates and scenes of two successive days. 
Indeed, that such bodies of snow, even in 
the latest summer, so near to a land of vines 
and orange trees, should remain in a spot 
which is o f no great altitude, when com­
pared with some neighbouring summits, 
seems hardly credible, till you remember 
how very few the hours o f sunshine are in 
a defile thus closely walled by stupendous 
rocks.
Gondo is the first village in the Swiss 
canton of L e Valais, and immediately be­
yond it we looked with admiration on a ca­
taract swollen both by the rains and m elting
snow, tumbling in several distinct falls from 
a great height, but having a verdant wood 
of larches between its lower falls and the 
snowy head of the mountain. As we as­
cended, more of its course became visible, 
though in many parts only traced by the 
white clouds of spray. That point was dis­
tinctly seen where the snows ended and the  
torrent began ; and a small glacier by which 
it was partially fed, gleamed brightly in the 
sunshine. T he river, which we had con­
stantly m et, now rushed among rocks far 
below us, while above and all around, the  
way seemed completely barred by abrupt 
and naked precipices. A cascade of a very 
different order flew off from one of these, 
the extrem e lightness and figure of whose 
foam, (for it was scarcely in the state of wa­
ter) reminded me, if  one may compare such 
adverse elements, of a shower of small rock­
ets thrown from the cliff. T h e  whole view  
(including these accompaniments of the par­
ticular hour,) appeared to m e one of the 
most sublime and romantic possible. The  
next, however, answers more to the general 
idea of this celebrated road, as combining
artificial with natural wonders. T he Dove­
ria here has its rapidity and turbulence in­
creased ; being pent and straitened in a nar­
row chasm-of the rocks. In one place, the 
remains of an avalanche wedged between 
them, hung like a bridge over the stream ; 
and at a short distance above this, a much 
more permanent one is built by nature, with 
a single stone thrown across it. W e then  
passed two more of the bridges where art 
has mastered nature, built over side tor­
rents, the former of which shewed its fierce­
ness by the branches and trunks of trees 
borne down into its bed; and the second 
joined the Doveria in a large and impetu­
ous cascade. As it rushed beneath the arch, 
the spray flew over it abundantly, and from 
our sprinkled station, we saw a broader por­
tion o f  rainbow wavering on the rock ; the  
river at our left hand boiling round the same 
crags which are pierced immediately in front 
of this bridge by the great gallery of Gon- 
do, the longest of the excavations. It is 
more than six hundred feet in length, hav­
ing some apertures cut in its side that par­
tially enlighten it, and from which you may
look down upon the Doveria ; it was then 
however concealed by an avalanche, suspend­
ed like the last I mentioned, and loaded with 
ruins of fir trees. But as we issued from 
the grotto, its violence was again discover­
ed by the eye as well as ear, plunging down 
a sudden leap in its contracted bed. I leave 
you to estimate this assemblage of the grand 
and terrific. W ith regard to the excavated  
galleries, considered simply as efforts of art 
or of labour, I do not think they merit the 
admiration which some have bestowed on 
them. Similar works had been previously 
executed On a smaller scale in Switzerland,* 
and in other parts of Europe. In no in­
stance indeed could a harder granite oppose 
the hammer and the fire ; and from the li­
mited number of men who could work at 
once, this gallery of Gondo employed a year 
and a half’s unceasing labour. Its  sides are 
covered with marks of explosion ; and the 
bold projector would have been no inconsi­
derable consumer of gunpowder, if, happily 
for many a widow and orphan, he had con­
* In the Urseren Thai, near Mont St Gothard.
fined its use to vanquishing the rocks of the 
Simplon. But while I do not regard these  
separately as the greatest features of the 
undertaking, you will readily imagine how 
such dark rugged vaults suit the general 
wildness of the scenery.
The road in this and higher parts of the 
passage had been much injured, and the 
guard stones which border it swept into the  
torrent by falls of snow or rock. It was 
not y e t  any where unsafe or difficult, but 
in order to maintain it in a state practi­
cable for carriages, repairs must be annu­
ally made, which if not immediate and re­
gular, will become the more expensive. It  
is now shared by the territories of two go­
vernments, that of Piedmont and of the V a­
lais, both of them  poor, and neither energe­
tic. Indeed, it is hinted by some observers 
of human nature and modern policy, that 
the K ing of Sardinia may reckon the ava­
lanches among his brave allies; since they  
not only assail one grand monument of that 
gunpowder Corsican, but if they should suc­
ceed in spoiling it, will turn many travellers 
into the road of M ont Cenis, and through
his own good capital. You will rate these 
facts and these suspicions as you please ; but 
I am inclined to think, if you have any scheme 
of crossing the Simplon en famille, it will be 
wise not to let many more winters beat on it. 
I f  the destruction of this road, which was un­
dertaken in a great measure by and for the  
soldier, would prevent a single campaign, I 
should heartily rejoice in it ;  but as the 
most sanguinary wars o f the Alps and of 
Italy preceded its commencement, this can­
not be argued ; and all, therefore, must de­
precate the neglect and ruin of so valuable 
and magnificent a work.
A t the height we had now reached, no 
trees remained but firs ; and in passing near 
the dreary hamlet of Algaby, compassion 
was excited  for those who inhabit its ex ­
posed huts during the tempests of an Al­
pine winter. But they are a hale and hardy 
race, far more steeled than we could be to 
the inclemency of their native sky. The  
change of female costume is remarkable ; 
from the silver pins o f the Milanese and rib­
bands of Domo d’Ossola to the little flat 
straw-hat of the Valaisannes, which is ge-
nerally black, and sometimes trimmed with 
gold or silver lace.
W e arrived at the village of Simpeln af­
ter nearly eight hours journey. The lan­
guage spoken there is German. The church, 
(this canton of Le Valais being catholic,) 
has its pictures and its columns of painted 
wood, to imitate the altars of more splendid 
temples.
Leaving Simpeln, where we had remained 
two hours, the road still mounts beside one 
of the sources of the Doveria, which is bor­
dered with lofty larches though here nearly 
5000 feet above the sea ; and we saw at 
some distance, partially concealed by snow, 
the glacier from which it descends. The  
granite o f the mountain, as I learnt from a 
scientific companion, when near the scat­
tered huts • of G uggene, had now changed 
its character, and was called gneiss. It had 
a foliated appearance and fracture. The  
weather shortly after became unfavourable ; 
and the rain and wind of July at this ele ­
vation, gave us a frightful conception of the 
storms of January. The same force of wind, 
accompanied by what is called a tourmente
or tourbillon of snow either falling or whirled 
from the adjacent heights, would have ren­
dered a Refuge somewhat alarmingly need­
ful. Indeed, for our lightest carriage, occu­
pied only by the gentlem an just now spoken 
o f and myself, the blast itself seem ed to 
threaten an overthrow. But it soon mode­
rated, and a clearer sky when near the old 
hospice, enabled us to look round upon the  
rocky waste, destitute o f trees, and bound­
ed by snowy peaks. There is however a 
sort of heathy verdure, on which I plucked 
with much more eagerness than I  should 
shew in your garden or greenhouse, the 
Gentiana, Anemone, and Trolhus europceus. 
&c. ; not as the most rare, but the most gay  
and abundant flowers, since I know nothing 
of botany ; but these names have been in­
scribed for me in m y very scanty Alpine 
Flora, and by a hand which is not more en­
gaged in that pleasing pursuit, than in the 
nobler pursuit of doing good.
Poles of twenty feet high border this part 
of the road, serving in winter to mark its 
course, and the depth of snow which covers 
it. On the right is a new hospice on a large
scale, begun under Buonaparte’s govern­
ment, but now left unfinished. One o f  m y  
foreign friends paid so high a compliment to  
British wealth and liberality, as to suppose 
that a subscription might be successfully  
solicited in England, for the completion of 
this useful building. I would not wish m y  
country to forfeit the well-earned character 
of beneficence, but I trust, by shunning the  
future wars of the continent, she will refute 
the prevailing notioh that her gold is inex ­
haustible, and that she loves above all things 
to transmute it into foreign steel.
W e  arrived at the highest point of our 
passage (near the Barrier where tolls are 
demanded) twelve hours after quitting D o­
mo d’Ossola ; and from this point, which is 
6040 French feet above the level of the 
sea, looked on the course of the Rhone, and 
great glaciers of the Valais. T he fifth 
grotto, at the com m encem ent o f the de­
scent, is called “ the gallery of the glacier,” 
from having one above it on the mountain 
side, which sometimes occasions an accu­
mulation of icicles within. This was not 
the case when we passed ; and if  the state-
m ent I have since read in a “ Guide” 
through these countries was correct when 
written, that “ this gallery, 130 feet in 
length, was cut through the solid ice,” either 
another must be referred to, which has melt- 
êd away, Or the pärt of this gallery which 
was so formed may have been destroyed by 
the retreating of the glacier, as those vast 
masses of ice are subject to great variations 
of size. But I suspect the imagination of 
the writer misled him, as probably m y own 
has sometimes done ; in all which cases I 
hope for correction. H e  may have easily 
mistaken a tapestry of ice for walls of ice. 
A  vault through the foot of a glacier might 
possibly be worked with more ease than a 
vault through granite ; but it would be so 
exceedingly perilous from the splitting of 
the superincumbent ice, that I cannot con­
ceive such a project to have been even 
thought of. W e found beyond this gallery, 
walls of snow which had been cut through, 
still fencing the road to the height of fifteen 
feet ; and next looked down upon the Ta- 
vernettes, where the difficulties of the an- 
tient path used to commence, when it was
entered from Switzerland. A  curious spe­
cimen of its course is seen from the steep 
opposite that hamlet, descending in sharp 
zigzag like the ravelins of a fortification. 
Our own descent was very unlike this, on 
an easy and lengthened slope along the  
steep mountain side, having deep forests of 
iir both below and above us, which clad as 
thickly the still more perpendicular ridge 
parallel with this, where th ey were overtop­
ped by points of snow. The characters of 
the Swiss and Italian sides of the Simplon 
are very different. Instead of the vines 
and walnuts of the Val Vedrò, there are 
here only firs, adapted to the northerly ex ­
posure ; and we felt the evening keenness 
of the Bize, or north wind of Switzerland, 
even when far advanced into the valley. 
Brigg, our expected  abode for the night, 
had been long in view, but, as often happens 
upon two kinds of road that are somewhat 
rare in England, the very straight and the  
very crooked, it was still long before we en­
tered it. T he Alpine roads must always be 
of the latter sort ; and the windings here 
are on a grand scale. Indeed, the line of
direction thus ascertained and chosen by the  
French engineers, through the midst o f vast 
and savage forests, appears, as was suggested  
by m y very intelligent and observant compa­
nion, the most admirable part o f the achieve­
ment. In the ascent from Italy, th ey  were
 
compelled to keep close to  the torrent, and 
the obstacles were principally to be con­
quered by mere labour. But on this side, 
th ey  had such a line to select as m ight best 
combine facility o f ascent with directness, 
and that through untraversed woods. Sci­
ence was evidently needful to  guide these  
operations, and a high degree of it seem s  
to  have been exercised. One of the last 
sweeps is on the border of the Ganter that, 
whose torrent is passed by a noble bridge 
called Ponte alto, or the bridge of Ganter, 
according to m y reckoning the fifteenth we 
had crossed this day. T he sides of this 
high valley have many scattered dwellings, 
and afford pasturage for cows and goats. 
A t length we looked back at the Barrier 
near the summit, across the intervening fo­
rests ; and its distance seemed not small, 
even had we travelled like the crow instead
of the crab. N either fish nor fowl, nor room 
to  feast in, awaited us at Brigg, a noble lord 
and lady, with a bustling imperious retinue, 
having pre-occupied the best apartments and 
attentions of the hostess. I should observe, 
that although our passage, travelling in the  
way I formerly mentioned, and including 
our stay at Simpeln, occupied 15 hours, his 
Lordship, en poste, had accomplished it in  
twelve. The distance from Domo d’OssoIa 
is between forty and fifty miles. T he toils 
of the day reconciled us to some want o f  
accommodation ; and I suspect you m ay  
also be glad to rest from such prolix de­
scription ; but I could not spare you the de­
tail o f a journey which it is gratifying to  
m yself to  review, and which I should think, 
as commenced from Arona and concluding 
at Brigg, offers more that is beautiful, sub­
lime, and surprising, than any similar space 
in Europe.
LETTER XII.
ÎH E  VALAIS.—THE PAYS DE VAUD.—GENEVA,
I n mountainous countries, the great roads 
almost uniformly and of necessity follow the  
course of rivers. W e had now descended  
into the vale of the Rhone, which is the  
Whole fertile part of the Valais. Both the  
northern and southern limits o f this can­
ton, (dividing it from those of Berne and 
Uri on one hand, and from Savoy on the 
other,) are chains of immense Alps and gla­
ciers ; and the Rhone having its source 
in one of these, near the foot of Mont St 
Gothard, flows through the whole interme­
diate plain. Before its entrance into the 
lake of Geneva, this river is said to re­
ceive eighty streams, some of which, like 
its source, are poured from the bordering 
glaciers. T hese are impetuous torrents, 
which are often suddenly enlarged or di-
verted, so as to ruin the labours of the pea­
sant. W e  were assured at Brigg, either  
from a false rumour, or from a wish to en­
jo y  more of our good company, that one of  
them  which we were to ford, named the  
Nanzer, had become impassable. But our 
active voiturier having reconnoitred the spot, 
did not judge it imprudent to proceed ; and 
we passed without accident or difficulty. 
This, and several other torrents in Switzer­
land, exhibit a kind of devastation to which 
in England we are strangers. T h ey  over­
spread a great breadth of ground with stones 
and sand ; and while the stream at many 
seasons runs in a narrow channel, this bar­
ren covering which has destroyed all ferti­
lity  on either side, shews the effects of its 
sudden and variable flow. T he traveller, 
in a warm day of summer, returning at 
evening to the torrent which he crossed 
early in the morning, and then found nearly 
or quite dry, may see it swollen into a full 
and rapid stream. This circumstance, so 
contrary to the usual effect of heat, is easily 
accounted for, by remembering that streams 
which arise from the m elting of ice and snow
are most abundantly fed by the noon-day 
sun. Such torrents can neither be confined 
by dams nor crossed by bridges. In the  
mountains, th ey  generally rush through  
clefts or ravines, but on approaching the  
plain, nothing can fix or contract their 
course. W e  afterwards passed one near 
Leuk, which had recently ravaged fields of  
growing corn in its way to the Rhone ; and 
some ruined walls shewed the vain endea­
vour of a Valaisan Baron, residing there, to  
controul it. T h e  inhabitants of this can- 
• ton are however very laborious and enter­
prising in the construction of wooden aque­
ducts for the irrigation of lands, which th ey  
form of fir timber, and som etim es carry to 
an immense length and at a vast height 
along the side of perpendicular rocks, fix­
ing  them by labour of the most dangerous 
kind. A  similar attempt has been made by 
them  to form a wooden road round the front 
of a precipice to the baths of Louaeche.
W e  had here painful occasion to observe 
the prevalence of the disease called goitre, 
(tumour of the neck,) which, when in its 
highest degree, is of the most deformed ap­
pearance, and very frequently accompanied 
by idiocy. I t  is occasionally seen in other 
Pfirts of Switzerland, and in Savoy, but most 
-frequently in the Valais.
T h e  people are rigid and superstitious ca­
tholics ; and the progress of the Reforma­
tion was here successfully repressed, and e x ­
tinguished by violence ; a proceeding and 
effect which strangely disagree with the de­
mocracy of their civil government.
T h e  Valais is liable to a suffocating de­
gree of heat, from being completely im­
mured within mountains. But we travelled 
through it in the midst o f chilling rains and 
vapours that obscured them , so that I should 
not be warranted in describing to you the  
aspects o f the country. A t Turtman there  
is a cascade o f considerable note, a large 
unbroken volume of water falling with great 
violence, but more powerful than pictur­
esque. Near St Leonhard, I was surprised 
to see  the whole front of a gypsum rock ly ­
ing in huge fragments on and near the road, 
which fell only last winter, and seemed al­
most as formidable as the ruins on the  
Simplon.
The locality of Sion is very romantic. It  
is the capital of the Valais, and has a the­
ological seminary where there have been  
eminent professors. I consoled m yself in a 
w et and m isty walk from this place, by ob­
serving another beautiful variety of rainbow, 
throwing a portion o f  its imperfect arch, 
like a sort o f zone, round a snow-capt moun­
tain. Beyond M artigny, every traveller’s 
attention is arrested by that superb water­
fall, which might be called with great pro­
priety the cascade of Miville, a village in its 
immediate vicinity. It is strange that tra­
vellers and engravers should perpetuate its 
vulgar name, as if  attempting to degrade by 
a coarse and mean association, that which 
is so brilliant and magnificent. W e were 
fortunate enough to see it at the moment 
when the sun gave it all its splendour.
In approaching St Maurice, the last place 
o f the Valais, two remarkable summits e le ­
vate them selves on the opposite sides of the
*
Rhone, named the Dent de M orde, and the  
D ent du M id i;  the latter of which is so 
rugged as to be entirely inaccessible. T hey  
are supposed to have been originally one.
but separated by some great convulsion of 
nature, being of equal height, nearly 9000  
feet above the lake of Geneva, into which, 
the Rhone escapes between their bases. 
T he valley thus becomes very contracted, 
and a crescent o f perpendicular rocks of  
party-coloured strata, (on which is a hermi­
tage, the frequent resort of pilgrims,) flanks 
the entrance to this antient town. St M au­
rice is justly called the key of the V alais;  
for a steep rock rises immediately behind 
it, and the Rhone flows close in front, so 
that the country is completely locked up by  
nature, there being no other carriage en­
trance from 'Switzerland than through the  
single street of St Maurice, after first cros­
sing the bridge of the Rhone.
W e  here re-enter the canton of Vaud, to  
which I introduced you but very slightly in 
mentioning m y first short passage through  
a part o f it. Nor shall I now dwell upon 
scenes which have been so eloquently de­
scribed by others. T he change from the  
Valais was to m yself very agreeable ; nor 
were m y companions insensible to the pre­
ference which was due, from some to their
native, and from th e  rest to  their adopted 
country. Better roads, a better agriculture, 
a greater degree of health, comfort, and in­
struction among the people, with fewer in­
stances o f deformity and imbecility, are 
circumstances which all contribute to ren­
der the Pays de Vaud much more pleasing. 
And while its vales are fertile and diversi­
fied, the grandeur of the mountains is un­
diminished. N o  where did they appear more 
m ajestic than at B ex, or with more of that 
bright and defined outline which is obtained 
through the atmosphere of the Alps. W hen  
the road afterwards sweeps round the head of 
the lake, and the traveller ascending the hill 
of M ontreux, looks down upon the beautiful 
bay opposite the castle o f Chillon, with the  
enormous Alps o f Savoy frowning above it, 
then forward to the rocks of M eillerie on the  
southern shore, and to the opposite coast of  
the smiling Pays de Vaud divided from them  
by the smooth lake, which is lost in distance 
towards Geneva, he wants something .more 
than either paper or canvas on which to de­
pict the scene. I t  is indeed repeated, with 
interesting changes in the successive form
and aspect o f its grand features, along the 
whole northern shore. T h e tower of S t  
Martin’s church at V evay is a point of view  
recommended to strangers ; but I was still 
more struck by that near the village o f  St 
Saphorin, where the vista of snowy moun­
tains at the head of the lake is seen more 
in perspective. T he naked toothlike and 
towerlike rocks called the D ent de Jaman, 
th e  Tour de M ayen , and the Tour d ’Ay, are 
extraordinary features in either prospect.
After a short stay at Lausanne, I pro­
ceeded a second tim e to Geneva. T h e beau­
ty  of this road is well known ; but I had 
pleasure in deviating from it to be welcomed  
by a worthy family as the acquaintance of  
their near relative long absent in England, 
whom th ey  were soon to welcome herself, 
and whose communications since to her 
English friends have described with affect­
ing simplicity her strong emotion at the  
sight of her native mountains, and the joy ­
ful agitation of a daughter’s heart when re­
ceived with the warmth of maternal fond­
ness, after a separation of more than twenty  
years. I was happy to witness the comfort
and partake the hospitality o f their rural 
life; and cannot conceive any man more 
blest as to external and public circum­
stances than the cultivator of the Pays de 
Vaud. H is native soil demands that in­
dustry which the health and habits of a 
mountaineer render pleasurable ; and it is 
not ungrateful for his toil. H e  trains the  
vines and reaps the grain of his own few  
acres, without oppression and almost without 
taxes ; and while thus engaged, the su- 
bliftiest and most beautiful scenery court 
his view in the same landscape. Public in­
struction is well provided for ; religious and 
civil liberty are enjoyed ; nothing, in short, 
seem s wanting to enlarge and elevate his 
mind, as far as its enlargement and eleva­
tion are compatible with the engagem ents  
o f a laborious station. I think it may well 
be asked, why has no Burns or Milton arisen 
in Switzerland; why have not countries, 
where the spirit o f freedom has breathed in 
regions of such sublimity, given birth to 
some untaught but eagle genius ; and why 
have not towns where every literary privilege 
is combined with the same moral and natural
causes, produced some poet o f commanding 
powers and universal celebrity ? Can there  
be any thing in the processes of education  
and direction of taste, opposing all which 
would conduce so powerfully towards th e  
developement of such minds ? As far as 
languages may have an influence, it is true  
that neither the French, which is spoken in 
the western cantons, nor the harsh provincial 
German of the eastern, is favourable to the  
higher kinds of poetry ; but these checks 
seem insufficient. It should indeed be re­
membered that G eneva produced the highly  
poetical minds of Rousseau and Madame de 
Stiiel, though the fame of neither has been 
built on poetical composition. It were well 
had it been more generally derived from 
writings that tend to rectify principle and 
purify sentiment, as much as to excite  ima­
gination. T he house which formerly be­
longed to M. Neckar, and is now his daugh­
ter’s residence, situated at Copet, three  
leagues from Geneva, has an appearance 
somewhat gloom y ; and its demesne looks 
as if the celebrated owner had much more
taste for literature and society, than for or­
namental gardening.
Geneva will not delight the traveller by 
regular or splendid buildings ; indeed the  
face of nature is so grand in its vicinity, 
that the emulation o f art would seem  wast­
ed and misplaced. I t  has hilly streets, e x ­
cept two or three which run parallel with 
the Rhone, whose broad and rapid stream  
flow's through the c ity  imm ediately on issu­
ing from the lake, beautifully blue and trans­
parent, but encumbered by mills which in­
jure its effect. In one of these I saw the  
most recently invented machinery of our 
cloth manufactures.
T he principal trading streets o f Geneva 
have arcades whose roofs are nearly level 
with the house tops, being supported on 
lofty wooden pillars. The covered walks 
thus obtained without loss o f light on 
the ground floor, would be very conveni­
ent, had th ey not strangely counteracted  
this advantage by placing mean shops or 
huts beyond the pillars towards the centre 
of the street, with narrow passages between 
them . T he environs of the city  are dc-
lightful ; the views of Mont Blanc from the  
hill o f Coligny and the château of Fernex  
exciting a desire to approach that king o f  
European mountains which it would be dif­
ficult for a lover o f the sublime to resist.
I will not detain you by a description of the  
late residence of Voltaire, which many tour­
ists have noticed both before and since his 
decease. I t  is lamentable and despicable 
that a mind so highly gifted, with scenes  
around him calculated to inspire thoughts 
of true greatness and of immortality, should 
have perverted its wit and employed its 
subtlety to destroy the moral dignity and 
best hopes o f human nature.
I passed a Sunday at Geneva, and endea­
voured to hear the ablest preachers of that 
day. T h e service is performed here, and 
in other towns o f Switzerland which have 
more than one church, by the ministers in 
rotation. It was conducted at the Temple 
Neuf, nearly as follows :— A  clerk read the  
commandments : the minister entered the  
pulpit, and repeated a form of confessional 
prayer : a psalm was then sung: the prayer 
which succeeded appeared to be extem po­
raneous, and was uttered with fervour : this 
was followed by a discourse of half an hour : 
then a prayer for all princes and magistrates, 
for the H elvetic confederation, and for the 
canton, for all Christian pastors, &c. con­
cluding with the Lord’s prayer, (which had 
been recited once before:) n ext the Apostles’ 
creed, preceded by the words, “ Seigneur, 
nous croyons ; fortifie notre f o i : ”— a psalm con­
cluded the worship. W ith the benediction, 
the people are reminded not to forget the  
poor ; and a person stands at the church 
door as in Scotland, to receive contributions. 
A n organ was played here ; but the psalmo­
dy is also like that of Scotland, slow and 
heavy. There was nothing in the sermons 
which I heard, tending to disprove the 
prevailing opinion that the major part of 
the G enevese clergy have widely departed 
from the doctrines of the first reformers. 
A  correct Christian morality was warmly in­
culcated, but scarcely any reference was 
made to the peculiar facts and motives with 
which it is connected in the N ew  T esta ­
ment. I was informed, however, that there 
are also pastors in this city  who adhere to
evangelical principles, and who adorn them  
by piety and by usefulness in the sacred of­
fice. T he degrees of deviation in others 
could not be inferred with certainty from 
the discourses which I attended, but I would 
hope it may not be so wide or so general as 
some have alleged. The creed which cer­
tain theologians chuse to term “ rational,” 
(even judging independently of its real 
agreement or disagreement with scripture, 
and the consequent good or evil influence 
which a Christian will expect to attend it,) 
seems neither adapted to awaken religious 
sentiment, nor to check the growth of scep­
ticism. It has indeed been plausibly argued, 
that by reducing the Christian system  to 
the simple revelation of a moral rule, a mo­
ral example, a future life, and a state of  
retribution, the stumbling block of m ystery  
being removed, many who doubt or disbe­
lieve will be conciliated and convinced. But 
I suspect that few deists will become pro­
selytes to such a creed. T h ey  will rather 
say, somewhat in the terms which Bishop 
Horsley has supposed, “ W e believe nearly 
the same things as you do upon different
evidence ; that of reason. W e think, there­
fore, that a revelation is pretended with an 
ill grace, when so little  hath been actually 
revealed. And, besides, we will not trust 
ourselves to guides, who, as you expound  
their writings, never spoke on the most in­
teresting subjects, without figure, mistake, 
and even equivocation.”
T he chapel of the hospital was at this 
tim e lent to the English ; and the episco­
pal service regularly performed. I heard 
an English clergyman address a numerous 
congregation in -that place, a great part of 
whom came from the country seats in the 
vicinity, which, as well as the city  itself, 
were at that period, as you well know, in­
undated by our countrymen ; who unfortu­
nately do not all exhibit British manners or 
education in such a way as to remove pre­
judice or promote respect. “ I have been,” 
said one of these travellers, “ entendre un ser­
mon; but I believe I should rather say en­
tendre un prédicateur, as I recollect sermon 
in French has two meanings, and sometimes 
signifies an oath.” I was the more amused 
by this curious self correction, as the worthy
philologist had previouslybeen bestowing his 
general information on the table d'hote. Er­
ror, however, is much more pardonable than 
incivility ; nor should I be justified in sa­
tirizing any ordinary specimen of ignorance; 
for I never felt personally so much as in 
this journey the want, on various sub­
jects, of a more correct and extensive know­
ledge.
G eneva is fortified ; blit its ramparts, in 
modern times, serve rather to shut in the 
citizens than to exclude an enem y. T h ey  
form also some pleasant walks. Beyond  
the Porte Neuve is a meadow surrounded by 
trees, called the Plain Palais, where the  
militia of the canton exercise, and are ad­
dressed by their officers while commanding 
them, as freemen and fellow citizens, with 
the appellation, camarades. Near this spot 
is the burial ground, judiciously placed at 
some distance from the city. It is parti­
tioned by ranges of upright stones, into 
three portions, which remain unopened by 
turns during intervals of ten years. Some 
of the graves are surrounded by railings, 
and planted with rose-trees or other shrubs
and flowers. W here any monumental stone  
has been- added, it is laid on the ground 
loosely within this small inclosure. A  walk 
leads thence along the banks o f the Rhone, 
whose clearness and beautiful colour as it 
rushes purified from the lake, are destroyed  
not far below the city  by the confluence of 
the Arve, which comes with equal rapidity, 
but quite a muddy and turbid current, from 
the snows and glaciers o f Mont Blanc. On 
the next day I was to proceed towards its 
source, not without expectations of some 
toil and even hazard, as well as gratification, 
in the icy  regions whence it flows.
LETTER XIII.
GENEVA SALLENCHE CHAMOUNL
T he little territory of Geneva extends in 
the direction of Chamouni only to the first 
village, called Chesne, where I again enter­
ed Savoy. Beyond the Pont de Menoge, 
thrown over a torrent whose serpentine 
course joins the Arve, the road approaches 
that river ; and an extensive view of its 
bordering valley is obtained near Contamine, 
bounded in front by the bare and broken 
summits of Mont Brezon. Bonneville is 
the first town of this journey. T he fine 
arching avenue of elms by which it is en­
tered, bore marks of a cannonade between  
the French and Austrians in a late cam­
paign ; as did also the bridge over the Arve. 
How few places are there on this continent 
which have not been visited in the last 20 
years by the scourge of war ! Bonneville 
lies between the Brezon and the Mòle, two
mountains of finely contrasted appearance. 
T he latter, whose insular situation and 
pointed form render it conspicuous from 
Geneva, although nearly 6000 feet above 
the sea, is green, and affords pasturage to 
the top. To the right of the village of 
Siongy, the steep and rocky mountains are 
covered with pines, which seem  to be grow­
ing without soil ; while the road is embower­
ed by walnut trees, and the cottages, as in 
the neighbourhood of all the pine forests 
both of the Alps and Jura, are built and 
roofed entirely with that material. In the  
entrance to Cluse, the rocks become more 
than perpendicular, (if I may so describe 
them ,) and did they not seem to be of the  
most solid make, one should not pass with­
out fear under such a canopy. This little  
town is quite entombed in mountains ; and 
the river, which is here recrossed, flows 
out of the valley of Sallenche through an 
opening between enormous rocks. In pas­
sing into this extraordinary defile, it appears 
as if the stream filled it, and as though the 
traveller would be repulsed by this enemy 
rushing against him from the great reposi-
tory of floods. But there is a safe and well 
made carriage road between it and the 
perpendicular cliffs, which would have been, 
I conceive, as difficult to form as that of 
the Simplen, had not the more crumbling 
structure of these cliffs produced a sloping 
mass upon the river’s edge. Every ravine, 
and frequently the lowest region of the 
mountains, is filled with beautiful woods of 
beech and fir. A t length the valley widens, 
and spreads before the eye that most pic­
turesque of all its diversities, the Bosquets 
cle M aglan. T hese consist of beach groves, 
scattered in some meadows of a broken or 
waving surface, edging the Arve. W hen  
amidst them, precipices tower on all sides 
through the foliage ; a white cottage occu­
pies a knoll in front, and a whiter waterfall, 
called the N an t cl’Orli, showers from one of 
the rocks. W hat does the solitary specta­
tor want, in this and many other scenes o f  
Alpine enchantment, but to practise magic 
while he seems to witness it, and call round 
him those who are dearest to himself, and 
most awake to the charms of nature, that 
they may admire and enjoy with him !
Before arriving at a second and larger 
cascade, the N ant d ’Arpenas, I was struck 
by the singular features of the rocks ; those 
on the left or opposite bank of the Arve 
presenting lofty peaks and pyramids, but on 
the right a flat wall-like range resembling 
the ramparts o f a fortress. T he geologist 
can perhaps nowhere find ampler scope for 
study and speculation on the various format 
tion of mountains and dispositions of strata. 
The N ant d ’Arpenas is a very peculiar fall. 
Ossian m ight have compared it to the mane 
of a white courser, as it flies and waves 
off a ledge o f  rock to be again collected into 
a brook below. It afforded one of the oc­
casions where I practically discovered the  
immense scale of objects in these countries, 
and the illusion thus produced. There is a 
green ascent leading to it, which, when 
measured by the eye in connection with 
the rock above, seems a mere hillock, but 
le t thfe traveller measure by climbing, and 
he will not hesitate to pronounce it a hill.
I stopped for the night at the inn of St 
Martin, and, without detailing the civilities 
and luxuries which I unexpectedly found in
this little H otel de Mont Blanc, I must en­
gage you in an evening walk on an em i­
nence called Mont Rosset, above the town 
of Sallenche, to which St Martin is opposite. 
It was thus when standing on the spot that I 
noted the scene around me.— “ T o the west 
and south are two mountains, green towards 
the base with cultivation, but in the inter­
val between them is a vast wall o f rock, 
from whose snows a temporary cataract is 
falling. A  ridge of jagged cliffs descends 
towards Maglan, on which I look back, tra­
cing the Arve through all its meadows and 
copses, till it is lost among the rocks of 
Cluse ; while the N ant d ’Arpenas pours on 
the north side of the valley. T he church 
and town of Sallenche lie directly beneath  
me, with a torrent which, after roaring 
through a tremendous chasm, flows near 
them to the river. Beyond them are the  
bridge of the Arve and village of St Martin, 
whence I came ; and immediately behind 
these, a mountain with a triangular point, 
called the Aiguille* de Varens, rises abruptly
* Aiguille (needle,) is the name given to those bare point-? 
ed rocks with which this district abounds.
to  a vast height, and catches every passing 
cloud. Eastward, the Arve winds towards 
m e from the valley of Servoz ; and on its 
right the whole chain of mountains is crown­
ed by Mont Blanc, the loftiest point on our 
quarter of the globe. T he clouds which 
have rested 011 it are now in a measure dis­
persed, and I seem to see the summit. But 
I wait some minutes, and find I was mista­
ken. It was only a lower and broader part 
of that imm ense ridge ; for now the clouds 
change their position, and discover to me a 
small bright summit of snow on which the  
sun rests long after it has left the val­
ley, but which is above a vast mass of  
clouds, and appears quite detached from 
earth.”
I saw the Mont Blanc n ext morning, with­
out the slightest vapour to obscure it ; but 
this completer view, however striking, gives 
a fainter impression of its height than the 
sort of cloudy mensuration I have described, 
by which its top was so far divided from all 
below, that it was difficult to believe it could 
belong to our globe. Indeed, when the 
mountain is distinctly seen, and seen from
a valley, two things are remarkable ; its ap­
parent nearness, and its want of apparent ele­
vation. In proceeding towards Cbède, it was 
at least four leagues distant, y e t  had I trusted 
to the evidence of sight, I should have affirm­
ed positively that it was not a single league. 
This first circumstance is in a degree com­
mon to all the Alps, though I think more 
particularly observable in regard to Mont 
Blanc. T he second is more easily account­
ed for ; it is so vast an object, that it re-, 
quires a high or distant point to be fully 
seen. W hen near it, and in the vale, it is 
seen as St Paul’s cathedral is from many  
parts of its church-yard. T h e porticos and 
pediment may be considered as correspond­
ing to the vast bases of the mountain ; and 
the observer views its summit, if at all, 
only as he views the cross and top of the 
dome em erging above those parts of the  
church, without any ju st idea of its height 
and proportions. I had m et at St Martin, 
a guide of the family of Balmat, who have 
long performed their office with much repu­
tation, and were among the companions of 
De Saussure in the famous ascent of Mont
Blanc. T hey  and the other most esteem ed  
guides of Chamouni have generally noms de 
guerre taken probably from the different 
heights or passes with which th ey  are most 
familiar, or have been most successful in 
traversing. Thus one is surnamed, L e  
Géant, another L'Aiguille, a third Mont 
Blanc, and the conductor whom I engaged  
was styled Balmat des Dames, a title which 
ought to ensure at least caution and polite­
ness ; nor was he deficient in either ; but I 
conjecture it was rather derived from his 
excursions to a part of these environs cal­
led the Plan des Dames, or from some inci­
dent which occurred there, than from any 
special appropriation of his services to fe­
male travellers.
Arriving at Chède exactly  at the favour­
able time, about eight in the morning, I 
enjoyed with the view of its picturesque 
cascade, that perfect and brilliant miniature 
rainbow which is produced by the sun-beams 
upon its spray. N ot far from it is a small 
and tranquil receptacle of mountain streams, 
called L e L ac de Chède, where we turned 
into a road now disused, to see the cataract
of the Arve, which falls some hundred feet 
down a rocky bed, in a short reach of its 
current. The road has been very properly 
altered, not sooner than prudence demand­
ed ; for the cliff under which the river 
rushes, and where I stood to view it, has 
cracks and clefts on its top that portend a 
speedy fall. But a much more terrific écroule­
ment than this will produce, is still visible 
by the fragments scattered near the Torrent 
noir. In 1751, an aiguille fell from the  
mountains of Salles, and the dust or smoke 
occasioned by its crash is asserted to have 
been seen at Martigny in the Valais, more 
than ten leagues distant. So terrible was the 
sound, (says a respectable G enevese writer,) 
and so thick and dark the cloud of dust, 
that many persons believed the end of the  
world was come. T he “ black torrent” just  
named, is deeply stained by slate rocks 
through which it flows ; and its rugged hol­
low bed does not often admit the passage 
of cars ; so that those who avail them selves  
of such a conveyance, must have it dis­
mounted here. I had sent my cabriolet 
back from St Martin, round the lake of G e­
neva, to m eet m e at Martigny ; and was 
how on horseback ; but the safe mountain­
eering step of the mule is much to be pre­
ferred. W e next reached the village of 
Servoz, beyond which is a bridge crossing 
the torrent of Dioza, and near it a monu­
m ent to the unfortunate Eschen, who hav­
ing attempted in 1801 a Very difficult ex ­
cursion in these mountains without a com­
petent guide, perished in a crevice of the 
glacier du Buet. There is dignity and good 
advice in the inscriptions, combined with 
som ething like ä tone of false philosophy.* 
I need not remind you that Savoy, till the
* T h e following inscriptions occupy the three sides of the 
pillar :
République Françoise.
A la mémoire 
D e Fred. Aug. Eschen,
Naturaliste, Litterateur, Poêle, 
né en 1777 a Eulinen 
cercle de la Saxe inférieure, 
englouti dans une crevasse 
du glacier de Buet 
le 19 Thermidor An 8 
retiré de cet abyme 
par St M. Devillaz, Sçc. 
inhumé dans ce lieu 
par les soins de M . D'Eumar 
Préfet.
recent changes, was under the government 
of France. A  curious example of the pro­
fessed “ hospitality” * of that government 
was given in the very year when this mo­
nument was erected, by the forcible deten­
tion of a multitdde of unoffending British 
travellers till long after the land which they  
visited had ceased to be “ the soil of the Re-
Monument élevé 21 Fructidor An 9 
Sous la magistrature 
de Buonaparte Combacerei Le Brun 
Consuls de la République Françoise.
Le gouvernement François 
Honore les sciences et les arts,
Protège les savans et les artistes.
* I l accueille avec hospitalité 
Les Etrangers de toutes les nations 
Qui visitent le sol de la 
République.
Voyageurs 
Un guide prudent et robuste 
Vous est nécessaire.
Ne vous éloignez pas de lui.
Obéissez 
aux conseils de l'expérience.
Ce’st avec un recueillement 
mêlé de crainte et de resjyect 
qu’il fau t visiter les lieux 
que la nature a marqués 
du sceau de sa majesté 
et de sa puissance.
public.” N ear this spot are silver and 
copper mines, but they  are not at present 
worked.
Again crossing the Arve at Pont le Pe- 
lis sier, we ascended a most rugged path cal­
led Les Montets, and rising far above the 
river, which foamed in a deep glen of fir 
trees, commanded a view both of Servoz and 
of Les Ouches, the first parish in the valley 
of Chamotini. After this rude and roman­
tic approach, the glacier de Buissons starts 
into view, descending from the base of Mont 
Blanc. T he first sight of it was very strik­
ing, lighted up in all its splendour by the  
midday sun. Its pyramids were of a bril­
liant bluish white, and its form as viewed in 
distant profile, that o f an elliptic arch ; so 
that it might be compared to a bridge of ice 
projected across part of the valley. A t the 
village des Ouches, whose fields were gay  
with a variety of flowers, I was regaled with 
good bread, excellent honey, and wine of 
Montmeillan ; (for this district is too ele­
vated to ripen the grape.) and we then pre­
pared to cross the glacier des Buissons, an 
excursion which may be easily comprised
in the day’s journey from Sallertche to 
L e  Prieuré. I will not be so impertinent 
as to take it for granted, that you, like my^ 
self, have read descriptions and even seen  
some plates o f  glaciers, without forming a 
just idea of their figure and.situation. But 
perhaps I may venture to suppose that 
some one of m y courteous readers, (not at 
all intending to include the critics,) rests as 
I did in the indistinct notion of a mountain 
cased with ice. There are some things of  
which an indistinct notion must suffice us ; 
it would be well if certain metaphysicians 
had been of that opinion : but we will not 
rank a glacier in the inconceivable class. It 
is a collection of ice in a sloping ravine or 
valley which divides two mountains ; as if a 
river flowing down betwixt them were frozen 
in its descent, and the accumulating waves 
heaped on each other, had formed a mass of 
ice that filled the whole hollow. Suppose 
this immense ir ^ s ,  by the action of the sun, 
by its own expansion, by successive freezings 
and meltings, to be rent into chasms, and 
to have various singular inequalities formed 
upon its surface ; and I think you then pos­
sess a tolerably just conception of a glacier. 
Being provided with a bâton ferré, which is 
the very s ta ff o f  life in these expeditions, I 
rode from the hamlet o f Moncouart up a fir 
forest, and when the ascent grew too steep, 
proceeded on foot. T he trees near the gla­
cier have been almost all destroyed by the  
fallen fragments o f ice. W e  avoided the  
line of this artillery, and coasted the glacier 
to get above its steep part, which is thick­
set with pyramids and full o f chasms, and 
to cross the higher and more level mass, 
where there is no danger. N othing here is 
on a small scale. You are to imagine cry­
stals of ice  fifty or e ighty  feet high ; and I 
term them  crystals, not m erely because 
semi-transparent, but of angular forms, and 
grouped on the bed of ice like the finest 
crystals in cabinets of minerals. I f  Dean  
Swift had visited Chamouni, he would cer­
tainly have carried off a specimen for the 
Brobdignag museum. Being exposed, how­
ever, to the influence of the sun, there is a 
perpetual change and fantastic irregularity 
in their shape and position. Some are blunt 
at the top, others pointed like an icicle ; 1
I observed one perforated as if  by a cannon­
ball, and many are far more oblique than 
the hanging tower of Caerfilly. During the  
last year this glacier has been prolonged 
towards Moncouart ; it has made new ha- 
vock in the woods, and the torrents which 
flow from it are said to threaten the village. 
It is small compared with the glacier des 
Bois; y e t  we were occupied from ten to fif­
teen minutes in walking across the ice, 
though it happened to be dry and not very 
slippery; after which, rejoining my horse, I  
soon arrived at L e  Prieuré.
LETTER XIV. 
CHAMOUNI.
JL h e  exploring, and, if I may so term ity 
the erratic spirit, have grown exceedingly  
during the last century. I know not whe­
ther our ancestors were better engaged, or
 
had not leisure and wealth enough to search 
for the unobserved wonders of nature, but it 
was not till within the memory of man, that 
Europe became much acquainted with its 
own sublimest scenes. T he magnificent 
caves and columns of Staffa had not attract­
ed the notice of our countrymen ; and the 
valley of Chamouni was wholly unknown to 
the curious. Two English gentlem en, how­
ever, MM. Pocock and W yndham, in the 
year 1741, were the first who traversed this 
wild region, contrary to the advice of their 
friends, and attended by an armed escort 
to defend them  against the fancied barba­
rism of its inhabitants. Seventy years have
passed since their enterprise, which open­
ed sources of high gratification 'to subse­
quent travellers, and carried civilization and 
prosperity into these solitudes. And the  
change is now complete : the peasants round 
M ont Blanc.are found a civil and intelligent 
race ; a generation of professed and well 
qualified guides has arisen : all seems wait­
ing for the stranger. H ere a stuffed cha­
mois is led out by little urchins from the  
door of a cottage. There you are way­
laid with milk or strawberries or crystals. 
In the village you find regular cabinets of 
botany and mineralogy, and collections ar­
ranged for sale. Nay, Mont Blanc has its 
bard, and my invidious queries on the non- 
appearance of a Swiss Milton, may not long  
be applicable to Savoy. W hat may we not 
hope from the bold and rapid muse of Jean 
Baptiste Claray, who, like Milton, is an insti­
tuteur, at Chamouni, and of whose opuscule 
poétique I fortunately possessed m yself? H e  
concludes a truly sublime piece of sixteen  
stanzas descriptive of the tops of his native 
mountains, with the following memorandum
of his quick marches, both as a mountaineer 
and a poet.
«  Au clair du globe au front d’argent 
Qui se leve sur l ’hémisphere 
Je descends d’un pas diligent 
P ar un col perpendiculaire ;
D ix heures sonnaient au clocher 
Quand Je rentre en ma maisonette*
E t même avant daller cuucher 
J ’écrivis cette chansonette.”
I  cannot withhold from you the feast, con­
cluding with a dish quite English, which he 
spreads most poetically on one of these rocks 
for the mineralogists.
*c Sur ces larges escarpement 
Avec quel plaisir Je distingue,
Les plus admirables fragmens 
D e spath, d'ardoise et de poudingue”
N or was I less struck with the justice and 
(dignity of his panegyric on potatoes.
Les pommes de terre à présent 
Sont les plus utiles des pommes ;
Elles sont le plus beau présent 
Que l’Amérique ait fa it  aux hommes.
Oui dans quelque lointain pays 
Que l’on voyage ou que l’on erre,
Des bords de VArve au Tanaïs 
On vante les pommes de terre.”
or that “ glance from heaven to earth,” with 
which he celebrates the flight o f an eagle,
“  Un aigle venant du coupeau 
D e ces désertes citadelles 
Renverse en passant mon chapeau 
Du bout de ses rapides ailes."
Be not now surprised when I also “ start 
from m y trance and trim my withered bays.” 
W ho can talk of Alpine minerals, animals, 
or plants in grovelling prose, after studying  
so original a model of verse ?
T h e  best apology for this digression will 
be to lose no tim e in ascending the Mont- 
anvert, which is one of the bases o f M ont 
Blanc. I climbed much the quicker for 
being overtaken by rain ; and like many 
greater disappointments whose utility we 
shall sooner or later perceive, this storm 
m ay serve both m e and m y reader by pre­
venting too strong a colouring of the scene. 
A fter crossing the Arve and arriving at the  
foot of the mountain, I rode near an hour 
up what is called a path, sometimes com­
posed of craggy stone steps and twisted roots 
of fir trees, sometimes diversified by running 
as a terrace about a foot wide on the side of 
a quick shelving steep. T h e  worthy mule 
clambered with perfect sangfroid. I on the  
contrary was more warmed by m y very un-
ju st apprehensions as to his strength and 
judgm ent, than I should have been by climb­
ing on foot. Sometimes, o f two winding 
staircases, I presumed to differ from him in 
choice, but he nobly maintained the well 
Jmown privilege of his race, resisted the  
strongest arguments of the bridle, and at last 
convinced me that a mule not only will, but 
(at least in Savoy,) should have his own way. 
I was not sorry, however, when the ascent 
fcecame so pathless that m y guide proposed 
his servant’s dismissal ; and after an hour’s 
hard walking, found m yself in the pavilion 
or hospice of the Montanvert. This little  
building, raised by a French gentleman, M. 
Desportes, for the convenience of travellers, 
looks down upon the celebrated glacicr cal­
led the “ sea of ice .” Indeed that frozen 
waste and the rocks which border it, form 
the whole desolate prospect. From being 
thus bounded, on one side by the Montanvert, 
on the other by more colossal and precipi­
tous mountains, it rather resembles (accord­
ing  to m y former comparison,) a great river. 
B u t its surface cannot be better imagined 
than by conceiving of an agitated sea, in­
stantaneously arrested (in that state which 
seamen call a heavy swell,) by the power of 
frost, I descended upon it, first crossing a 
border of snow, which, from the unusual 
coldness of the summer, still remained; then  
the loose mass of icy fragments mixed with 
stone and sand, which is found on the edges 
of every glacier, and termed the moraine ; 
and next, preceded by m y careful guide, 
walked between the chasms to gain the top 
of a wave, and contemplated from that emi­
nence the dreary world around me. Pro­
bably no earthly scene can correspond so
 
nearly, in a gloomy day, to one of Milton’s 
powerful extramundane descriptions :
“  a frozen continent 
Lies dark and wild, beat with perpetual storms 
O f whirlwind and dire hail, which on firm land 
Thaws not, but gathers heap, and ruin seems 
O f ancient pile; all else deep snow and ice,
A  gulf profound as that Serbonian bog 
Betwixt Damiata and Mount Casius old,
W here armies whole have sunk.”
Looking up the valley, as it were to the 
head of this great frozen river or creek, the  
eye ranges over seven leagues length of ice; 
the breadth is more than a mile ; and im-
m ediately opposite is a perpendicular and 
needle-like rock of astonishing height, named 
the Aiguille du Dru. T he clefts ( crevasses)  
which yawn in every direction, are of various 
size, many of them  not less than twelve feet 
in breadth. T he ice within them is o f a 
deep Clear blue, and their depth cannot be 
sounded. These crevices were broader and 
more numerous last year than usual, but 
there is no danger, (as m y guide assured 
me) of the traveller’s retreat being cut off 
by the formation of new ones ; as this is al­
ways exceedingly gradual. T he ch ief ha­
zard is that of falling into clefts concealed  
by patches o f snow, which must either be 
avoided, or probed by the bâton ferré  before 
venturing on their surface. Even females, 
however, each under the care o f a guide, 
may walk on this wilderness and look into 
its abysses without alarm. Only one acci­
dent seems to be on record, that o f a Ger­
man lady of rank, who fractured a limb in 
passing the moraine. T he Empresses Jo- 
sephine and M arie Louise successively walk­
ed here, and wrote their names in the al­
bum of the Pavilion. This unconquerable
region seems to hold out as humbling a 
lesson to greatness as the tide did to the  
courtiers o f Canute. As there was but one  
voice that could effectually say to the ocean, 
“ H ere shall thy proud waves be stayed,” 
so these mountains will only melt at the  
presence of him who formed them. It is 
possible to proceed from the Montanvert 
(by first skirting the mer de glace and then  
crossing it,) to  much higher and more re­
m ote glaciers ; among which is found the  
famous Jardin , a green isle encircled with 
ice, covered in A ugust with fine verdure 
and a variety o f Alpine flowers. But these  
efforts require strength and hardihood. In  
the more difficult and perilous journies round 
M ont Blanc, it is frequently necessary to  
pass the chasms upon a ladder, and to walk 
upon rocks or ice so situated that a false 
step would be fatal.
W e  had just quitted the hospice to  descend  
towards the sources of the Arveiron, when a 
thundering sound directed m y eyes to a vast 
avalanche of snow, in the act o f tumbling 
from the Aiguille de Charmoz. It rushed from 
that rock like an imm ense cascade, with a pro­
longed roar echoing through the mountains; 
and seemed almost to reach the brink of the  
glacier in its fall. This was an unexpected  
and striking incident, which made amends 
for the want of sunshine.
Our descent was by a different and ex ­
tremely steep path ; but the visitor of the  
Montanvert ought not to shrink from it, 
though his knees may begin to tremble. 
Leaning on the mountain spear, which is 
quite needful in such a march, he may rest 
to survey the whole vale of Chamouni ; the  
stupendous rocks beyond it of theF legéreand  
Breven, and below him that arching decli­
vity of ice called the glacier des Bois, crown­
ed by a huge and many-shaped range of 
spires that bounds the M er de glace. A t the  
foot of this glacier the great torrent called 
the Arveiron flows from the ice, rushing to  
join the Arve. Its source varies in form 
and situation, having sometimes issued as a 
cascade from the higher wall of the gla­
cier, but more frequently under a vault or 
ârch of ice, at the base, which at tim es “ is 
a hundred feet in height, and proportionally 
broad.” Some years ago, an unfortunate
family of Genevese having ventured into this 
vault without a guide to warn them of their 
danger, huge masses detached themselves ; 
(in consequence, it is said, of the concussion 
occasioned by firing a pistol to produce 
echoes ;) and these having obstructed and 
swollen the torrent before they could retreat, 
one of the sons was crushed to pieces among 
the waves and rolling fragments, the other 
received dreadful contusions, and the fa­
ther, who bad both legs fractured, escaped 
death almost by a miracle, perhaps to la­
m ent that he was a survivor. This vault is 
destroyed annually, and generally renewed 
by the month of August. M y guide inform­
ed me that it was then scarcely visible, and 
I was therefore contented to view the source 
at some distance. Several small avalanches 
of ice fell from the glacier, while I stood in 
front admiring its enormous icy needles. 
T he variety of prospect in this descent from 
the Montanvert, combining mountains of 
every form, rivers and villages, meadows 
and forests, with the immense glacier itself, 
gratified m e more than the awful desolation 
of the M er de glace. W e  now crossed the
roaring Arveiron on a bridge of rough fir 
trunks, quite in character with the landscape; 
and in a wood beyond stood m y four-footed 
philosopher, who, whether at the porch or in 
the groves, was, during m y short acquaint­
ance with him, a most consistent Stoic. H is  
equanimity did not appear to be disturbed, 
even in circumstances where mere philoso­
phy generally fails, that is, under some de­
cline o f reputation, and some hints o f re­
proach. You may wonder how these could 
be occasioned ; but the truth is, though so 
admirably at home in the doubts and diffi­
culties of higher regions, he became, to m y  
surprise, unskilful and almost unsafe on the  
level road by which we returned to L e  
Prieuré', thus affording a new pretext for 
the sarcasm which has sometimes piqued you, 
that none are so awkward in the beaten 
track of life, as those who excel in climbing 
out of it. You may generalize, however, as 
little  as you please. As for the respectable 
individual, if he were even a pupil o f  Plato, I 
should still adhere to the principle, “ magis 
arnica veritas.”—Can I have a more dignified 
occasion of assuring you, and all whom it may
concern, that whatever I offer you for lack 
of better, ’tis m y wish neither to extenuate  
or exaggerate. I say wish, because we have 
long had reason to remark, that whichever 
be the sort o f “  spectacles on nose,” those  
o f the mind’s eye become concave and con­
v e x  by turns. I f  any thing in m y budget 
seem worth picking out for your shelves of  
induction, all I  mean to vouch for is this, 
that I neither made it, nor took it up quite 
carelessly, nor w ittingly altered it. This I 
profess in all gravity, being certain you  
will think a return to gravity quite expedi­
ent.
I did not ascend the higher mountains at 
Chamouni. M y seven hours excursion to 
the M er de glace, although fatiguing, would 
not have discouraged me, but the unpropi- 
tious state o f the sky, which so often disap­
points these undertakings, together with the  
claims of other scenes, not less attractive, 
on the remainder ! o f summer, determined  
m e to stay no longer in this wonderful val­
ley. T hat you may not, however, suspect 
m e of having retired from the vicinity of 
Mont Blanc with no sentim ents less whim-
sical than I have been ju st now indulging, 
suffer me to subjoin some lines of a more 
serious cast. T he majesty of nature, and 
its analogies with whatever is morally sub­
lime and venerable, are always in them selves 
adapted, (though unfortunately we do not 
always view them  with the proper disposition 
of mind,) to strengthen the highest princi­
ples, and awaken the purest feelings.
T O  M O N T  B L A N C ;
M o u n t a i n ,— who reignest o'er thine Alpine peers, 
Transcendently, and from that massive crown 
O f flaky brightness, dartest down thy beams 
Upon their lesser coronèts,— all hail !
U nto the souls in hallow’d musing rapt,
Spirits in which Creation’s glorious forms 
D o shadow forth and speak the’ invisible,
The' ethereal, the’ eternal, thoti dost shine 
W ith  emblematic brightness. Those untrtfd 
A nd matchless domes, though many a weary league 
Beyond the gazer, when the misty veil 
D ies round them, start upon his dazzled sight 
In vastness almost tangible ; thy smooth 
A nd bold convexity of silent snows 
Rais'd on the still and dark blue firmament.
E ’en so when moral fbgs of earth are swept 
B y  Heaven’s free gale afar,— upon the eye 
O f earnest faith and full awakened hope 
Crowds the bright evidence of things unseen :
In  earth’s low reckoning doubtful and reiriote ;
B ut to that gazer, close and palpable,
Immense, unfading, infinitely sure.
Mountain,— thou image of eternity,—
Oh let not foreign feet, inquisitive,
Swift in untrain’d aspirings, proudly tempt
T h y searchless waste— W hat half-taught fortitude
Can balance unperturb’d above the clefts
O f yawning and unfathomable ice
That moat thee round ; or wind the giddy ledge-
O
O f thy sheer granite ?— Hath he won his way,
That young investigator ?— Y  es, but now,
Quick panting on superior snows, his frame 
Trembles in dizziness ; his wandering look 
Drinks pale confusion ; the wide scene is dim ;
Its all of firm or fleeting, near or far,
Deep-rolling clouds beneath, and wavering mists 
That flit above him, with their transient shades, 
A nd storm-deriding rocks, and treacherous snows, 
A nd blessed sunlight, in his dying eye 
Float dubious ; and ’tis midnight at his heart !
Hence be thou warn'd, youth whose excursive soul 
W ould range the proudest A lps of intellect, 
Surmount opinion’s bulwarks, sound all depths, 
Question all heights, and inly speculate 
W ith  fearless glances down the blue abyss.
I mark thine eagle eye, where thou hast scal’d 
T h e barriers of the vulgar, and look’st down 
Exultant on their tame procession, led 
B y custom or authority, fast link’d,
And poring earthward as they pace the dell.
I  love thy conscious freedom. Y  et be warn’d ! 
Thou need’st a chart, and thy soul’s needle touch’d 
W ith  Heaven’s own essence, faithful to its source. 
Else, be thou sure, those chill and mystic wilds 
W ill maze thy keen intelligence ; fair truth 
Shall seem extinct ; the moral universe,
The living rays that light it, the divine,
The fair, the perfect, day stars of all hope,
Shall fade for thee, and sceptic darkness quench 
A  glowing spirit, form’d to reach its God.
Mountain,— that firm and ardent Genevese,*
T he enthusiast child of science, whose bold foot 
Bounded across thine ice-rents, who disdain’d
D e Saussure.
T he frozen outworks of thy steep ravines,’
A nd through a labyrinth of crystal rocks •
Press'd his untir’d ascent, e’en he, and all 
H is iron band tif native mountaineers,
W hile scaling that aerial cupola*
O f nature’s temple, own’d a breathless pang.
T h y  most attenuate element is fit
For angel voices, and thy snowbright cope
For angel roamings.— True, his zealous mind
Achieved its philosophic aim, and mark'd
A nd measured there; but turn’d to earthly elimtis
Full soon, and bent in gladness toward the vale.
So, Christian, i f  thy tried and wèll arm’d soul,
W ill mount, with awful speculation, far 
Into the Self-Existent, the sole cause 
Uncaus'd, the pure eternal fount of good 
Permitting streams of ill ; mayst thou too learn 
And measure there ; but most of all slialt learn 
T o measure from that topless altitude 
H um ility : and thy confounded thought 
Be fain to sink into the safer vale.
Ev’n he of Tarsus, whom the wings of love "
Caught up to Paradise, and the third Heaven 
Own’d for a moment ere his earthly course 
W as run ; that so he might anticipate 
A  crown of lifti ; had to descend as soon ; 
ltesum e his mortal burden, and go forth 
In  patience with the pilgrims of the vale.
Mountain,— the sons of science or of taste 
Need not essay such triumph. ’T is  more wise 
And happier, (till a fiery chariot wait ;)
T o  scan from lesser heights thy glorious whole :
T o climb above the deep though lofty plain
* I  use the term cupola (which may seem technical) as molt descriptive 
of the summit of this mountain, which, as well as some of its lesser heights, 
is of a round shape. T hey «re accordingly called- the dotile» of M ont Blanc.
That wrongs thee ; pass its line of envious peaks, 
A nd stationed at thy cross, sublime Flegére,*
Thence meditate the monarch's grandeur; while 
H is host of subject hills are spread beneath :
For scarce till then his own colossal might 
Seems disenthrall’d; and mute astonishment 
Unquench’d by doubt or dread, at each new step 
Shall own. his aspect more celestial still.
There in some hollow nook reclining, whence 
T h e bright-eyed chamois sprung; with tufted bells 
O f rhododendron blushing at my feet;
T h e unpro&n'd recess of A lpine life
W ere all my world that hour ; and the vast mount
In  his lone majesty would picture Heaven.
E ’en thus, oh Christian, let thy lifted soul 
Contemplative, surpass the subject world !
Go thou apart to pray! and in that hour 
N ot all the mighty piles that load the plain,
N ot marble roofs of wealth, nor towers of pride.
■Nor Smoke of toil, nor thundercloud of war,
Nor guilty power’» volcano, shall obstruct 
T h y heavenly visions ; thou mayst not forget.
T h e loveliness of nature at thy feet,
B ut the divine, the everlasting hills,
Seen from thy station at the cross, shall rise 
M ote vast yet fairer, holier yet more mild,
Awful effulgent thrones of D eity,
W hose most intolerable rays converge 
In  the one centre of exhaustless love.
Bright mountain,— ah, but volum’d clouds enwrap 
T h y broad foundations, curtain all thy steeps,
And rising as the orb o f day declines
Brood on the vassal chain that flank thee round,
* La Croix de la Flegêrc is an elevated point on the mountain of that 
name, (so callcd from having a cross erected on it) commanding one of the 
finest views of M ont Blanc and of the M er de glace.-
Then thy whole self involve— save haply when 
A  quick and changing vista may reveal 
Some spotless portion of thy front, and shew,
T hee not unstable like the earthbom cloud,
Brilliant though hid, abiding if  unseen.
T hen as the vale grows darker, and the sun 
Deserts unnumber’d hills, o’er that high zone 
O f gather'd vapour, thou dost sudden lift 
T h y  silver brow, calm as the hour of eve,
Clear as the morning, still as the mid night,
More beautiful than noon ; for, Io ! the sun 
Lingers to greet thee with a roseate ray,
A nd on thy silver brow his bright farewell 
Is gleaming :— mountain, art thou half divine ?—  
Sever’d from earth, irradiated from heaven !
T hus e’en the taught of Heav’n, with joyless eye 
F ix ’d on the sable clouds which fear hath cast 
O’er all the landscape of his destiny,
M ay fail to pierce them ;— but though legion’d shapes 
O f nether evil, though the deep array 
O f stem adversities, and murky hosts 
O f dark illusion, blot his upper skies ;
Y et, as they change, through that incumbent gloom, 
Shall he catch glimpses of the hallow’d mount,
A nd weep that heaven is bright.— And at the hour 
O f stillness, when e’en frightful shadows fade,
W hen night seems closing on his latest hopes,
A nd his sun set for ever,— then behold 
Emerging in mid-heaven, thy glistening top 
Oh Sion ! and the God that rul’d his day 
H ath not departed ; for he poureth now 
H is radiance on thy summits, glancing back 
A  thrilling flood into his servant’s soul,
“  Joy full of glory !”—-W as the noon-day dark ?
I t  was :—but eve is cloudless ; night is peace ; 
Rapture shall gild the never-ending mom.
LETTER XV.
CHAMQUNI—MARTIGNY—JLAUSANNE.
M r  d e a r  S i r ,
VI e  are now to quit the valley of Cha- 
mouni at its upper extrem ity ; and I have 
no where, so much perceived the conveni­
ence of that sort o f carriage, which I took 
the liberty to recommend when our journey  
began. ~ W e  have sailed in safety (I would 
hope not disagreeably) round Mont Blanc, 
and we shall now have the privilege o f  skim­
m ing smoothly above the road of Vaiorsine, 
which, believe me, is not to be slighted ; 
for nine rougher leagues in succession, one 
could scarcely fear to find either among Alps 
or Pyrenees. On arriving at Argentiere, 
(the third and last parish of the valley,) a 
third glacier is seen, while those which I had 
visited remain still in view. This village 
was in danger two years since from a power­
ful avalanche, which falling from the neigh­
bouring heights through a fir forest, destroy­
ed the trees in an unusual manner, not by- 
breaking, but by uprooting and carrying 
them whole towards the river side, where 
many of the roots or stumps still lie as me­
morials of the devastation. This occurrence 
must be accounted for by some peculiarity 
of the soil or rock where they grew. From  
Argentiere there are two ways leading into 
the Valais. It was m y wish to have gone  
over the Col de Balme, and from that com­
manding mountain pass to have bid adieu 
to  the wonders of Mont Blanc. But clouds 
hung upon the pass itself ; much more upon 
the greater heights which otherwise are seen  
from it ; and though the sun shone below, 
there was no alteration on the mountains 
through the day. I did not therefore re­
pent having taken the lower path, which, in 
a different manner, is equally novel.
W e  mounted a rugged steep, bordered by 
the cliffs called the Aiguilles Rouges, to enter 
the valley of Vaiorsine, if valley it may be 
called ; for it is much higher than even that 
of Chamouni, and considerably more above 
the level of the sea than the tops o f our British
mountains, Skiddaw and Benlomond. It did 
not therefore greatly surprise me, after the  
experience of the Simplon, to  ride over a 
large mass of snow here on the 25th of Ju­
ly. The passage is from this cause extrem e­
ly dangerous in winter ; and the most re­
markable proof how justly  the avalanches 
are feared, is the fortification of the church 
at Vaiorsine. This had been repeatedly 
overthrown by them, and is now protected  
by an angular rampart o f masonry filled with 
earth, and of great thickness. After cross­
ing  the Eau noire, a torrent flowing from the  
glacier du Buet, our progress was among huge  
stones, left nearly as nature placed them ; 
but where any art or labour has been used, 
forming rude flights of steps. Here the rock- 
loving quadruped was quite in his elem ent 
again ; but though I had gained sufficient 
confidence in his climbing talents, I prefer­
red trusting only m yself to  go down stairs, 
and enjoyed more when on foot these truly 
romantic scenes. A  very pleasing variety 
of flowers adorn the sides of the path ; nor 
is there any want of cataract and forest, and 
$11 the characteristics o f Alpine landscapes*
W e now passed the limit of Savoy, and soon 
after through a gateway in a thick antient 
wall built across the defile, and designed to  
guard the entrance of the Valais. T he as­
cent along the front of a pine-covered moun­
tain called the Tête N oire , is little less preci­
pitous than that of the Montanvert. The  
traveller will not pass without notice a de­
tached stone of enormous size, which the  
inhabitants have named Barmerossa. I think 
fifty persons might be sheltered from a storm 
under its overhanging ledge. T h e torrent 
here roars at a great depth under a hanging  
wood of firs, the village of Finio is seen  
perched on the brink of the opposite cliff, 
many cascades were at that time streaming 
from these heights, and the mountains to ­
wards Chamouni, covered with snow, still 
bounded our prospect ; so that I felt at 
the moment, and am still disposed to think, 
this view in its kind (as a mixture of wild 
grandeur within a close ravine) is scarcely  
to be equalled. W e  had n ex t to descend  
towards the torrent of Trient by what 
is called the Mauvais Pas, not because 
rougher than the rest, but from being more
directly on the edge of a precipice. In one 
place the road is formed by a bridge of firs 
laid across a hollow, with the river almost 
perpendicularly below. The cold hamlet of 
Trient, which is half buried in snow during 
winter, has but few inhabitants. In order 
to  attend mass they travel three leagues to 
M artigny, and carry the dead thither for 
interment, on roads which must be labo­
rious even to mountaineers. Near Trient 
the path from the Col de Bahne joins that 
which I had taken, and we had n ex t to as­
cend the Forcla, from whose summit the 
valley of the Rhone begins to open, and at 
length the whole course of that river, with 
the towns of Sion and Martigny and Alps 
of the H au t Valais, are placed before the  
ey e  in most beautiful perspective. T he de­
scent is so rough and rapid, that I found 
it afford no great relief at the close o f this 
day’s exertions. Successive kinds of ve­
getation are passed through, from the firs 
on the brow, and walnuts of the middle re­
gion, to the vineyards of Martigny, which 
produce a white wine of considerable value.
Arriving at this place about nine hours
after quitting L e  Prieuré, I now discharged 
my guide. You will not wonder that a man 
who had ascended the Mont Blanc, and 
though somewhat advanced in years was 
still apparently in full health and strength, 
should be ready to engage at once in a fur­
ther journey ; but you will lament that the  
poor m ule’s philosophy should be further 
put to the test, by a summons from his mas­
ter within half an hour from our arrival, to 
carry another English traveller and heavy  
portmanteau that same evening five or six  
leagues towards the Grand S t Bernard. 
This celebrated mountain is a part of the  
chain which runs eastward from Mont Blanc, 
and is frequently visited by our countrymen, 
who are not only pleased with the scenery, 
but with th e  hospitalities exercised at the  
convent.
I have given you some account of a previ­
ous journey from Martigny to Lausanne, and 
will now therefore on ly remark, that though  
brighter weather at this tim e rendered the 
mountains o f the Valais grander and more 
conspicuous, as well as those in the neigh­
bourhood o f B ex, I felt their chilling in-
fluence in excluding the sunbeams from 
our road till near eight o’clock on the 27th 
of July. For once also, that I may not for­
feit all claim to  good taste, or just concern 
for what is so important, let me tell you that 
at B ex  we feasted on chamois, a viand some­
what rare and much esteem ed, but which, 
I own, for m y palate had too much the gout 
du sauvage.
Reaching Lausanne the same evening, I 
attended on the following morning (Sunday, 
July 28.) at the cathedral, which, although 
episcopacy ceased here at the Reformation, 
still retains that name. An interesting ce­
remony took place, the ' “ consecration” of 
Several candidates to the pastoral office by 
the minister and professor M, Levade ; who 
i f f  his able discourse, traced the progress of 
Christianity, first in its early triumph over 
heathenism and persecution, secondly in its 
deliverance from corruption by the Refor­
mation ; and assigned as a third great epoch 
the new and vast dissemination of scriptu­
ral knowledge by the British and Foreign 
Bible society, of whose beneficial exertions 
he spoke in the highest terms of appro«
bation and gratitude, suggesting it alsd 
as a singular circumstance that they  had 
proceeded de Visle qui étoit le premier foyer de 
l'infidélité. H e  then adverted to the late 
“ holy alliance,” as a remarkable sign of our* 
times, especially when considered as engage 
ed in by monarchs of different religious 
communions, and by descendants of the  
apostate Frederic and impious Catharine, 
N ex t addressing him self more immediately  
to the candidates, he offered very judicious 
admonitions both as to their conduct and 
doctrine. After this the Juge de Paix  read 
a form of oath, requiring them (among other 
things,) to teach nothing contrary to the 
H elvetic confession of faith. Each was 
severally called on by name, and answered, 
Je jure. M. Levade next read some appro­
priate passages o f scripture, and theh con­
secrated them by what was called imposi­
tion, but was in fact only extension of hands 
from the pulpit, in virtue (as he said) of the  
commission of God and of the venerable bo­
dy of pastors, authorising these candidates 
to teach and administer the sacraments. 
The pastors o f the canton of Vaud are said
to be in general much more attached than 
those of Geneva to the faith which we deem 
evangelical. Many both of them  and of 
their people, possess, as I was assured from 
the best authority, sentiments and habits 
of true p iety; but increased intercourse 
with their French neighbours has of late 
years very much favoured the growth of in­
fidelity, frivolity, and vice.
I believe no government in the world 
watches over the education of its subjects 
with so much system atic attention as this 
little republic. An academical council is 
established, which not only directs the af­
fairs of the college for students of theo­
logy, but appoints schoolmasters (régens) in 
each parish, and exacts from each pastor 
a detailed report of the number and re­
spective progress of the scholars. Parents 
who neglect sending their children for in­
struction are subject by th e  laws to cer­
tain penalties. I had engaged in London, 
as a servant, a young Swiss from a village 
of this canton, who attended me during the 
journey ; and I was struck with th e  exact 
superintendance exercised over national edu-
cation, when the Professor Levade remarked 
to me, that it would be easy, by a reference 
to the reports in possession of the Conseil aca­
démique, to ascertain with exactness the cha­
racter which m y servant bore at school, and 
all the degrees of his proficiency in the dif­
ferent branches o f elementary learning. Is 
it not one of the duties of a civilized govern- 
'm ent thus to ensure the rudiments of know­
ledge to every individual ; and why should 
it be less practicable in the provinces of a 
large country separately than it is in a small 
state like this ?
T h e Pays cle Vaud has about 150,000 in­
habitants. It was for more than two cen­
turies a subject appendage of the canton of 
Berne ; but since the French revolution it 
acquired independence, which was confirmed 
by Buonaparte’s sanction of the new Swiss 
constitution in 1803, and subsequently by ’ 
the Federal Compact in 1814. I t  is a sin­
gular and pleasing circumstance, that the 
absolute monarchs whose states border on 
Switzerland, should permit that country to  
enjoy by sufferance the liberty which it 
" could not in our tim es maintain by force ;
l
and that even he who was in other cases the 
enem y of freedom, should make an excep­
tion in favour of her antient abode among 
th e  Alps, than which none can be more na  ^
turai or congenial to  hen T he constitution 
of the canton de Vaud is republican, indeed  
so democratica! that the Landamman and 
other authorities, though opulent and en­
lightened citizens* are not visited by a cer­
tain class Of noblesse who were connected  
with the Bernese government. B ut with 
the community at large, their separation 
from Berne appears to have been highly po­
pular. There was probably an old preju­
dice caused by their having been conquered 
by the Bernese from the D uke of Savoy, 
which the difference of language and man­
ners must likewise have promoted. And  
the French, even the late French ruler, 
from having been instrumental to this, are 
regarded by many Vaudois with a partiality 
which is natural, though not reasonable. It 
seem s forgotten by them that Buonaparte’s 
conduct towards Switzerland, so unlike his 
general system , m ust have arisen from ca­
price or ostentatious policy. W e  are in­
clined to speak tenderly o f the faults of a 
benefactor, and to dwell on the shining parts 
of his character ; but though it is folly to 
depreciate the intellectual power of this 
wonderful man, or the magnitude and utili-« 
ty  o f-some designs which he formed and ac­
complished, y e t  those who give their full 
admiration to him, or to any other ambiti­
ous military despot, can have no ju st views 
of moral greatness, or enlightened concern 
for the real happiness of nations.
LETTER XVI.
LAUSANNE— NEUCHÂTEL.
O n the last day of July I quitted Lau­
sanne, designing to employ the following 
month in the most interesting parts o f Swit­
zerland. Though I visited that place three 
times, I am not entitled to speak of its g e ­
neral society, or even of its fine prospects, 
having been during the few days o f each vi­
sit singularly unfortunate in weather. N ot 
indeed without exception, for I saw the 
evening view from the apartment where 
Gibbon usually took his coffee, in all its 
magnificence, and thought it as much adapt­
ed to elevate the mind, though not to ex ­
cite historical recollections, as a seat “ a- 
m ong the ruins o f the Capitol.” I experi­
enced from some individuals at Lausanne 
those friendly and cordial attentions which 
are more agreeable to m e than the most
brilliant fe te  or soirée, and leave a deeper 
impression.
In proceeding towards N euchâtel I saw 
at Y verdun the celebrated college o f P es ­
talozzi, but circumstances prevented m y  
entering fully into the plan and conduct of 
the institution. There is a large number 
of pupils, who are from most countries of 
Europe, and from America. Several young  
men were then staying at the college to  
qualify them selves as teachers, sent for that 
purpose by the government of Prussia ; 
and one of the American lads told me, that 
he intended to open a seminary on this plan 
when returned to Virginia. T he system  
appears to have considerable affinity with  
those lately introduced in England, but ex ­
tends to the higher branches of education ; 
and it is doubted by many both of our coun­
trymen and foreigners who have investigated  
the subject, whether a kind of tuition so far 
mechanical can be applied to these with ad­
vantage. Instruction in the modern langua­
ges appeared to me to be very well and suc­
cessfully conducted, having heard a class 
examined in French and German who had
made great proficiency. Two of them were 
Spaniards, who had been only a year in the 
college, and knew not a word of either lan­
guage at their arrival. T hey translated para­
graphs from each language into the other by 
turns, and afterwards as placed by the teach­
er in different forms, i. e. negatively and in­
terrogatively. The same method was used 
in conjugating verbs ; and every thing was 
taught collectively. Pestalozzi, who is a  
person of eccentric appearance, upwards of 
seventy years old, stood by while an assist­
ant instructed the class ; and when either 
of the boys merited approbation, conveyed  
it  by very cordially shaking hands with him. 
H e is said ta  be much beloved by his pu­
pils. There is also in this town an institu­
tion for educating the deaf and dumb; whose 
conductor, M. Conrad Naef, enables them  
to produce articulate sounds more perfectly 
than I have ever heard these uttered by 
deaf and dumb pupils of the London or 
Edinburgh asylum. T he lad who was prin­
cipally examined had been taught to speak 
both French and German, which is a much 
greater effort of the art than teaching a
single language, particularly as the struc­
ture and pronunciation of these so widely 
differ. T hey appeared to be equally well- 
grounded in writing, and in the comprehen­
sion of what they read. This establishment 
also has been conducted on the principles 
of Pestalozzi.
The lake of Neuchâtel must scarcely be 
named after that of Geneva, having few si­
nuosities o f coast, or bold mountains near 
it ; but its western shore is very fertile, with 
vineyards, and populous villages. A  fine road 
borders it, and there is every mark of prospe­
rity, I passed through the town of Neuchâ­
tel towards those villages in the Jura, whose 
manufacture of clocks and watches is known 
through Europe. Soon after leaving this 
little capital o f the canton, a fine prospect 
of the distant chain o f Alps is obtained from 
the hill above it, and the road then crosses 
the Val de Rus, a vale of corn intermixed  
with fir woods, containing, in a space about 
four leagues in length, and half a league in 
breadth, twenty-four villages, nearly the 
whole of which are seen at one view. Af­
ter ascending the mountains beyond, we en-
tered the higher vale of L a  Chaux de Fonds, 
the largest of the manufacturing villages. 
T he approach to it is among woods and 
copses of fir, through meadow and pasture 
land only, as the country is too cold for 
corn, but from the groupes of these ornamen­
tal trees, with extensive verdure on a hilly 
surface, very much resembles a vast park. 
It is curious, in the midst of this silent and 
sequestered scenery, to arrive in a place, 
which, though termed a village, is rendered, 
by its manufactures, a complete contrast to 
other villages. It has its coffee-houses and 
billiard-rooms. T he houses are very large, 
and resemble, by their form and number of 
windows, the buildings which we call facto­
ries. T hey were formerly all built of fir (in 
the manner I have more than once noticed) 
as the lone houses in these mountains still 
are ; but a great fire having occurred in 
1794, it was prohibited to rebuild with laths 
(lattes), and a new village o f stone and tile 
has arisen, much more extensive than be­
fore. H ere, as in other countries, the com­
forts of the inhabitants appear in some re­
spects to have decreased as their trade and
population have been augmented. T h ey  are 
noxv crowded in separate apartments of the  
large houses, which frequently contain from 
ten to tw enty families ; arid the division of  
labour, adopted by the watchmakers in  
cheapening their article to extend their sale, 
has reduced the earnings of those employ­
ed. I saw a watch at the price of five 
crowns, and was told that some have been 
made at one crown, which I have since re­
gretted I did not inquire for in order to 
purchase. T he musical watches, for which 
these villages, as well as Geneva, have been 
famous, are now sold there, in gold cases, 
at eighteen louis, and some clocks at a hun­
dred louis. Those of the latter which I 
saw were for exportation to Portugal, and 
the directions for setting them, so as to  
produce tunes, were engraved in bad E ng­
lish ; foreigners having, as the manufac­
turer told me, such confidence in our arti­
cles as to render this fiction expedient. 
There is something peculiarly incongruous 
between these works of refinement and 
luxury, and the cold mountainous fir forests 
in which you find them. Even in the
neighbouring cottages or farm-houses of 
lattes, whose very chimnies are of fir, the bu­
siness of cheese-making and that of watch­
making are combined.
T he village called Le Locle, to  which I 
proceeded next morning, is rather on lower 
ground, and some patches of corn are inter­
spersed among its pastures. T he trade has 
flourished here longer than at L a  Chaux de 
Fonds, and some of the houses are still 
more handsome and substantial. These  
two villages and their environs are said to 
contain eight or nine thousand inhabitants. 
I went from L e Locle to the fall of the  
Doubs, a river which divides the French de­
partment of that name from the territory of 
Neuchâtel ; and I would advise the travel­
ler not to neglect this excursion, where I 
was as much pleased with the beautiful and 
peculiar scenery of the valley and forests of 
fir, and the romantic bason or enlargement 
of the Doubs, called le lac des Brenets, as 
with the fall itself. Having crossed the ri­
ver to view it, I again touched unexpected­
ly  the soil of France ; but very speedily 
quitted it, and on returning to L e Locle
walked from that place to visit some subter­
ranean corn-mills.- Thè ingenious con­
trivers enlarged a deep chasm of rock in 
which a stream of water lost itself, where 
they introduced wheels and other requisite 
machinery. W e descended with lights more 
than 120 steps in the rock to reach the lowest 
wheel. N ear these mills, the base of a very  
considerable cliff has been pierced horizon­
tally, to turn a rivulet which injured the 
lands, and which now flows through the aper­
ture into the Vallon des Brenels; so that 
proofs of art and industry abound on these  
mountains. T he common people speak a 
purer French than the Vaudois, and appear 
remarkably intelligent and well educated. 
Their late Prince, Alexander Berthier, form­
ed most excellent roads throughout his little 
State, in imitation, it should seem, of his 
master’s great works among the Alps. That 
of La Tourne, by which I descended from 
Le Locle to Neuchâtel, is admirable both 
in its execution and in the views which it 
commands. Prince Alexander was not spo­
ken ill of by those o f  his late subjects with 
whom I conversed ; y e t the restoration of
their former sovereign, the K ing of Prussia, 
appears to have been a welcome change. 
You will recollect that this principality was 
under his government till 1806, and then 
only in alliance with Switzerland ; but on his 
resuming the sovereignty, it has entered as 
a canton into the new pacte fédéral of the 
twenty-two cantons.
I passed Sunday the 4th of A ugust at 
Neuchâtel, and heard two sermons, one of 
which was eloquent, but both partook of 
the same theological character as those at 
Geneva. I was sorry to learn from a very 
respectable and candid pastor in this town, 
that the writings and opinions of Voltaire 
and Rousseau have had an extensive circu­
lation and acceptance, even among the ma­
nufacturing peasantry of the mountains ; 
and I have since been told that the same 
immoral and sceptical poison has spread it­
self with too much effect among the popula­
tion of the Pays de Vaud.
Neuchâtel would be reckoned a very small 
town in most countries except Switzerland, 
containing only about 4000 souls; but it 
has many opulent inhabitants and handsome
houses, with very pleasing views upon the  
lake. Two merchants who acquired great 
wealth, MM. Pury and Pourtalés, have con­
tributed munificently to the best kind of 
decoration for their native town. T h e  for­
mer left his whole fortune at the disposal of 
its magistrates for public purposes ; and the 
second applied, during his life, in 1807, 
700,000 francs to the building and support 
of an hospital. This has been planned with  
great judgm ent, being simply elegant, spa­
cious, and commodious. I t  is also a pattern 
of cleanlinesss and good arrangement with­
in ; and it deserves remark, that although  
the founder was a protestant, (as are most 
of his fellow citizens,) the sick are here at­
tended by catholics, of a religious order cal­
led the Sœurs Hospitalières. T hese religieuses 
have more the air of quakers than o f nuns, 
both in their dress and manners. The kitch­
en, dormitories and dispensary, are all un­
der their personal care ; and when the be­
nevolent protestant minister who shewed 
me the hospital addressed one of them who 
was engaged in preparing medicines ; “ ma 
sfrur, toujours très occupée / ” she replied with
a very cheerful smile, “ Oh oui '; plus de tra­
vail que de bras.” I f  ever our countrywomen 
think proper to form a protestant order of 
nuns, I would recommend this as a model ; 
especially as no vows are taken except for 
a limited period. Most of those resident 
in this hospital were young Frenchwomen 
of respectable families, chiefly from Besan­
çon, who had thus devoted themselves to 
what may be called a busy seclusion, and 
are rarely known to quit it. I have already 
expressed my sentiments as to the narrow 
views of some zealous protestants with re­
gard to the character of individuals in the 
Romish church ; and I think they might 
learn a twofold lesson of charity by observ­
ing the conduct of these Sœurs Hospitalières. 
The catholic and reformed services are al­
ternately performed in the chapel, the altar 
during the latter worship being covered by 
a curtain. You will remember that I dis­
tinguish between this form of Christianity 
and its professors, almost as strongly as be­
tween a bad government and its subjects ; 
and that I cannot doubt its real, though 
happily not always effectual tendency, to
produce false devotion, incorrect morality, 
and a persecuting spirit. I returned from 
the continent with a much more confirmed 
opinion than I previously entertained, (hav­
ing indeed before had many doubts on the  
subject,) that the persecution of the R e­
formed in the south of France was in a con­
siderable degree religious. T he fact is ren­
dered more credible to those who witness 
in various parts of the continent the zealous 
attachment of thè middle and lower orders 
of catholics to their own worship ; and as 
for insult and barbarity from a misled and 
heated populace towards those who differ 
for conscience sake, we need only revert to 
the assaults not unfrequently made on as­
semblies of methodists and dissenters in our 
own protestant country, which nothing but 
the just interference of the civil power has 
prevented from going to much greater 
lengths. W hen we reflect on the temper of 
the French people, particularly in the south, 
and the enormities which the worst part of 
them have on former occasions been found 
ready to perpetrate, when roused into fa­
naticism, we can readily conceive the pro­
bability of these excesses. It is not be­
cause true Christianity and true philosophy 
are agreed in the 19th century to disclaim 
all forms of religious intolerance, that we 
are to suppose the bad passions of human 
nature extinct, the prejudices of the un­
taught and deluded past away, or either of 
these incapable of acting in their old and 
hateful direction. I f  governments, whe­
ther catholic or protestant, were to connive 
at this, or to view it with indifference, there 
would be no want of a  persecuting spirit in 
any country, though it would probably shew 
itse lf  far more rarely, and in a less atro­
cious form in Britain than elsewhere. But 
you may say, conjectural reasonings prove 
nothing. O f evidence, (not having visited 
th e  scene of persecution), I have indeed 
little  to offer ; but that little appears to me 
decisive. A  very respectable protestant 
minister in France assured me, that not­
withstanding the ostensible impartiality of 
government, a disposition to persecute, at 
least by removal from office and other 
modes of discouragement, certainly exists ; 
and that a strong party are yet more jea-
Ious than the government itself is, o f the 
security and privileges of the Reformed. I 
also learnt from the best authority while in 
Switzerland, that a minister o f Nismes, 
highly respected, and well known to  be 
loyally attached to the Bourbon family, 
had been obliged to fly, and was then a re­
fugee at Nion, near the lake of Geneva. 
“ I f  this,” said m y informant, “ be not reli­
gious persecution, I know riot what is.” 
That political feeling in many cases was 
mingled with it, is not questioned. It was 
inevitable that the Reformed should approve 
those measures of Buonaparte which had 
benefited themselves, and that they should 
at first feel no great confidence in the de­
scendants o f a family, who only one centu­
ry before the revolution, drove their Re­
formed subjects by fire and sword from the  
soil of France. T hese very natural senti­
ments, (which it is probable some of the  
protestants felt warmly and expressed in­
cautiously,) were doubtless imputed to them  
with much exaggeration by their bigotted  
enemies ; and the cry of disaffection being 
raised, the cloke of loyal zeal formed a con­
venient disguise for the outrages of reli­
gious animosity. It is but consistent for 
genuine protestants, who must, as such, 
hold religious liberty sacred, to be in all 
countries the friends of civil liberty likewise; 
since, without adverting to the other evils 
of political despotism, we know that eccle­
siastical tyranny has been rendered effective 
by its aid. Good men hate disorder and 
anarchy ; but they also deprecate those 
abuses of power which generally prepare the 
way for such results. And this has always 
afforded a plea for the bigotted to brand 
them with disloyalty, and for the prejudiced 
to re-echo a reproach, which it is as easy to 
bestow on the patriotic as on the factious.
LETTER XVII.
VALLEY OF MOUTIERS.
O n leaving Neuchâtel, (after a very agree­
able intercourse with some of its friendly and 
intelligent inhabitants,) I travelled through 
the vallies o f Ruz and St Imier, and ad­
vanced as far as Moutiers, on the road to  
Basle. M y principal motive was the ro­
mantic character of these vallies, where al­
so some labours both of antients and mo­
derns are seen ; a perforated rock called 
Pierre Pertuis, with a Roman inscription ; 
and a road formed through a rocky gorge 
by the Prince Bishop of Basle in 1752, 
which he or his successors have applauded 
in a Latin inscription as a “ work worthy of 
the Romans.”
T he grander scenes I have before descri­
bed to you, did not render me at all in­
sensible to the picturesque wildness of these; 
but I found, without expecting it, in their
Q
vicinity, another circumstance to interest 
m e, from its being inhabited by a considera­
ble number of Anabaptists, whose sentiments 
and practice I became desirous to ascertain. 
T h ey  were represented by others as very 
peculiar, but at the same tim e an uniform 
testim ony was borne to the good morals, and 
to the peaceable and charitable habits of 
these sectaries. * Near a village called Mai-
* I t  is well known that there were most infamous and 
seditious men among the first leaders of this sect, whose 
crimes cannot be palliated, and who (whether mad or not 
themselves) infused a mad fanaticism into a part of their 
followers. N o event, perhaps, in the history of the R e­
formation, can be so plausibly urged by Romanists, to 
shew that the principles of religious freedom are dangerous 
to social order. Y et the immediate sequel tends to vindi­
cate these principles, and to prove that they involve no 
political danger. For very shortly after that extreme case 
of the insurrection and excesses at Munster, the identical 
sect which- engaged in them were reclaimed to sobriety and 
civil obedience : not by persecution, which was ineffectual, 
but by the influence of their own teachers. I t  was only a 
very few years after those occurrences, “  that in consequence 
of the ministry of Menno, the different sects of anabaptists 
agreed together in excluding from their communion the 
fanatics who dishonoured it, and in renouncing all tenets 
that were detrimental to the authority of civil government."* 
Their first conduct, which, however criminal it became, 
may be traced, as Dr Robertson observes, to the new and
* See Mosheim, Eccl. H ist. ; M adainc’s Trans. veL iv. p. 433— 14Î.
leray, I found an elderly peasant, not of their 
communion, who told me he was acquainted 
with many of them, and offered to conduct 
me to a neighbouring mountain where one 
of their pastors lived. This man was one 
of the most thinking and lettered rustics I 
have met with. H e was a member of the 
established or presbyterian religion, but as 
the object of our walk naturally led to the 
topic, he observed, (without my suggesting 
it, or intimating my sentiments,) that he 
thought uniformity of religious opinion was 
not to be expected, and could scarcely exist 
even among those of the same communion. 
This he illustrated by the remark, that no 
animal of the same race, or tree of the same 
species, or even leaf of the same tree was 
exactly like another. H e censured Vol­
taire as an atheist, and Rousseau as a po­
litician who condemned existing govern-
excessive ferment and agitation of men's minds at that pe­
riod, was succecded by a character “  altogether innocent 
and pacific.” ')' They have ever since formed in Holland 
an industrious part of the community ; distinguished by 
their peaceful principles and uninterrupted submission. 
A t Amsterdam they are numerous and extremely opulent.
+ Robertson’s Charles V. vol. iii. p. f>0.
ments without devising a better. H e had 
never thought Buonaparte a great man, or 
his successes likely to be lasting, because, 
said he, “ la Providence peut dormir quelquefois, 
mais tôt ou tard elle se reveille.” H e  applaud­
ed Frederic the Great of Prussia, and when 
I mentioned his infidelity, (of which the pea­
sant did not seem fully apprized,) he obser­
ved, “ Yes, but he tolerated all religions.” 
It did not appear that this person had ever 
quitted his native valley. H e was advanced 
in years, and observed how enviable was the 
lot of m y servant, who enjoyed an opportu­
nity of visiting various countries in his 
youth. W e found on the mountain a bro­
ther of the preacher whom we sought, em­
ployed in mowing. H e  regarded me with 
a good deal of fear or suspicion ; the inter­
rogation of a stranger very naturally awa­
kening in his simple mind the ideas of 
espionage and persecution. N either could 
he, I believe, have given a clear account of 
their faith, even had I been able to under­
stand his patois without its passing through 
the medium of m y guide. H e did indeed 
with great simplicity state to him, for mv
information, two or three practical points of 
difference,— “ we do not drink, or swear, or 
play cards as you do,” which m y interpreter 
reported as faithfully as he would have done 
a distinction on the five  points. W e found 
only the little daughters of the rustic preach­
er at his home, quite plainly but neatly  
dressed, with very healthy countenances. 
That part o f his farm which immediately  
surrounded the house, had some patches of 
flax and hemp, from which they spun their 
clothing. H e  was himself hay-making, at 
nearly an hour’s walk above us on the moun­
tain side. I preferred proceeding to the  
dwelling o f another, who, though not a 
preacher, was an elder amongst them, and 
was said to speak pretty good French : dis­
missing m y guide therefore, I trusted to 
m y servant’s knowledge of the provincial 
German spoken here, in order to discover 
his abode. H e  also was in the field ; but a  
peasant girl, (not of their persuasion,) con­
ducted us to it, and though the walk was 
rather long, positively refused any reward.
I found the farmer dressed in a black straw- 
hat, with the general air of a respectable
countryman, but with his beard, (which be­
gan to be g rey ,)  unshaven. I apprized him, 
as I had the former, that I agreed with 
them  in believing the baptism of adults to  
be the genuine baptism of the N ew  Testa­
ment, which information I thought needful 
to prevent suspicion that I came as a spy, 
or to seek after what m ight seem ridiculous. 
H e  told m e that th ey  usually baptized  
about the age of fifteen, and performed the  
rite by pouring water on the head ; * that 
th ey  used no compulsion with their children, 
who, if they preferred it, m ight join the com­
munion of the Reformed. Marriages were 
performed by their own ministers and in their 
own houses ; burials by them  also, but in the  
burial grounds of the Reformed. W hen I 
asked questions relating to their faith, I 
found this worthy mountaineer less able 
on these subjects to express his ideas in 
French. H e had been used to converse
* “  Menno, the father of the Dutch baptists, (whose tenets 
these people appear to hold,) was dipped himself, and bap­
tized others by dipping, but some of his followers introduced 
pouring, as they imagined through necessity, in prison ; 
and the practice now generally prevails among them.'"—  
R o b i n s o n ’s H istory o f  Baptism, p. 549.
in that language with strangers only, and 
about secular affairs, but the Swiss German, 
his native language, (which even m y ser­
vant did not understand enough to converse 
on such points,) was the only one he had 
read or spoken on matters of religion. H e  
appeared to  entertain no distrust of me. 
T he mower had asked whether the anabap­
tists in England were rich ? but this farm­
er’s notice seem ed more attracted by m y  
<6 chin new reap’d,” than by any marks of 
comparative opulence about me. H e  desi­
red to know whether it was the custom to 
shave ourselves ? I told him it was, as we 
thought it simply a question of convenience. 
Taking me to his house, accompanied by 
his little grandson, he produced a fine folio 
Bible, printed by Christofell Froschouer, 
Zurich, 1536 ; a N ew  Testam ent, Frank­
fort, 1737 ; and some books o f hymns or 
psalms in Swiss Gerpian. H e  offered me 
milk, and seemed pleased with m y visit. 
N othing could be more patriarchal than the  
habits, dress, and residence of these people, 
and I left them with a very pleasing im­
pression ; indeed my sectarian sympathies
were not y e t  enough indulged, and I walk­
ed on the following day to the residence of 
a preacher of this persuasion, near a place 
called La Ruchenette, on the road to Bienne. 
I was first conducted by mistake to the cot­
tage of his father, who, with a venerable sil­
ver beard, was exercising h is . trade as a 
bookbinder. H e  answered me rather doubt- 
ingly, remembering probably the evils of 
former years ; but m y purchasing a book 
for something more than its price, and inci­
dentally speaking of a chaise that waited, 
seemed to inspire confidence in m y harm­
less intentions, and he directed me to his 
son. This latter was a good-looking man 
of fifty, whose beard very much became him. 
H e  told me, however, that he did- not ac­
count that, and some other external distinc­
tions which they had adopted from the motive 
of avoiding vanity and show, to be in them ­
selves of any moment. Had m y memory 
served me to the valuable remarks of Lord 
H ailes on Gibbon, perhaps I might have ad­
duced the opinions of Tertullian and Cle­
mens Alexandrinus against the use of the 
razor ; or remembering these to be of doubt-
fui interpretation, (as Lord Hailes has 
shewn,) I might have quoted Seneca, whom 
he also very appositely cites ; an autho­
rity not to be despised, even by Christians, 
in treating of manners and fashions, who 
declares on this weighty question, “ A d­
irne quicquid est boni moris extinguimus, lev i­
tale et politura corporwn.” * N a t. Quæst. 
lib. vii. c. 31. ; and, “ Q uid illos otiosos vo- 
cas, quibus apud tonsorem multœ horæ trans- 
mittuntur, dum decerpitur si quidproxima node 
succrevit”f  De B revitate vitœ, c. 12. Per­
haps, as on some other and graver occasions,
* W hile occupied in the smoothing and polishing of 
our bodies, we extinguish any spark that may yet remain 
of virtuous manners.— N at. Quæs. Lord Hailes's transla­
tion.
•J* W ith  what propriety can those men be said to have 
nothing to do, who every day have many hours to get rid 
of with their barber, while each single hair that may chance 
» to have sprung up since the night before is cropped ? 
“  Concerning the Shortness of Life.” Lord Hailes’s trans­
lation.— T he same renowned moralist elsewhere very phi­
losophically asks, “  What is the use of mirrors, or of any 
smooth surface reflecting objects that arc placed before it ?” 
And his first answer is a negative one. “  Not surely that 
we might be enabled to pluck at our beards, or to polish 
the face of a man." “  N on in hoc scilicet ut ad speculum 
burlarti J'acicmque vclleremus, aut idfaciem  v ir i potiremus." 
Nat. Qumt. lib. i. c. 17.
it  would have been vain to inculcate what 
exam ple contradicted : but though we have 
long yielded to a refinement that, as the 
sage remarks, abridges all our days, I wish 
m y good brethren on the mountains may 
never be shaken in the orthodoxy of their 
beards, which accord admirably with their 
primitive habits and rural life. But to come 
to  points of more importance : this worthy 
man, named David Baumgartner, informed 
m e that he had been a minister or preacher 
from the age of twenty-four, but had not 
baptized or administered the Lord’s supper 
till within four years ; that the choice of 
ministèrs was made first by the vote of the 
people, fixing on two of their body, and 
then by the decision of lot between those 
two, accompanied by the prayer which we 
find in A cts i. 24 ; that it was their prac­
tice  generally to expound chapters rather 
than preach from separate verses ; and that 
their prayers were usually written forms de­
livered by memory. H e  said that in do­
mestic worship also, which he practised 
morning and evening, and sometimes at 
noon, it was his custom to use a book. On
my naming some advantages in prayer which 
is not precomposed, he observed that he had 
himself often considered, and suggested to 
others, that those who felt incapable of thüs 
addressing the Deity, would not be so if 
applying in distress or necessity to an earth­
ly friend.— They partake the Lord’s sup­
per only once a year. Their public wor­
ship takes place at different houses alter­
nately, which may be occasioned by their 
very dispersed residence among the moun­
tains. This person had sometimes attend­
ed the discourses of the Reformed pastors, 
and was not dissatisfied with them, except 
that they dwelt too exclusively on la morale: 
—-They are believers in the Trinity, and in 
the atonement o f Christ. But the part of 
their system which has rendered them ob­
noxious, is their agreement with the quakers 
in denying the lawfulness of oaths and of war. 
Towards the close of our interview, Baum­
gartner asked my opinion respecting emigra­
tion to America ; stating, that neither the 
Prince Bishop of Basle, (a Roman catholic), 
under whose government they formerly were, 
nor Buonaparte, to whom they had sincc
been subjects, had ever exacted military 
service of them : but that now, on this dis­
trict’s being recently annexed to the canton 
of Berne, that protestant republic required 
them  to find substitutes, which had cost 
about twelve of their number eighteen louis 
each ; that this demand was very grievous 
to them, as a poor tenantry, to say nothing  
of their conscientious objections ; that it had 
induced them to think of the painful alter­
native of emigrating, and that a few of their 
young men were already gone to America, 
who were to report to the rest. T h e poli­
cy  of permitting any subjects of a state to 
refuse bearing arms (either personally or by 
proxy,) in its defence, can scarcely be admit-
- ted by any governors in the present state 
of the world, but it is a curious fact, and al­
most a satire on protestantism, that a ca­
tholic prince and prelate, and a tyrant who 
lived by conscription, should have succes­
sively left this poor handful of their non­
resisting subjects unmolested, and that a 
government of such different principles, both 
political and religious, should immediately 
have withdrawn their humane indulgence.
I advised this good man, (for such his con­
versation and countenance indicated him to 
be), not hastily to run the painful hazards 
of emigration. There could indeed be no 
doubt of his reluctance with a numerous 
family ; and he told me that many proprie­
tors in the country were much concerned at 
the risk of their being driven to quit it, as 
they were good tenants. T h ey  are divided 
into high and low anabaptists, the former 
of whom seceded from the rest in conse­
quence of a conviction that it was right to  
follow the example or precept of Christ li­
terally in some particular cases ; as in wash­
ing the feet o f their guests : * T he whole 
appear to have derived their opinions from  
the M ennonites of Holland ; and have main­
tained in this seclusion the primitive rule of  
the more rigid of that sect. It was stated  
by those country people to whom I spoke 
of them, that their moral discipline as a so­
ciety is very strict, and that few irregulari­
ties are known among them. T h ey  were 
driven by persecution from the Emmen Thai 
in the canton of Berne, I believe in the 17th 
* John xiii. 14, 15.
century ; * but it is said a number of their 
community are still settled there, and ex ­
cept in the point I have referred to, enjoy 
the benefits o f toleration.
* T he learned and impartial Mosheim, in his Ecclesias­
tical History, Cent. xvii. says, “  T he civil magistrates in 
these countries, (i. e. England, Switzerland, and Ger­
many), had still before their eyes the enormities commit­
ted by the ancient Anabaptists, and besides they could not 
persuade themselves that a set of men who looked upon all 
oaths as sinful, and declared that magistracy and penal laws 
have no place in the kingdom of Christ, had the qualities 
and sentiments that are necessary to constitute a good citi­
zen. Hence we find, even in this century, several exam­
ples of great severities employed against the Anabaptists, 
and some instances of even capital punishments being in­
flicted on them. But now that the demonstrations of their 
innocence and probity are clear and unquestionable, they 
enjoy the sweets of security and repose.” H e adds, in :i 
a note, “  T h e severities exercised in Switzerland against 
the Mennonites are recorded by Ottius in his Annal. Ana- 
bapt. p. 337 , and more particularly those which they suf­
fered in the year 1693 by Hottinger, in his German work, 
entitled, Schweizerische K ir  chen-Historie, vol i. p. 1101; 
nor even in the present century, (the 18th), have they been 
treated more mildly in the canton of Berne, as appears 
from Schyn’s H islor. Mennon. cap. x. p. 289, in which 
we find the letters of the States General of the United 
Provinces interceding with that canton in their behalf. A  
severe persecution was set on foot against them in the Pa­
latinate in 1694, which was suspended by the intercession 
of W illiam  I I I .  K ing of Great Britain.”— Mosh.J/ac/. 
Transi, vol. v. p. 490.
W ith  these, and other instances before us, let it not be
- LETTER XVIII.
BIENNE— SOLEURE— BERNE— UNTERSEEN.
X m u s t  not loiter with you on the romantic 
road from Sonceboz to Bienne. A t a farm­
house, called the Maison Blanche, on a moun­
tain above that town, I was repaid for a very  
rough ascent by a prospect of the grand 
chain of Alps at sunset, from those of Uri 
to the Mont Blanc, whose imm ense and sha­
dowy mass, then more than 100 miles dis­
tant, partook of that rosy hue which was seen, 
last year but too seldom. Nor were the  
Eastern Alps of this chain less beautiful on 
the following morning as I went towards 
Soleure, when th ey  exhibited that faint and 
silvery colouring, which gave them  an ap­
pearance still more aerial. W e  have no­
said that the friendly remonstrance of protestant govern­
ments in behalf of the persecuted, is either unprecedent­
ed or useless.
thing in our landscapes at all like these dis­
tant masses starting up in the horizon. Some 
combinations of cloud resemble them most, 
but from these they are strongly distinguish­
ed when the sky is clear, both by their shape 
and their stability. Lesser and nearer ob­
jects, however, divided m y attention. It 
was that day Bienne fair, and consequently  
the fair came towards Bienne. O f the Swiss 
costumes I had as y e t  seen little ; those of 
N euchâtel and Vaud are not very remark­
able ; but here the varieties of two or three 
cantons presented them selves. That of the 
females of Berne is among the most singu­
lar. A  black cap of silk or woollen, some­
tim es of velvet, is edged by a very broad 
lace made of black horse-hair, which rises 
stiffly and perpendicularly from the head, on 
all sides. T he hair is braided behind in two 
very long queues, and the black ribbands at­
tached to these, reach frequently to the 
heels. T h ey  wear a close black bodice, and 
the arms are only covered by the very ample 
white sleeves of the inner garment. The  
head dresses, particularly the long queues 
and stiff lace, look most ridiculous when
worn by little girls, as I saw them at Bienne ; 
indeed nothing can be more strange or un­
natural than the latter ornament, which af­
ford no shelter, and has no pretensions to 
elegance*
Soleure is an exception to the general 
remark, that Roman catholic towns have 
less appearance of comfort and neatness than 
others ; and its neighbourhood is vèry beau­
tiful. The finest church in Switzerland is 
that dedicated to St Ursus in this little ca­
pital, which was built in 1762. I cannot 
omit mentioning the gratification I here re­
ceived in meeting one of our countrymen* 
travelling as a “ friend” of religion as well 
as of science, who, though I was unknown 
to him, evinced also a friendly cordiality to­
wards myself. Nor was it less unexpected 
to m eet at the same table the distinguished 
Edinburgh professor of natural philosophy, 
whose amiable and unassuming manners I 
had witnessed some years gince as a pupil, 
and now observed to more advantage in so­
ciety. I had the pleasure òf ascending with 
the former gentleman, a mountain near So­
leure called the Weissenstein, part of the
R
Jura chain, from which this canton and that 
o f Berne are seen geographically, and the  
prospect bounded by the vast barrier o f the 
Alps. It is said that those o f the Tyrol, as 
well as the M ont Blanc, are sometimes vi­
sible ; and that the view thus comprises at 
its eastern and western extrem ities moun* 
tains more than seventy leagues from each 
other. It was during the ascent that we  
saw most, when the M onte Rosa and M at­
terhorn, on the confines of Piedm ont, which 
in elevation yield only to Mont Blanc, raised 
their summits amidst the clouds, at thirty  
leagues distance. But even when it became 
more hazy, and the embossed silver setting, 
(if I may so call it) was under a curtain, still 
the cameo within, of towns and villages, val- 
lies, rivers and forests, was one on which the 
ey e  dwelt with untiring admiration.
I had the privilege of visiting in the same 
excellent society, the institution of M. de 
Feilenberg at Hofwyl. You may remem­
ber that Madame de Stael, who has many 
good principles in her latter works mixed  
with some that are very disputable, com­
mends this establishment as warmly as
she does that o f Pestalozzi.* It has two  
branches ; the one a seminary for boys of 
the higher orders, in which several young  
princes, or children of German nobility, are 
at present placed. It offers professedly a 
com plete system  of education for such, and 
has some peculiarities, of which oné is, the  
teaching Greek before Latin. As it hap­
pened to be the vacation, we could not see  
the manner in which this part o f the insti­
tution is conducted. The other branch is 
principally agricultural, and consists of a se­
minary called “ T he school of the poor,” 
composed at present of about thirty orphans 
or other destitute children, who are here 
educated as labourers, and trained to  the  
use o f new farming machines or implements,
* “  Ce qui mérite principalement Vestirne des amis de l’huma­
nité, c’est le soin que prend M . de Felleriberg de l ’éducation des 
gens du peuple ; il fa it instruire, selon la méthode de Pestalozzi 
les maîtres d’école des villages, afin qu’ils enseignent à leur 'tour 
les enfants ; les ouvriers qui labourent ses terres apprennent la 
musique des psaumes, et bientôt on entendra dans la campagne 
les louanges divines çhanleés avec des vóix simples mais harmo­
nieuses, qui célébreront à la fo is  la nature et son auteur. Jïnfin 
M. de Feilenberg cherche par tous les moyens possibles à former 
entre la classe inférieure et la nôtre un lien libéral, un lien qui 
ne soit pas uniquement fondé sur les intérêts pécuniaires des 
riches et des pauvres." T)e l ’Allemagne, Tom. i. p. 1$4.
and to every improvement in the practice 
bf agriculture ; so that they may go into 
service without those prejudices against 
useful innovations which were entertained 
by their forefathers. W e saw these boys 
at dinner* with their instructor Vehrli; a 
man of very plain and rustic appearance, 
dressed as a labourer like themselves, and 
partaking their coarse and simple food ; but 
who possesses inuch talent and even cele­
brity in his department. During the daily 
interval o f labour, (about two hours after 
their dinner,) they are taught reading and 
the other rudiments of education. The 
earnings of these children, as I understood 
from the associate of M. de Fellenberg, are 
set to their account, and it is expected that 
in a course of ten years they may defray 
the expense of their maintenance and in­
struction, and have a surplus with which to 
quit the institution ; and this system is pur­
sued not only with a view to their direct 
benefit, but to the proof of an important sup- 
position ; namely, that every man might be 
enabled in the first years of life to earn 
enough not only for his subsistence, but for
the charge of useful education. A  large 
farm surrounds the establishment ; and a 
manufactory of agricultural machines is 
shewn, in which we examined a number of 
ingenious inventions for sowing and drilling, 
for slicing and hoeing potatoes, for cutting 
chaff, and various other purposes. M. de 
Fellenberg, whom we afterwards saw, ap­
pears to be zealous not only as an agricul­
turist, but as a philanthropist, and to attach 
a just importance to the religious and moral 
education of his pupils.
I decline offering you any description of 
Berne. Not, of course, because it is an un­
interesting place, but from a.feeling of which 
travellers best know the force, and at whose 
cause you may smile, though you will not 
approve the effect. After some days of ac­
tive movements and exposure to weather, 
and a few summer nights passed between 
feather beds, or with little other covering, 
the effeminate traveller looks forward to a 
city as promising a few days of accommoda­
tion and repose : on entering it, alas, in this 
age of peripatetics, what do we find ! The 
first hotel overflowing ; the second thronged
with our compatriots ; and the only refuge 
in it, a small dark dirty room* without any 
sort of comfort or convenience. Suppose 
as an accompaniment, that introductions do 
not, in this instance, happen to procure all 
the expected attentions, that the waiter is 
decidedly knavish, and the banker, to say 
the least, incorrect. W hat follows, my dear 
Sir ? I am ashamed o f the confession. To 
a traveller so constituted and so received, 
the arcades are more gloomy, the prome­
nades less beautiful, the muséum nothing 
very extraordinary, the bears alone seem in 
their right place;* and he quits it in all haste 
for the Oberland. Yet even without being 
mounted bn the mule ó f Chamouni, I should 
have a very low opinion of his qualifications 
for enjoying a journey or improving by it, if 
he do not regain his complacency on the  
road to Thun.
I had dispatched most of my luggage to 
Zurich, and was now prepared for walking.
* T he armorial ensign of Berne is a bear ; and two or 
more of these animals are kept near one of the gates at the 
public charge, in an open area, where they are provided 
with every suitable accommodation, and look as sleek as 
any ainecurists need do.
But there, are frequent opportunities in this 
country o f going by water ; and we were 
thus conveyed from Thun in three hours to  
the head of its lake. That little voyage is 
among th e  most pleasing which the lakes 
afford; the picturesque mountains Niesen  
and Stockhorn bordering the western shore, 
while the lesser heights of the eastern are 
covered with vineyards and forests having 
villages at their base, and the snowy Alp 
named Eiger rising .over the southern extre­
m ity. It was near sunset when we landed ; 
and there remained half an hour’s walk to 
the village of Unterseen. This and Inter­
laken are situated in a fertile flat, between 
the lakes o f Thun and Brienz, which is full 
of walnut and other fruit trees, traversed by 
the Aar which unites those two lakes, and 
so inclosed by imm ense mountains as to have 
been termed “ the vestibule of the Alps.” It 
happened on my arrival at the Inn of Unter- 
seen, that a party had engaged four of the  
village girls to sing ; and I thus heard unex­
pectedly several national airs, among which 
were the Rans des Vaches of the different 
vallies, performed with a natural harmony
which I could not have imagined. T he ra­
pidity of execution and the compass o f voice 
were, at least to m y unscientific ear, surpris­
ing; and though there would have been a cer­
tain uncorrected harshness of tone had each 
been heard apart, nor could all their com­
bined melody conceal the ruggedness of the  
Swiss German dialect, y e t  the whole effect, 
associated with the scenery of their country, 
and with a little enthusiasm in the hearer 
about Swiss patriotism and simplicity, was 
at once animating and affecting.
LETTER XIX.
LAUTERBRUNNEN— GRINDELWALD—MEY- 
RINGEN.
A t  five the next morning, I set out for 
Lauterbrunnen, quitted the direct road to 
gain a spot which commands the valley of  
Unterseen and its two lakes, and then re­
joined it by a rural path which passes the 
antient castle of Unspunnen. The view 
around these ruins was delightful. The 
early mists upon the lake of Brienz, and the 
still cold whiteness of the inaccessible Jung­
frau, (or Mont Vierge) asked for the pen of 
a Beattie or of a Southey to paint them. At 
the village of Wilderschwyl, where I was to 
meet my car, an error in the rendezvous 
induced me to walk on some miles towards 
Lauterbrunnen, and afforded me more lei­
sure to enjoy the grandeur of this valley. 
Its eastern side is flanked near the entrance 
by a mountain called Hunnenfluhe, which
in one place displays a huge front o f con­
vex  perpendicular rock, having a wooded 
slope below it, and resembling, as much as 
any natural object can, an immense tower 
or castle ; while in contact with it, (i. e. to 
the eye  of the landscape painter,) the mass 
o f the Jungfrau  glitters in the sun. Nearer 
the village of Lauterbrunnen, there is such 
a confusion o f rock, wood, torrent, and cas­
cade as I m ust not attem pt to delineate. 
In front is the celebrated Staubbach, (dust- 
brook,) very fitly so named, as it  drops 
more than 900 feet perpendicular ; and you  
m ay conceive that the waters o f  a brook 
assume a very dust-like appearance in be­
ing precipitated from the top o f such a rock. 
Y et this cascade disappointed me ; it rather 
surprises than delights by its unbroken na­
ked fall ; but the valley in which it is found 
is perhaps unrivalled even in Switzerland. 
So striking, however, are the beauties of 
almost every valley in this wonderful coun­
try, that the traveller is in danger o f con­
tradicting himself. A s we are too prone 
to  feel respecting every new misfortune, 
— this is the severest,— so, let but the sun
shine, and one shall be apt to say of each 
successive Alpine prospect,— this is the  
sublimest.
Accordingly, I could not tell that day, 
much less can I decide it now, whether I 
must not prefer the valley of Grindelwald 
even to that of Lauterbrunnen. It is ap­
proached by returning to the bridge of 
Zwei-Lutscliine ; and the first object which 
struck m e after entering it was a mountain 
which the peasants call the Bear’s-paw, 
whose four needles or fingers of rock, are 
severally fringed with fir trees. T he houses 
in these vallies are of deal ; and they usu­
ally have an inscription in large German 
letters engraved along the whole front, con­
sisting o f the owner’s name, date of the  
building, and frequently some passage of  
Scripture, or distich of verse. A s we ad­
vanced, the W etterhorn began to appear 
in front ; one of the loftiest mountains of 
Switzerland ; exhibiting walls of snow-co- 
vered ice very near its summit ; and after­
wards th e  M ettenberg and Eiger, which are 
nearly of the same rank, and with the for­
mer, close up the extrem ity  of this valley.
The rocks bordering it are of the most fan­
tastic diversity ; broad and bare cliffs, peaks 
like a horn (which indeed is the generic 
name here given to the most elevated and 
unapproachable points,) others clothed with 
trees, and in short every variety that the 
same class of objects can well be conceived 
to offer.
T he inn at Grindelwald has the three re­
markable and gigantic mountains ju st now 
mentioned, directly opposite its open galle­
ry or corridor. I t  is only a large cottage  
of deal ; but such a projection from the up­
per story is there not unfrequent. This 
was m y chosen dining room, where, if  the 
fare was not luxurious, the prospect was 
nobler than from any palace in the world. 
Each of those mountains is insulated, and 
composed of naked rock so perpendicular, 
that the snow finds but a partial lodgment. 
N either o f their summits is less than flOOO 
feet above the level of the sea, and more 
than 8000 feet above the point from which 
I viewed them. T he superior glacier of 
Grindelwald is between the Wetterhorn 
and Mettenberg, and was not there visible ;
the other is close to the village, between the 
latter mountain and the Eiger ; it is infe­
rior in beauty, as well as in size and situa­
tion. Our walk, of about a league, to the  
superior glacier, was very interesting. Two  
or three torrents are to be crossed— a fine 
waterfall is seen at a distance— the whole 
landscape is highly picturesque ; and the  
sublime mountains I have described are 
constantly in view. T he glacier itself is 
less than those o f Chamouni ; but it pre­
sents a very fine front of clear white and 
bluish crystals, and is extended behind 
the central mountain (M ettenberg) con­
necting itself with the inferior glacier on its 
western side. The immense wastes of ice 
behind these mountains, surrounding the  
Schreckhorn and Finster Aarhorn, are not 
passable by the most adventurous chamois- 
hunters ; and the inferior glacier has en­
croached upon the valley, now occupying  
ground where there were formerly habita­
tions and a chapel.
On the following morning I undertook a 
more serious pedestrian expedition than I 
had y e t  engaged in-^the passage of the
Scheidegg ; over which is the route from 
Grindelwald into the valley of Meyringen. 
It is very practicable on horseback ; and a 
party, chiefly of ladies, whom I had the 
pleasure to join on this occasion, preferred 
riding, and gave me reason to admire their 
courage. But the pedestrian has great ad­
vantages in these countries. He not only 
avoids many apprehensions, but looks round 
him freely, and deviates more or less from 
his path without difficulty or danger. Have 
not those who move in a plain unincum­
bered humble style through the Alpine 
journey of life, advantages somewhat ana­
logous to these ?
W e started at an early hour ; and after 
again passing close by the superior glacier, 
approached nearer to the stupendous W et- 
terhorn, which, notwithstanding its vast 
bulk, shews no slope of verdure or forest, 
but is an absolute rock, with little or no 
clothing but ice or snow, and that very par­
tially. Y et so great is its bulk, and that 
of the surrounding mountains, and so near, 
from the transparency of the atmosphere, 
does its summit seem, that the effect of its
vast altitude is in a great degree lost. A  
Swiss writer observes, “ Lorsque Von est ha­
bitué à ne considérer que des colosses, on f in it  
p a r  ne voir que des nains ” So true is this, 
that remembering my admiration from the 
island of Mull at the height of the moun­
tains on the western coast of Scotland, and 
knowing those to be pigmies in comparison 
with that before me, I was tempted some­
times to doubt the accuracy of the respec­
tive measurements ; but the unmelting 
snow and ice in so southern a climate, and 
on rocks fully exposed to the sun’s rays, is a 
proof to the judgment, if not to the senses, 
of the real height which an optical illusion 
diminishes. The Eiger, now behind us, as­
sumed the form of a sharp but broken ridge, 
while the summits of the Scheidegg on our 
left presented flat rocks covered with snow. 
The top of the Scheidegg pass is nearly on 
the same level with the highest poitit of  
the Simplon road ; yet from this high sta­
tion, the Wetterhorn which now offered a 
different front, and was both more perpen­
dicular and more pyramidical, still rose al­
most 6000 feet above us.
Soon after this, we came in sight of the  
Schwartzwaldglacier, situated-between that 
mountain and the Wellhorn, anti -forming 
by its upper range of ice, a sort of bridge 
which unites them. In passing through 
the wood of pines from which it takes its 
name, (called the Schwartzwald or » black 
forest,) nothing can be more striking than 
the- contrast between their dark foliage and 
the glittering ice beyond.— In a second 
wood, we found the boughs covered with 
long pendent mosses, which shews the wild­
ness and inclem ency of this region. On 
issuing from it, we again saw on one side 
the glacier, on the other, a fine cascade ; 
and while advancing towards the chalets* 
one of which affords accommodation to tra­
vellers, a considerable avalanche was both 
heard and seen by the party. Several others 
which fell from heights not within our view, 
had been announced to us in the course of 
this day’s passage, by a prolonged sound, 
like that o f  distant thunder. Having been 
five hours in reaching the Schwartzwald cha­
let, it was now very agreeable to feast in 
the shade on excellent milk and cream,
served up in little wooden pails, and accom­
panied by good bread, butter and cheese. 
Indeed I "know, not when I have so much 
enjoyed a repast.
On recommencing the labours of the day, 
we began to follow the stream of the Rei- 
chenbaCh, formed by the confluence of the 
cascade lately mentioned with a torrent from 
the glacier we had left, and flowing rapidly 
towards the valley of Meyringen. Passing 
near another glacier, that of Rosenlavi, dis­
tinguished for the bright blueness of its ice, 
the party on horseback had the variety of a 
wooden road, composed of short limbs of firs 
laid across the path. After traversing a level 
pasture called Schwendimatt, the Reichen­
bach becomes almost a continued cataract, 
and the road proportionably steep. In one 
place where it foamed the most through op­
posing rocks, a trickling cascade wound its 
way in a multitude of silver streams from 
the top of the neighbouring cliff. The  
green and lofty slope on whose side we 
stood was sprinkled with busy haymakers, 
the magnificent Wetterhorn closed up the
defile we had left, quite changed in form, 
and with a steep smooth peak o f snow, 
shining like a vast mirror in the noonday 
sun. N ot far from this spot, our guide  
conducted us to  the first falls o f the Rei- 
chenbach, but th ey  are inconsiderable in 
comparison with those nearer M eyringen. 
This river makes its course down the whole 
of a high and steep mountain ; and after 
rushing half way in the shape o f a torrent, 
seem s to grow more adventurous, and plun­
ges from rock to rock in a series of splen­
did cascades. T h e  first o f these, which, 
after a further stony descent, we quitted  
the road to approach, falls from so great a 
height, that the clouds of spray, when the 
wind is adverse, both incommode the spec­
tator and very much obscure the view. I 
was detained, however, in this shower, by 
an unexpected and brilliant rainbow. Those 
I had previously seen were produced in, or 
against, the cascades them selves, by the 
sun’s rays falling upon them  ; and were 
therefore, although very beautiful and sin­
gular, o f small size : but the sun in this in­
stance shone strongly over the mountain
behind the fall, and äs I turned from it, 
the spray filling the whole field of vision, a 
bright arch was thrown across the vale of 
M eyringen and opposite heights, little  dif­
fering from that bow which rain produces. 
T hese falls, seven or e ight in number, have 
all the romantic combinations o f rocks and 
groves around them  which the poet or 
painter can desire ; but only a camera ob- 
scura could represent them  justly . Af­
ter a walk of six  or seven hours, was it not 
delightful to recline on a green bank sha­
ded by alders, and to view from this point 
three o f the cascades pouring successively  
down the glen, while the sun illuminated  
the smoke o f spray that rose on each side 
the upper fall, radiating through it as he  
does at evening through a watery cloud ; 
and the torrent hastening at our feet to  
make several more leaps below ! W ould it 
not be pardonable, and poetically just, to  
slumber in such a lulling scene, to have all 
the pageantry of Alpine horrors and beau­
ties passing before the closed eyes, and 
imagination mingling her fictions with the
grandest objects without, and the most as­
piring sentiments within ?
“ Libetjacere modo sub antiqua ilice 
Modo in tenaci gramine.
Labunlur altis interim ripis aquce;
Queruntur in sylvis aves ;
Fontesque lymphis ohslrepnnt manantibus 
Somnos quod invitel leves.” *
D o not frown, m y good sir ! I see you an­
ticipate verse; but it shall not come. Y e t  
be tolerant o f human infirmity, and admit 
that the occasion and the preface m ight in 
some measure palliate even a vision.
* ’T is pleasing thus beneath an “  antique oak” to lie, 
Or on the close and tufted grass ;
W h ile streams adown their lofty channels swiftly flow,
. A nd  birds amidst the groves complain,
A nd limpid fountains, ever softly murmuring,
T o  light and balmy sleep invite.
H o r a c e ,  Epod. 2.
L E T T E R  X X .
MEYRINGEN—LUCERNE—ZURICH.
W e had employed eleven hours in thejour- 
neyfrom  Grindelwald to M eyringen, but you  
will make due allowance for refreshment 
and reverie. T he distance is called seven  
leagues, which on common ground your 
correspondent would have felt to be a forced 
march ; but the habits o f a summer spent 
in travelling, and interesting scenes and ac­
tive associates, improve even an indifferent 
pedestrian into som ething like fitness for 
service. I did not shrink therefore from 
crossing the M ont Briinig in the same man­
ner n ex t day. M eyringen is in a beautiful 
level vale o f pastures, sprinkled with cot­
tages, divided by the Aar, and bounded by 
Alps, except at that extrem ity where the 
river flows into the lake of Brienz. It may 
be properly named the valley of cataracts. 
Two of great size, (though not surrounded 
by so attractive a landscape,) fall into the
Aar, nearly opposite the Reichenbach ; and 
. in m y early walk through the forest of 
M ont Brünig, I saw and heard at once, 
with the unrivalled one last mentioned, 
several others ; and admired two in parti­
cular, which descend in three or four dis­
tinct leaps o f vast height from the W an- 
delhorn and Oltschihorn, mountains nearer 
to  the lake. T he roar of the Reichenbach 
heard from the village o f M eyringen, swell* 
ing and diminishing with the breeze or from 
a variable flow of its waters, very much re­
sembled the sound proceeding from an ava­
lanche of ice.
Near the top o f the Briinigpass, which is 
not o f difficult ascent, is the- limit dividing 
the canton of Berne from that of Unterwald, 
on entering which a sharp descent leads in­
to a pastoral valley ; and a chapel erected  
on an em inence beyond it, reminds the tra­
veller that he is now on Roman catholic 
ground. H ere a delightful prospect sud­
denly opens, with the village of Lungern  
and the small but romantic lake called Lun­
gern See, to  which you wind down a flight 
of rocky steps through a wood of beech and
fir. In this village, all m y dormant taste  
for Swiss millinery was again awakened. 
It happened to be a festival ; (a circumstance 
which, as has been frequently remarked, 
occurs too often for the prosperity of these  
countries,) accordingly the church of Lun­
gern was quite filled ; the women in full 
costum e, being ranged on one side, the  
m en on the other, all facing the altar, and 
the priest addressing them  very energeti­
cally from the pulpit in German. I had 
therefore a back view of the coiffure of these  
Unterwaldian dames and damosels, and so 
good a catholic am I, that its universality 
pleased m e much more than that “ history 
o f variations” which m ight be composed 
w eekly from the heads to be seen in cer­
tain modish “ chapels.”* T he hair is very  
neatly collected in a close knot, intertwined
* I  allude principally to that class o f buildings most fa­
miliar to us, which our forefathers were uncouth enough 
to style meeting-houses ; and I profess m yself still attach­
ed to that homely unambiguous term. T he antient in­
ventors of the name chapel, would stare at seeing it appro­
priated to buildings, in which (though decoration and display 
have obviouslÿ not been quite forsworn or forgotton,) there 
can be found neither crucifix nor altar.
with a white tape, which m ight pass at some 
distance for silver lace. A  broad waved 
silver pin goes through and fastens it, hav­
ing a lozenge-shaped end of wrought.silver, 
which has frequently a ruby-like stone in 
it. Over this is generally worn a large flat 
straw-hat, with knots of green and red rib­
bands, and sometimes flowers. This was 
the collective shew at church ; in the rest 
of the dress there was more diversity ; but 
it is very novel and singular. T he bodice 
is variously embroidered, and often adorn­
ed with silver chains ; the white sleeves of 
the chemise are as large as those of the wo­
men of Berne, but the gown different, being 
of fawn-coloured woollen, and the whole 
dress much more tasteful. Your ladies 
will smile at this descriptive effort, and ask 
perhaps if  I learnt to embroider with the  
needles at Chamouni. I beg for their cor­
rections in terms o f art, confessing that I 
did not serve my apprenticeship in Bond- 
street, or in the Rue Vivienne, and fearing 
that I am not much less cynical than ever 
about the sublime science of thqjse schools. 
This church is close by the lake, and the
walk thence along its margin is extrem ely  
pleasing. I was sorry to observe, that with 
Roman catholicism, m endicity began.—  
There were both old and young in this 
charming country, not ashamed to ask for 
m oney ; indeed, indications of poverty, not 
here only, but in almost all other beautiful 
scenes, too often, (or perhaps not often  
enough) dispel our illusions, and spoil our 
Arcadia. This little lake is encircled with 
green mountains and forests, but the snowy 
peaks o f the W etterhorn and Jungfrau just  
overtop the verdure, and seem  to say to all 
the intervening heights, Y ou shall not 
hide us.”
T h e road n ext brought m e to the bor­
ders o f another small lake, where I took a 
boat to  Sarnen, a village from which the  
lake is named. Though not called a town, 
it is the capital o f the Ob-valden, one of 
the two districts into which this canton is 
divided, and which are independent of each 
other, though.regarded as one in the Swiss 
confederation. Sarnen has its convent, 
town-house, and arsenal ; which it seems 
laughable to speak of in a territory whose
population does not exceed  12,000. But 
we are now approaching the classic ground 
of Switzerland, a sort o f consecrated soil 
to  the friends o f freedom. Unterwald is 
one of the three primitive or forest can­
tons, which first threw off the Austrian 
yoke. I t  is strange that a people, who, 
in the 14th and 15th centuries, evinced so 
undaunted a spirit o f political indepen­
dence, should have remained uninfluenced 
by the reformation o f religion, and conti­
nue to this day entirely subject to  the Ro­
man càtholic faith. N ear Alpnach, I found 
an assembly much larger than the church 
could contain, indeed almost filling the  
churchyard, and I understood that a ser­
mon had been ju st addressed to them  with­
out doors, though the service was then con­
cluding within. A ll the women were dress­
ed in the manner I lately described, and 
each carried a rosary, as did some of the 
men. I hold it a duty to record the pecu­
liar civility and moderation of m y host, 
Odenmath, at the inn of Gestad,*  near Alp- 
.
* T he beach.
nach, close to the lake of Lucerne. H e  
shewed some patience and penetration in 
divining the sense of my broken German, 
(the only language in which we could com­
municate,) and after sedulously meeting all 
my wishes, demanded less than I have of­
ten paid both in and out of England, for 
being treated with negligence.
The walk of that day, which was about 
six leagues, rendered such attentions the  
more acceptable. From this place I em­
barked next morning on the lake ; but the 
weather, which had of late been highly fa­
vourable, now changed ; a circumstance 
more fortunate for my readers than for me, 
as it may in a great measure exempt them  
from the fatigue of further descriptions. 
The lake of Lucerne is considered by many 
tourists in these countries to be unequalled 
in bold scenery, and I will not do injustice 
to it or them by reporting a judgment 
formed in cold and rainy days. There are 
some objects, however, (for the partial con­
solation of a dripping traveller,) that rain 
does not affect. On landing I walked to 
Stanz, the rural capital of the Nid-walden, 
near whose church is a statue of the cele-
brated Arnold of W inkelried, who sacrifi­
ced his life for his country in 1386 at the 
battle of Sempach. T he little band of Swiss, 
composed of about 800 men, had to resist 
6000 chosen troops under Leopold of A us­
tria and his first nobility. W hen the day 
was almost lost, this patriot rushed against 
the phalanx of the enemy, exclaiming, 
“ D ear countrymen and allies, I  recom­
mend to you m y wife and children !” seized  
the points of several lances, and falling on 
them , became a step for his comrades into 
the broken line of the oppressors, who were 
routed with great slaughter. It is remark­
able, that the liberty purchased by the va­
lour of these brave men has been permitted 
to last more than four centuries. During  
the French Revolution, indeed, their coun­
try was invaded, and the greatest atrocities 
were committed ; but, as I have remarked 
before, it is one of the best traits of modern 
princes, that in the case of Switzerland 
they pay homage to freedom, and leave 
her the possession of her Alpine throne. 
T h e town-house of this little state con­
tains the portraits of the Landammans from 
a rem ote date, and seats for this chief
magistrate and his council. H is desk is in­
laid with a slate, and has a great sponge 
laid on it, which, if  placed on some other 
council-boards, m ight seem  an alarming 
emblem ; but is a very simple and unsus­
pected instrum ent of finance in a state 
where there is no debt to liquidate, and 
whose pastoral inhabitants know of no other 
stock than that which grazes on their hills. 
Though I viewed this country through a 
veil, I  saw that it is highly fertile and pic­
turesque, and it seems a land o f pedestrians, 
for the roads are chiefly footpaths. I passed 
the night at Bekenried, and in the morning 
crossed the lake to Gersau, being inclined 
to  see the smallest state in Europe, which, 
though it was incorporated by the French  
governm ent with the canton of Schwitz in 
1798, has lately had its political existence  
restored. This plaything republic has less 
than 1500 inhabitants in its territory, con­
sisting of the little town at the lake’s edge, 
and a woody mountain behind it. Its 
church, however, is large and elegant, with 
a painted ceiling, rich altar-pieces, and a 
very handsome marble pulpit. So much
cannot be said for the eouncil-room of the  
commonwealth, which is a small apartment 
up three pair o f stairs ; but adorned with 
paintings commemorating their acquisition 
of independence; of which it would be mt 
unjust to deprive the descendants o f the pa­
triots o f  Sempach.* N o t only the church of  
Gersau, which is lately finished, but that of 
the village of Bekenried, surprised hie by  
their elegance. Indeed in the canton of Un- 
terwald, there were marks o f zealous Catho­
licism which I had not observed even in 
Italy. M y chamber at Alphach had two  
small wooden crucifixes, besides a figure of 
the Virgin outside the house ; and the head 
of m y bedstead at Bekenried bore the  
letters I. H . S. T he monuments in the  
church-yards there and at Stanz are of tin  
or wood, usually in the shape of a cross, 
with other ornaments, and have one or 
more family miniatures painted on them, 
with inscriptions.
I t  was m y intention to have proceeded
* In  the little army who fought at Sempach, there were 
a hundred men of Z ug, Glarus, Gersau, and the Entle- 
buch.
to  Tellen platte , the rock where T ell leapt 
from the boat of Gessler ; and to the mea­
dow o f Grutli, where, in 1307, the fathers 
o f Swiss liberty engaged in a solemn com­
pact for the deliverance of their country. 
T h ese  places are in the canton of Uri, 
where the scenery of the lake has most of  
that rude and sublime character which ac­
cords with the remembrance of such deeds. 
B u t the weather was stormy and louring ; 
I  feared that all the grandeur o f those as­
sociations would not inspire m e with T ell’s 
agility in a moment of danger, and renoun­
ced them  in order to reach Lucerne be­
fore evening. Nor did I regret this deci­
sion ; for the lake became more agitated in 
our voyage, and I saw little reason for con­
fidence in the ill constructed boats which 
are used upon it. T he boatmen appeared 
to partake the distrust which I did not e x ­
press, repeatedly putting into a cove or 
under a point of rock to avoid the squalls 
of wind, and to secure a landing place in 
case o f its increase, which as the rocks rise 
abruptly from the water in many parts of 
this lake, it is sometimes very difficult to
reach. I  was not prepared to hail the  
coming night with a noble poet’s invoca­
tion—
■ ■ “  let me be
A  sharer in thy fierce and far d e lig h t,.
A  portion of the tempest and of theê !"
hut very prosaically rejoiced to find m yself 
at Lucerne.
There are two singular covered bridges 
of wood over the Reuss, which flows from 
the lake through this town. That called 
Hof-brücke is erected in the end of the lake 
itself, and forms the approach to the cathe­
dral. It has a triangular scripture painting 
fixed between each couple of timbers that 
support the roof, and contains 120 of these, 
being itself nearly 1500 feet in length. Ano­
ther is adorned in a similar way with old 
paintings, representing the principal events  
of Swiss history ; but you will not suppose 
that either are among the most finished pro­
ductions of the art. In the cloisters which 
surround the cathedral I observed on Sun­
day several persons sprinkling holy water 
upon the tombs, (probably of their near re­
latives,) stone basins being fixed in the walls.
with branches of myrtle placed in them for 
this office. Many of the men, and nearly 
all the women, so engaged, carried rosaries, 
as they did likewise in the church, where 
there was a great appearance of devotion. 
At the church of the Franciscans, a friar 
addressed the people with as much or more 
vehemence than I ever heard from any of 
those preachers in our own country to whom 
the charge of ranting is most applicable. 
H e perpetually struck the pulpit, clapped 
his hands, and accompanied his gestures 
with the full stretch of a stentorian voice. 
The congregation was very numerous, and 
seemed to consist chiefly of peasants from 
the country. I visited the convent of Ca­
puchins. They are twenty-four in number, 
and entirely distinguished from those of the 
same order and garb whom I had seen at 
Turin, by perfect neatness and respectabi­
lity of appearance, with which I understood 
their conduct corresponds. Their charities 
are said to be extensive, and their lives la­
borious. The Brother who shewed me 
their library and cells refused to receive
any donation from me for the church, or 
even for the poor.
The lakè of Lucerne being still veiled in 
clouds, and fresh snow falling on the Mont 
Pilate on the 18th of August, I pursued my 
walk, and in my road towards Art passed 
up the hollow way, where Tell, after his 
escape from the Boat, waited for the tyrant 
Gessler, and shot him with an arrow. That 
renowned marksman lost his life in a much 
less questionable action, being drowned at 
an advanced age in attempting to save a 
little girl who bad fallen into the torrent of 
his native village. A chapel is erected 
in his honour near the spot where Gessler 
fell.
The town of Art, close to the lake of Zug, 
stands under the much frequented moun­
tain called Rigi, and is the place from which 
travellers usually ascend it ; but the wea­
ther would have rendered this quite fruit­
less, and I therefore contented myself with 
visiting the scene of an awful catastrophe 
which occurred in this neighbourhood in 
1806, when, by the fall of part of a moun­
tain named Rossberg, more than four hun­
dred persons and a number of cattle perish­
ed. Two or three hamlets were buried, 
aiid. the fertile valley of Goldau converted 
into a wilderness. ; Nothing in nature, ex ­
cept perhaps the eruption of a volcano, 
could offer so terrific a sight as this eboule- 
went presented to those who viewed it from the 
opposite heights of the Rigi. Immediately 
before the principal fall, according to the de­
scription published by a native, the pine fo» 
rests on the mountain were seen to waver, 
and flocks of birds rose into the air with 
piercing cries. The woods at length de­
tached themselves and slid, accompanied by 
fragments of rock. Their movement was 
every instant accelerated, and at length 
whole forests, and blocks of stone as large 
as houses, flew through the air with the 
swiftness of arrows. The lake of Lowertz, 
assailed by enormous masses, rose above its 
shores and spread destruction around them. 
Nor will this account appear exaggerated, 
to any one who stands as I did at that point 
where the eye commands both the lakes of 
Zug and of Lowertz, and looks upon the 
vast mass of ruin. A  great part of the vai-
ley  is covered with rocks and stones of eve­
ry dimension to the ex ten t of a square 
league, intermixed with marshy ground, 
overspread with weeds ; and it looks as 
though a century would not efface, by the 
growth of trees, much less of herbage, the 
marks of this tremendous visitation. The  
convulsion must have been immense, and 
such is the space covered, as well as the  
height of the heaps of stone, that it is dif­
ficult to conceive the whole could have fal­
len from that slip which is visible 011 the  
mountain ; but this apparent disproportion 
is evidently the effect of distance. The  
crumbling quality of the rock contributed to 
this event, which is said to have arisen from 
long continued rains. Dr Zay of Art, who 
published a narrative of it, relates several 
affecting cases of extraordinary escape, and 
describes the survivors of the valley as ha­
ving shewn much religious resignation un­
der their calamity. Many at first believed 
the day of judgm ent was come, and all ex ­
pected that the fall o f this-mountain would 
be followed by that of the Rigi and others 
around them .— I ^  went from Art to Zug,
thence to the Mont Albis, which commands 
a fine view of Zurich, with its lake, and 
on the 21st of A ugust entered the latter 
town.
LETTER XXI.
ZURICH-—SCHAFFHAUSEN—DUTTLINGEN.
Z u r i c h  is finely situated on both banks of 
the Limmat, at the point where that river 
issues from the lake, a broad blue stream, 
almost rivalling the Rhone in rapidity and 
clearness. Several handsome buildings bor­
der it, and below the town there are very 
agreeable planted promenades by the ri­
ver’s side, near which a monument has been 
erected to their fellow-citizen Solomon Gess- 
ner. T he public library contains a fine col­
lection of books and manuscripts, among 
which are letters addressed by Lady Jane 
Grey to the Reformer Bullinger, Autistes 
(president) of the Zurich pastors. T hey are  
in Latin, a specimen of correct and beau­
tiful hand-writing, and prove by the G r e e k  
and Hebrew quotations they contain, the ear­
ly erudition of that unfortunate young lady.
There is also in one of the apartments of 
this library a very elegant model in wood 
of a part of Switzerland, which, from its 
fresher colouring, greatly excels in appear­
ance that executed  by General PfifFer, and 
exhibited at Lucerne. O f their compara­
tive accuracy, with regard to the relative 
height of mountains, and geographical posi­
tion of objects, I had no means of judging.
A  friendly introduction from a gentleman  
to whom I was in several instances indebt­
ed for similar advantages, procured me an 
interview with the venerable Antistes Hess, 
whose piety and learning are adorned by the  
most amiable deportment. H e  expressed  
that feeling of regard for real Christians-of 
every name, which has characterized in so 
interesting a manner his communications to  
the British and Foreign Bible Society ; and 
uttered a sentim ent which is developed with 
“ truly catholic” eloquence in that corres­
pondence: “ tTe vois que notre Seigneur veut for­
mer dans nos jours une eglise n o u v e lle alluding, 
if  I may apply his own words as a comment, 
to “ that renewed bond of Christian truth 
and charity, the springing up of that univer­
sal Christian church, which is far remote 
from all party spirit, studious of the truth, 
and uniting its members in such a manner 
that each is intent on having the liberty of 
his neighbour’s conscience protected no less 
than his own.” H e asked me if I meant to 
revisit Switzerland ; said that if so, it was un­
likely I should find him still there, but ad­
ded with much simplicity and gentleness of 
manner, and with a hope which only charity 
could prompt respecting one so much a 
stranger, “ Ou l'on ne voyage plus, nous nous re­
trouverons.” W hether uttered as a hope or a 
wish, such a farewell from an aged Christian 
who will soon “ rest from his labours,” 
should speak profoundly to the heart ; and 
the mere idea of that united happiness which 
the pious anticipate, m ight seem enough to 
fix  the thoughtlessness and soften the insen­
sibility, which can scarcely find a reflection 
or a feeling to waste upon the benefits that 
true religion offers.
I  went, in company with a very agreeable 
English gentleman whom I had m et at Zu­
rich, by the road of W interthur to Schafi- 
hausen. There is a grand parting view of
the Alps on this route, and at W interthur 
a fine cabinet of Roman antiquities and me­
dals, many of which were discovered in its 
vicinity. An intelligent Swiss at the table 
d’hote stated very strongly the distresses of  
the manufacturing cantons at that period, 
which I fear have not been since removed. 
H e imputed them partly to the excessive  
cheapness of British goods, occasioned by 
our want of commerce, partly to the spirit 
of speculation and haste to be rich, which 
has infected that country in common with  
our own, and to the increase of machinery, 
which he considered extrem ely pernicious, 
and expressed a wish for its abolition or re­
striction. I cannot join in this wish : as all 
manufacturing states possess machinery, a 
partial abolition or restriction must be un­
fair and injurious to the commerce of that 
particular state where it takes place. And  
even if the supposition were reasonable that 
all such governments might concur in the  
measure, I think it would still be impolitic 
and unjust. I am quite sensible to some 
temporary and some permanent evils which 
attend the use of machinery, and which are
deeply to be lamented ; but the freedom  
o f  the arts and sciences, and of their appli­
cation to all the wants of mankind, seems as 
sacred as any other kind of freedom : besides 
which the principle o f restricting or prohi­
biting such improvements would lead to ab­
surd consequences. I f  all the printing pres­
ses in Great Britain were to be stopped, em ­
ploym ent might be thus obtained for many 
thousand well qualified and industrious pen­
men : and if  the waters and winds were for­
bidden to grind our corn, it would produce a 
still more important accession of manual la­
bour; y e t  these measures, which would be no 
more than an extension of the same principle, 
m ight startle any theorists except the Spen- 
cean reformers. Before we abolish the me­
chanical helps of literature and commerce, 
I should desire to see an universal abolition 
of those “ deep throated engines” which so 
much abridge manual labour in the trade of 
killing.— T he manufacturing and trading in­
terest both in Switzerland and the Nether­
lands are exceedingly  irritated by British 
rivalship, and those who mingle in public 
society (which affords the best opportunity
foi* learning the sentiments of the middle 
classes,) will find that there is no imputation 
of commercial and political injustice toogross 
or extravagant for their prejudice to circu­
late. I heard it maintained in both coun­
tries that our government are supporting 
British manufacturers, by paying the losses 
which they incur, in a systematic attempt 
to ruin those of the Continent ; that the 
Apollo Belvedere and Venus de Medicis are 
in London, and that Buonaparte is now de­
tained at St Helena with the express design 
of loosing him, (like a bag fox,) when it be­
comes expedient for England to create new 
troubles on the Continent.
W e approached the fall of the Rhine on 
its left bank ; and so much was the sound 
of it intercepted by the hill and château of 
LaufFen, that it was difficult to suppose our­
selves close to the largest cataract of Eu­
rope. It does not, however, disappoint when 
seen, except that its height, which varies 
from fifty to seventy feet, is inconsiderable 
in proportion to the breadth of the river, 
especially when the eye has been used to 
thè lofty and comparatively slender water-
falls of the Alps. A  wooden gallery, on the  
bank below, projects almost under the fall 
itself, and shakes from the concussion and 
dashing of the waters round it ; while the 
spectator stands in a storm of spray, and in 
a scene of magnificent turbulence. Another 
view is obtained from a small building di­
rectly above it ; and here a remarkable re­
verberation is heard, distinct from the direct 
roar of the fall, as though it were accom­
panied by thunder. You look directly down 
upon the greater branch of the cascade; and 
it presents a volume of white wave inces­
santly roaring over the rock, which has al­
most a semi-fluid ppearance, as if moved 
by a great cylinder within. W e crossed in a 
boat a little below the fall, and this is attend­
ed with no danger, as the waters are received  
into so large a bason, that the violent agita­
tion is very limited. In a house which stands 
opposite the fall on an islet connected by a 
bridge with the right bank, a camera obscura 
is placed, and a subject so finely adapted for 
that optical painting can perhaps no where 
else be found. T he fluctuating rush of the 
waves, sometimes covering with foam and
sometimes exposing the lesser of the five 
rocks which divide the fall ; the rising spray, 
the undulating surface of the basin below, 
and white breakers against the rock of Lauf- 
fen, are delineated with beautiful minute­
ness, and form a moving ever-varying pic­
ture which no pallet can pretend to emulate. 
It was so late in the evening when I first saw 
this, that the reflection resembled a moon­
light piece, and the exhibitor pronounced it 
very imperfect. I was, however, much gra­
tified ; but certainly more so next day, when 
sunshine was accompanied by black clouds 
gathering behind the fall, and produced a 
partial rainbow in the spray, as perfectly re­
flected as the rest of the scene. My last 
view of this superb cataract was in a cloud­
less sky, which brightened every particle of  
liquid smoke, and gave to its whole front the 
most brilliant and snowy whiteness ; while 
the unbroken sheet of waves ju st in the act 
of falling, might be compared to a mass of 
m elted silver mixed with emeralds ; for the  
greenness of the river is still distinguished in 
those parts of its falling waters which are 
not entirely broken into foam ; and this
beauty is said to be peculiar to it ; nor can 
it  indeed occur except where the stream 
flows, as in this instance, unmiriglëd from a 
lake. This noble fall, which was last year 
unusually powerful and splendid from thè  
great quantity of rain, is worthy to give the  
traveller and the reader either a first or last 
idea of Switzerland : y e t  not quite the last ; 
for though I do not detain you at SchäfF- 
hausen, I cannot but invite you to look back, 
after entering the Grand D uchy of Baden, 
upon that wonderful country; whose im­
m ense mountains, at great intervals from 
each other, still lift them selves above the 
horizon. W hatever m ay be the attachment 
to  home and friends and native land, it is 
impossible to take leave of those majestic 
regions without regret.
L E T T E R  X X I I .
DUTTLINGEN—STUTGARD—HEIDELBERG.
I f  you suspect that the objects and recollec­
tions with which I became conversant among 
the Alps, rather too much fanned that dan­
gerous sentiment, the love of liberty, (which 
some Britons in these tim es think fit to re­
nounce, because the conduct o f others cari­
catures and degrades it,) you may rejoice 
that th e convenience and expedition with 
which I posted through the kingdom of  
W urtemberg must have tended to convert 
me to a ju st admiration of absolute power 
and the rigorous use of it. T he roads are 
excellent ; pillars marked with the royal 
arms indicate the distances ; and the post­
masters performed their duty with an acti­
vity and politeness which convinced m e that 
his late M ajesty was not used to hesitate in 
dismissing or punishing his negligent ser­
vants. There is a tariff of prices, and a re­
gister in which the traveller is obliged to  
inscribe his name, with a column allotted for 
any complaint he may have to prefer. A  
similar regulation exists in the states of Ba­
den, but I had reason to observe how much 
depends, in these countries, on the personal 
character of the sovereign, as the subjects of 
the Grand Duke seem ed not at all to fear 
the consequences of a little German dilato­
riness. It is a deduction from this sort of 
advantages, (even when so well secured to 
the traveller as I found them in the king­
dom of W urtemberg,) that many small tolls 
are demanded, under the names of cause- 
way-money, bridge-money, and pavement- 
m oney. T hese demands are very unfrequent 
in the other countries through, which I had 
passed ; but an Englishman has little right 
to complain o f them. Another requirement, 
which appears very ineffective and ill-judged, 
rather amused than disconcerted me. At 
the entrance of each town the traveller is 
questioned by the military, to whom he must 
state verbally his name, which they cannot 
spell, and his profession, which he may de­
scribe as he pleases. Edelmann, the only
German word I could find at all correspon­
dent to gentleman, (an instance of poverty  
in a rich language, which you may easily  
trace to political causes,) was vastly too lof­
ty  for m y rank, which I had no desire to  
magnify ; and was therefore glad when a la­
dy helped m e to the term Eigenthumer, (pro­
prietor,) as a general and unobjectionable 
designation. T he country of W urtemberg  
appears well cultivated and productive, chief­
ly  arable ; and the peasants are a tall athle­
tic  race of men, dressed in three-cornered 
hats.
A t Stutgard there is too much dispropor­
tion between the royal palace and the gene­
ral aspect o f the capital. T he “ K ing’s 
Street” is almost the only handsome one : 
even there the houses are stuccoed, and one 
of the finest buildings in it is the royal stable, 
an enormous establishment, designated by 
statues of horses on the roof. T he office for 
foreign affairs, situated in the same street, 
exhibits, in the gilt inscription on its front, 
a strange m edley of languages.
Auswärtiges ministerium. Rélations extérieures.
I t was, indeed, till of late, correctly expres­
sive to announce the. foreign relations in 
French ; for that, th ey  had been chiefly French, 
was evident in the palace, where the sleep- 
ing-room o f Napoleon still continued deco­
rated by a number of gilt eagles, perched on 
a railing in front o f th e state bed; and paint­
ings o f his victories were hung in different 
apartments. This palace is a very sumptu­
ous modern edifice, furnished and ornament­
ed in a tasteful manner. A  piece o f water 
opposite one o f  its fronts is supplied from 
urns borne by two colossal naiads, the work 
of the sculptor Tannacker, who is resident 
in Stutgard. A t its other extrem ity  is a cu­
rious sun-dial, having a small cannon placed 
on it, with a convex lens so  fixed, as to have 
its focus on th e  touch-hole at the mom ent of 
noon ; which is announced by the discharge. 
N ear th is is a fine botanic garden, and the 
king’s private library,consisting of about fifty 
thousand volumes. T h e town library is also 
very large, and contains some thousands of 
Bibles and commentaries on Scripture, which 
a former Duke of W urtem berg took great 
pains in collecting.
I proceeded, after a very short stay at 
Stutgard, to Ludwigsbourg, where the coun­
try palace is situated, and where at that 
tim e their M ajesties were. W ithout much 
taste for palaces in general, I felt some in­
terest in viewing the abode of a British 
princess, and was pleased to hear a prevail­
ing expression of respect and regard for the  
amiable and charitable disposition of the  
Queen. This residence also is very large 
and splendid. It has its family picture-gal­
lery containing a long range of the high-born 
ancestry of its possessors, and another gal­
lery with works of old masters. There is 
also a theatre within the palace, which I was 
told th e Q ueen very rarely attended, but 
passed much of her tim e in some small rus­
tic  arbours in the pleasure-ground ; where, 
said m y conductor, Sie sticket viel;*  o f which 
I had already seen some elegant proofs in the  
royal apartments at Stutgard. T he gardens 
are adorned with various buildings. On the 
whole, the impression which one could not 
avoid in viewing both these palaces and their
* She embroiders much.
appendages, which were built when the ter­
ritory of the sovereign was only a dukedom,' 
is that they are much too large and costly 
for such a kingdom, and sufficient for the  
governor of the most opulent and power­
ful nation. Before quitting Ludwigsbourg, 
(where I was very well received at the inn 
called Waldhorn, near the palace,) I had an 
opportunity of seeing the Queen. She was 
in the habit o f taking a daily airing in a low 
phaeton, quite alone, and with a book. Her 
person is greatly altered by the lapse o f  
near tw enty years since her departure from 
England, but without the appearance of ill 
health. H er love of retirement, and the 
degree of melancholy which is said to attend 
it, was ascribed, pro forma, by those with 
whom I conversed, to her father’s illness ; 
but it seems understood that domestic cir­
cum stances have painfully contributed to 
these dispositions. T h e K ing set off about 
the same time, with his hunting equipage 
and suite, to the park and château of Mon 
Repos. I followed, and while the sport pro­
ceeded, was admitted into this small pa­
lace. T he announcement of his M ajesty’s ap­
proach, however, rendered it necessary that 
I should quit the apartments ; and I was 
rowed on a small lake close by, to an orna­
m ented island. T he domestics having omit­
ted  to inquire m y name and other particu­
lars, hastened anxiously to repair this error 
after I  was in the boat, fearing that th ey  
should be unable to satisfy the K ing’s in­
quiries. I every where found indications of  
his dreaded severity in enforcing all regu­
lations and commands. This isle contains 
among its plantations a subterraneous room, 
in which is a circle o f twelve figures in  
wood, knights and ecclesiastics, at a round 
table, with books, papers, and a mace be­
fore them, representing the famous secret 
tribunal which at one period existed in Ger­
many. A  cell not far from this contains an 
automaton hermit at his studies ; who, as the  
door is opened, takes off his spectacles while 
he looks round abruptly on th e  persons 
about to enter. There is also a very ele­
gant little catholic chapel on the island, but 
designed merely for ornament. T he reli­
gion of the state is Lutheran ; or as one of 
these people told me, “ Nicht katholisch, evcin-
geliseli a statem ent which one m ay wish 
to be at present correct in its best sense, 
still more desiring the period when there 
shall be no ground for such a distinction. 
T he K ing’s arrival prevented m y viewing  
the chateau and the royal farm. T h e  Crown 
Prince, who has since succèeded to the  
throne, and his bride the D uchess o f Ol­
denburg, so well known by her spirit o f in­
quiry as a stranger in England, were at this 
tim e residing in a palace near Stutgard.
, I  travelled hence through Heilbronn, re­
entered the Grand D uchy of Baden, and 
passed Sunday the 1st o f  September at H ei­
delberg. This town is situated on the N ec ­
kar, and the approach to it along the banks 
of that fine river is very picturesque. It ap­
peared to m e that there was a greater dis­
regard of th e Sabbath in Heidelberg, (which
* N ot catholic ; evangelical. “  T h is title (says M o­
sheim) was assumed by the Lutheran church in conse­
quence of" the original design of its founder, which was to 
restore to its native lustre the gospel o f Christ, that had 
been so long covered with the darkness of superstition, or, 
in other words, to place in its true light that important 
doctrine, which represents salvation as attainable by the 
merits of Christ alone.”
Eccles. H ist. Maclaine's transi, vol. iv. p. 265.
is the seat of an university,) than in any ci­
ty  I  had visited since leaving Paris. E ve­
ry kind of shop was open, and trade seem ­
ed nearly as active as on other days. T he  
churches however, o f different communions, 
were pretty well attended. In that o f th e  
Lutherans, there is a crucifix above the  
altar, over which is an organ. T he fronts 
o f the galleries are decorated with Scripture 
paintings, to  each of which the book,* chap­
ter, and verse are subjoined. I witnessed
 
in this church th e celebration of the sacra­
m ent o f th e Lord’s Supper. T h e  commu­
nicants were not numerous, and (as it hap­
pens in m any Christian societies,) a majori­
ty  were females. Infidels may impute this 
circumstance to their weakness o f judgm ent: 
it would be more candid and more true to  
ascribe it  to their greater tenderness of  
heart and heavier share o f suffering. Chris­
tianity has been term ed by an eloquent 
writer, le culte de la douleur ; adapted then  
to  a world where so much grief exists, and 
most likely to be embraced by those who 
are deeply susceptible both of sorrow and 
affection. This sacrament was administer-
ed to the Lutherans at Heidelberg in the 
following manner. T h e communicant ap­
proached with a bow or courtesy to the mi­
nister at the table, by whose hand a very  
small wafer was placed between the lips, and 
then .taken into th e mouth, without being 
touched by the hands of the recipient. It  
was received in a standing posture,* after 
which, having repeated the bow or courtesy, 
th e communicant retired. T he prayers 
which accompanied this service were not in 
the nature of consecration, and the words 
addressed to. each person on receiving the  
bread and the wine, (the latter being taken  
in the same manner,) were words of Scrip­
ture. I need scarcely remind you, that the  
differences between the Lutheran and Re­
formed churchesf in administering this sa-
* T his sacrament is also reoeived in a standing posture 
by the protestants of France, the communicants ranging 
themselves, in successive parties, round a table covered with 
a white linen cloth, and handing to each other the bread 
and wine. I  conclude the mode adopted in Switzerland is 
die same, as these churches agree in other forms. I t  near­
ly resembles the practice of the established church of Scot­
land, except that the bread and wine are there received sit­
ting
"f* T h e denomination Reformé, R efom nrt, on the conti-
crament, arise from the tenet o f consub­
stantiation* maintained by Luther and his 
followers ; while Zuinglius and the friends 
of the Reformation in Switzerland, regard­
ed th e  bread and wine as no more than e x ­
ternal signs or sym bols.f The Lutheran  
church however, except in Sweden and 
Denmark, did not retain episcopacy, but 
adopted a governm ent which differs both 
from that and the presbyterian form.}; It
nent, is ndt used, like “  Reformed" in England, in contra­
distinction to popery alone, but is given to those protestant 
churches which did not embrace the doctrine and discipline 
of Luther.
* Mosheim uses the term “  impanatio 5” which, says 
his translator, “  signifies here the presence of Christ’s bo­
dy in the eucharist in  or with the bread that is there exhi­
bited, [and amounts to what is called consubstantiation.” 
I le  adds, “  the modern Lutherans seem less zealous than 
their ancestors about the tenet in question.”
Eccl. H ist. Macl. trans, vol. iv. p. 363. - 
■f  Calvin acknowledged a real though spiritual presence 
of Christ in the eucharist. Ibid. p. 362.
\  A s I was myself unacquainted with the constitution of 
the Lutheran church, till the time when I joined in their wor­
ship, I  extract the account given by Mosheim, (Ibid. p. 271.) 
which perhaps you may not have seen. “  T he internal 
government of the Lutheran church seems equally removed 
from episcopacy on the one hand and from presbyterianism 
on the other ; i f  we except the two kingdoms of Sweden
4
has advanced since the days o f its founder 
to a gradual recognition of that religious li­
berty^ on which its own existence and that 
o f every  other, protestant church are obvi­
ously built;' and had already adopted, to ­
wards th e close o f the 17th- century, the  
m axim, “ that Christians were accountable 
to  God alone for their religious sentim ents.” 
(Mosli. Eccl. H ist. M acl. trans, vol. 5. p. 295.) 
Y et th e practical consequences of this prin­
ciple were in some places but recently al­
lowed ; for the Lutherans of Frankfort on 
the Main had always refused to permit the
and Denmark,* which retain the form of ecclesiastical go­
vernment that preceded the Reformation, purged indeed 
from the superstitions and abuses that rendered it so odious. 
T h is constitution o f the hierarchy of the Lutherans will 
not seem surprising, when the sentiments of that people, 
with respect to ecclesiastical polity, are duly considered. 
On the one hand they are persuaded that there is no law, 
of divine authority, which points out a distinction between 
the ministers of the gospel, with respect to rank, dignity, or
•  In  these two kingdoms the church is ruled by bishops and superintend­
ants under the inspection and authority of the sovereign. T he Archbishop 
of Upsal is Prim ate of Sweden, and the only archbishop among the Luther­
ans. T he luxury and licentiousness that too commonly flow from the opu­
lence of the Rom an catholic clergy are unknown in these two northern states : 
since the revenues of the prelate now mentioned do not amount to more than 
£ 4 0 0  yearly; while those of the bishops are proportionally small.’* Trans­
lator’s note.
Reformed to celebrate public worship with­
in the bounds or even in the suburbs of that 
city. W hile papists and even Jews exer­
cised their worship within its walls, th e R e­
formed were obliged to go  out of its territo­
ry for that purpose, to a place called Bock- 
enheim in th e county of Hanau, where th ey  
built a church. N o stronger instance per­
haps has existed, o f a fact for which seve­
ral reasons m ight be easily assigned, that 
in the religious world m en have often op­
posed those more who deviate from them  
by one degree of latitude, than those who
prerogatives ; and therefore they recede from episcopacy. 
But on the other hand they are of opinion, that a certain 
subordination, a diversity in point of rank and privileges 
among the clergy, are not only highly useful, but also ne­
cessary to the perfection of church communion, by connect­
ing more closely, in consequence of a mutual dependence, 
the members of the same body ; and thus they avoid the 
uniformity of the presbyterian government. T hey are not 
however agreed with respect to the extent of this subordina­
tion and the degrees of superiority and precedence that 
ought to distinguish their doctors, for in some places this is 
regulated with much more regard to the ancient rules of 
church government than is discovered in others. A s the 
divine law is silent on this head, different opinions may be 
entertained, and different forms of ecclesiastical policy adopt­
ed, without a breach of Christian charity and fraternal 
union."
are separated toto cœlo. D r Moore, in a let­
ter from Frankfort written about forty years 
since, commented thus on the circumstance. 
“ .This is rather unkind treatment, and it 
seems at first sight a little extraordinary, 
that Martin Luther should shew more in­
dulgence to his old enem y Lord Peter, 
and even to Judas Iscariot himself, than to 
his fellow reformer John Calvin.” . ( View o f  
Society and Manners in France, Germany, 
&c. vol. I. p. 413.)
I am happy to say, that this inconsistency  
exists no longer. T he Reformed have since 
that tim e been permitted (in 1787) to erect 
two churches in Frankfort, in one of which 
their service is performed in French, by two 
very able Swiss ministers. I expressed m y  
surprise, that being so well provided with 
pastors, their worship takes place but once 
on each Sabbath ; and I learnt that while 
the congregation were compelled to go 
some miles for this privilege, th ey  had di­
vine service twice or even thrice ; but since 
th e removal o f that vexatious compulsion, 
their zeal has so cooled that they are con­
tented with one. I think you will find in
these ’ facts more than one striking lesson 
on the dispositions of human nature.
There are now Christians o f different 
communions, in Frankfort and in most parts 
of Europe, who do not deal in imputations 
of heresy and schism, but co-operate in pro­
m oting the circulation of the Scriptures, as 
in other good works, with a mutual respect 
for each other’s freedom of conscience. T he  
tendency of this co-operation to extend reli­
gious knowledge rapidly through th e coun­
tries hitherto most destitute of it, becomes 
every day more strikingly apparent ; and we 
m ay confidently hope that all real Christians 
will cease to doubt the propriety and ad­
vantage of a system , which vindicates it­
se lf by such unparalleled effects.* I envy  
no writers or speakers less than those who 
have exercised their academical acquire­
m ents, within the past few years, either in 
opposing this system , or in attem pting to 
fix on Christians pf other communions “ the
* For some of the most recent and remarkable, sec “  E x ­
tracts of Letters from the Rev. Robert Pinkerton on his 
Jate Tour in Russia, &c. to promote the object o f the Bri­
tish and Foreign Bible Society.1’
grievous and heinous sin of schism.” Their 
zealous ingenuity may have had its influence 
and its rewards. B ut a much more enlarged 
and animating work has been meanwhile go­
ing on, that o f diffusing Christian hope in all 
nations by the united labour of Christian 
charity ; and I would rather share the re­
ward of the humblest agent in that sublimer 
cause. I hate real schism, believing with a 
distinguished divine o f a protestant estar 
blishment,-f- that schism, in the apostolic 
sense, means not so much any outward 
distinction or separation, as alienation of 
heart, disunion of affection, or breach of 
charity and respect for each other’s con­
sciences and characters. I believe that in 
this sense some separatists and some con­
formists are schismatics; and that separa­
tions have som etim es been occasioned by  
th e ex istence of this really schismatical and 
sinful spirit on one or either side, and fol­
lowed by its excitem ent on both ; but such
•f* D r Campbell, late Principal of Marischal College, 
Aberdeen ; see his excellent preliminary dissertations to a 
translation of the Gospels.
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schism (the only sort which, in m y opinion, 
can hurt the true interests o f Christianity) 
is, I would hope, gradually dying in the  
breasts o f good men on all sides. I respect 
all the established protestant churches, 
(whatever errors !  m ay believe to ex ist in 
them ,) inasmuch as th ey  all bear witness 
against the corruptions and tyranny of  
Rom e ; and I desire to  love all Christians, 
(even Romanists not excepted,) who have1 
humbly, seriously, and conscientiously fol­
lowed St Paul’s maxim, “ L et every man 
be fully persuaded in his own mind.”
LETTER XXIII.
HEIDELBERG—FRANKFORT—NEUWIED— 
COLOGNE.
I w a n d e r e d  unawares in m y last from H ei­
delberg to Frankfort, and must now take 
you back to the former place for a few mo­
m ents, not to  survey its castle, though a 
very picturesque ruin; but to  mention some 
habits and feelings o f the day which I ob­
served among the students o f the univer­
sity. T hese young gentlem en amused me 
by their style of dress, than which none can 
Ibe devised much less schol^r-like. Though  
Philip Melancthon, when he studied there, 
m ay have conformed in a great measure to 
the mçdes o f his time, (for he had no affec­
tation or obstinacy abput things indifferent,) 
y e t  we should not easily figure to ourselves 
that learned and excellen t reformer, even  
as a youth, attending lectures in huge mi­
litary boots and spurs, cossack pantaloons, a
travelling cap, and a loose white frock of a 
texture like coarse flannel. Such, however, 
is the modern costume of many of his suc­
cessors; who may be said, without metaphor, 
to  look like competitors in a literary race ; 
wearing, besides, more than enough hair to  
foil a Spurzheimite in settling the moral 
and intellectual conformation of the cra­
nium ; and frequently walking the streets 
with a very long and tasteful tobacco-pipe 
sticking in the coat-pocket. I did not care 
to  hazard m y scanty stock of German with 
these young grammarians, further than in 
attem pting to open an easier intercourse 
with one of them  by the query, “ Sprechen sie 
Französisch, mein herrV ’— to  which an abrupt 
N ein*— was returned, not more classic or 
courtly in tone than the speaker in appear­
ance« A ccosting a second of somewhat more 
prepossessing looks, and receiving the same 
negative, I bethought m e o f another medium, 
(though but little more convenient than Ger­
man for myself,) and s a i d Lateinisch?— Ta. 
—Anne peregrinis est permissumprœlectiones in
* Do you speak French, Sir?— No.
.academiâ recitatas audirë Î— H aud permissum 
est.-— Non G allussed Aiïglus sum.*— Monsieur 
ce n'est pas permis aux étrangers d ’entendre les 
leçons de nos professeurs, mais si vous souhaitez 
voir la bibliothèque on vous la montrera. I thus 
discovered how quickly languages are learnt 
at Heidelberg ; and that th e Germans, like 
the D utch, have been so wearied by the  
imperative mood in French, as now frequent­
ly  to decline understanding a Frenchman  
in any mood. I had remembered, while 
speaking, that m y white hat and travelling  
dress, both made in Switzerland, m ight pre­
vent m y being recognised as an English­
man till I announced it.
I t  is said that the theological professors 
at Heidelberg, and in some other German 
universities, carry their critical speculations 
to a most unwarrantable and irreligious 
length ; y e t this spirit, as well as that of 
m ystical interpretation, which are both well 
known to have prevailed in these countries, 
are, as I was assured, in many instances
* Latin ?— Y es.— Are strangers allowed to hear the 
college lectures ?— It is not permitted.*—I  am not a French­
man but an Englishman.
giving way to more sober views of revealed 
truth.
rr" Y ou would not be m uch'interested in the 
deserted palace at Manheim, or in its regu­
lar but thinly peopled streets ; nor shall I 
venture to occupy your tim e by describing 
the little capital o f Darmstadt, though quite 
a contrast to  the former from being the re-- 
sidence o f the grand-ducal court ; but will 
again transport you to Frankfort. T he an- 
tien t town-house of that city, called the  
Römer, where the emperors of Germany 
were formerly crowned, contains the Golden 
BuU, the original o f the fundamental laws 
of the empire; which has been restored from 
Paris. It is a Latin manuscript on parch­
m ent, with the papal seal or medallion of 
gold annexed to it. In the library of this 
building I saw a Latin Bible, which is one 
o f  the earliest specimens of the art of print­
ing. It has the following note. “ Biblia 
L atin a  Moguntice. Fust et Schoejfer 1462. 
Opusculum artificiosa adinventione imprimandi 
seu characterizandi absque calami exaratione in 
civitate Moguntina sic ejfigialum et ad eusebiam 
D ei industrie per Joannem Fust civem et Pe-
im m  Schoeffer de Gernsheim, clericum diocesis 
ejusdem est consummatam, §c.*
T he Jews, who are very numerous in 
Frankfort, were formerly confined to a single 
street ; but while it was under French in­
fluence their privileges were extended, and 
th ey  now reside in Other parts of the city. 
M ost of them  have their names and trades 
painted over their shop doors in Hebrew cha­
racters. I had observed in the country 
of Darmstadt a Jewish burial-ground near 
the road, but at a considerable distance from 
any village, enclosed within walls, having 
Hebrew inscriptions over its gates and on 
many of the tomb-stones. A t Frankfort 
th ey  have a large and crowded burial-ground 
within the c ity  ; which I wished to examine, 
but could not on account o f its being occu­
pied at the tim e by a vicious bull, a strange 
inm ate for such a place. T he antient street 
of the Jews is extrem ely close and dirty, 
and the aspect of its inhabitants, both there
* A  work thus fashioned by the ingenious invention of 
printing, or characterizing without stroke of pen, and for the 
worship of God industriously finished in the city of Mentz 
by John Fust, citizen, and Peter Schoeffer of Gernsheim, 
clergyman of the same diocese, &c.
and in th e synagogue, far from preposses­
sing. One of them, during the intervals of 
bis part in the prayers, (which, though I 
understand the performance is rhythmical, 
appear to an uninitiated ear most tum ultu­
ously and discordantly shouted,) was em­
ployed in endeavouring to convince me that 
he was not assez bète to be ignorant of the  
merits either of the catholic or protestant 
religions, which were both idolatrous. H is 
French was too bad for controversy, had I 
been inclined to it ; but I was told by a R e­
formed minister in this city, that a young  
Jew, very well versed in Hebrew and Rab­
binical literature, had secretly embraced 
Christianity, and was m editating a work in 
which he proposes to combat the objections 
o f his countrym en to the prevailing creed 
'of protestant churches respecting the D ivine  
•Unity. There is so much angry, contemptu­
ous, and obdurate prejudice among this un­
happy race, that, as far as human means 
and probabilities are concerned, their con­
version seem s less to be expected than that 
of the most deluded heathens.
I found the c ity  of Frankfort less exten-
sive, its buildings in general less splendid, 
and its fair less considerable, than I had, sup­
posed ; though the latter was attended by 
a large number of manufacturers from va­
rious continental countries and from E ng- 
land. A  part of its business is transacted  
in private shops hired for the tim e, and part 
in a sort of bazaar over the exchange, in a 
building called Braunfelshof. I t  is in this 
latter, that the articles of an ornamental 
kind are principally exposed for sale. T he  
Zeil is a fine street, and the planted prome­
nades on the antient glacis are extrem ely  
agreeable. Am ong the establishments of 
opulent individuals, one of the most distin­
guished is the garden of the banker M. Beth- 
mann, in which is a building furnished with 
casts of the most celebrated antique sta­
tues, and a work which some Germans affirm 
to be the chef-d’œuvre o f modern sculpture ; 
Ariadne seated on a panther, lately  executed  
in one block of Carrara marble, by Tannac- 
ker of Stutgard. A  separate room is assign­
ed to it, and the light is shed through rose- 
coloured curtains to  give the hue of life to 
the figure, in which, as in some other works
o f th e chisel arid the pencil, art cannot be 
considered auxiliary, but indeed rather hos­
tile, to the cause o f good morals and deli­
cacy.
I  went by water from Frankfort to  M entz, 
and there embarked in the public boat which 
conveys passengers daily down the Rhine. 
This is in some respects the most conveni­
ent method for a single traveller, who wish­
es to join society, and does not intend to  
make excursions on the banks of the river ; 
yet, even in fair weather, a contrary wind 
m ay render th e  voyage inconvenient; for 
we were unable to  reach Coblentz the first 
night, and obliged to pass it in a village call­
ed Boppart, arriving late, and re-embarking 
very early. There is also in every such Ger­
man barge, a risk of partaking too abundant­
ly  of the pleasures o f the tobacco-pipe. Even  
if  there be no rain to  force you below into  
a dense atmosphere of fumes, every breeze  
in crossing the deck may come laden with 
odours ; and your station in general must 
be very artfully chosen, if  you would avoid 
the curling fragrance. On entering Ger­
man Switzerland, I had begun to see the
progress of this national luxury ; and it 
had still increased as I proceeded. The  
servant smokes while he waits for letters 
at the post-office ; the master, as he takes 
an airing in his open carriage, uses the  
same expedient to perfume the morning 
air, or puffs a segar while he plays at bil­
liards. W hat wonder, therefore, if  the  
postillion lights his pipe as he jogs before 
you, without at all reconnoitring the direc­
tion of the wind. I told one of these lads, 
that, were I to frame their posting regula­
tions, I would at least have the traveller’s 
taste consulted : but he seemed to think 
any restriction would be very arbitrary and 
unjust. On the Friedberger gate of Frank­
fort, however, I found a curious advertise­
ment* from the magistrates, declaring and 
enacting, that whereas tobacco-smoking had 
been carried to such excess, as not only to 
prove a nuisance, but to occasion serious 
danger of fires, it was thenceforth strictly 
prohibited to smoke in any stable, hay or 
straw loft, or other room containing com­
bustibles ; as well as on the public prome­
nades. W ith all m y respect for a pursuit
in which many grave and reverend persons 
excel, rcannot wish it to be so much culti­
vated among us as to augment the premium  
on fire-insurances. I suspect, indeed, that 
from being incensed in this way, and from 
some other circumstances, I was not quite so 
much gratified as I ought to have been 
by that celebrated scenery of the Rhine, 
whose finest part is between Bingen and 
Coblentz. It is bordered with mountains, 
to  which one might more readily allow their 
title  at any tim e than in returning from 
Switzerland ; and the vineyards, trained in 
th e usual manner of the north, covering the 
sides o f these hills, though th ey  give the  
idea of abundance, and at some seasons pre­
sent a lively scene of rural labour, are not in 
them selves so pleasing as the more ordinary 
varieties o f agriculture. There are some 
bold rocks, and picturesque windings o f the  
river ; but the most striking feature of these  
views is the succession of ruined castles on 
both shores ; much more numerous, I ima­
gine, than on the banks of any other river 
in Europe. So^ne of these are o f remote 
date, and others more modern fortresses, de-
stroyed ili the late wars; particularly the cas­
tle  of Rheinfels, and fort o f Ehrenbreitstein.
I made no stay at Coblentz, but disem­
barked at Neuwied, where I remained a 
day or two. This town has existed only 
about a century, and owed its growth and 
prosperity to the complete religious liberty  
granted by its little sovereign, Prince A lex ­
ander of Neuwied, which occasioned an in­
flux of emigrants o f various persuasions, 
among whom were very ingenious artists. 
T h e most truly religious community subsist­
ing there, are probably the Moravians; with  
some of whose members and friends I  had 
th e pleasure of an interview, and admired 
the regularity and neatness which prevail in 
their establishment ; where several arts and 
manufactures are carried on. I attended  
the worship in their meeting-room ; which 
takes place almost every evening. On 
this occasion, it consisted only o f singing  
hymns, by heart ; for I hope that curious 
phrase has here a peculiar propriety. A 
great part, o f the tim e was occupied in read­
ing to the congregation accounts of the  
state of their foreign missions. T he breth-
ren and sisters sit separately ; indeed this 
is the custom, not only o f Moravians arid 
Friends, but o f many Reformed congre^ 
gâtions in Switzerland, where th e women 
occupy th e centre, and the men the seats 
near the walls; and a stranger, who in­
advertently departs from the rule, is ap­
prized of his error, and conducted to ano« 
ther seat, as was m y case at Neuchâtel. 
This rule probably- was adopted at the R e­
formation, to prevent that abuse of public 
worship to the purposes o f assignation and 
intrigue, which is said still to take place in 
th e  cities o f Italy. /
Though not quite pleased with the cir­
cumstances o f m y first voyage on the Rhine, 
I ventured to re-embark in the Wasser-dili- 
gence as it  passed N euw ied; and did not 
repent the second trial. I f  much depends 
on society ashore, still more aboard; and 
especially when the vessel is so small, that 
one has no choice o f solitude. T he party of 
this day was altogether more agreeable; but 
was rendered particularly interesting by the  
presence of a German nobleman, fa princely
Count,* and Colonel in the Prussian ser­
vice,) with his two sisters and three daugh­
ters. I  did not at first suspect the rank of 
m y companions ; though their perfect fluen­
cy  in French, and an intercourse commen­
ced  by some accidental civilities- which I 
was enabled to offer, convinced me of their 
superior education. T he elder ladies were 
making their ninth voyage down the Rhine ; 
and as the fair weather allowed us to pass 
the day upon deck, th ey  pointed out the  
surrounding objects in a more lively manner 
than my printed guide. Y ou will not doubt 
that I now saw with other eyes ; and obserr 
ved something of what the unhappy Harold 
has painted more briefly and strikingly than 
I could, as
“  A  blending of all beauties ; streams and dells,
Fruit, foliage, crag, wood, corn-field, mountain, vine, 
A nd chiefless castles breathing stern farewells 
From gray but leafy walls, where ruin greenly dwells.'”
One of the finest points is near the isle of 
Nonnenwerder,, on which stands a convent, 
and where the right bank of the river is bor-
* Fürstlich Graf.
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dered by the “ seven mountains,” on whose 
highest point is the ruined castle of Drach- 
enfels. N ot far from this, a monument has 
lately been erected to a stone-cutter, who 
had long declared, that if his countrymen  
ever re-crossed the Rhine, he would lead 
the way ; and having done so, was killed in 
the late campaign. T he Count spoke of this 
with some enthusiasm, being him self a warm 
patriot, who had changed his residence dur­
ing the tw enty years of French domination, 
from the banks of the Rhine near Elfeld, to  
other distant estates near W urtzburg. How  
far this feeling had originated in public or 
in personal wrongs, I could not ascertain ; 
but was pleased with his frank and intelli­
gen t conversation. It was at Bonn I first 
learnt the rank of m y new acquaintance, by 
our host’s addressing him as “ Mein H err  
G r a f” W e there made a hasty dinner, in 
which the provision for their young lady­
ships’ lap-dogs, and the Count’s attempts at 
E nglish in return for my attempts at Ger­
man, produced me no small amusement. H e  
proposed mutual instruction, with mutual 
leave to laugh. Soon after rejoining the
boat, we cam e alongside one of those enor­
mous rafts, made of timber cut in the fo­
rests o f Germany, which are floated down 
the Rhine to be sold in Holland. Our boat­
m en were permitted to attach their barge 
for a considerable tim e to this wooden island, 
and we then took the opportunity o f walk-1 
ing over it. T h e  upper layer was principally 
o f  firs, beneath which were oaks, (the whole 
being fastened together with young trèes,) 
and it was navigated by 130 men, working 
with oars before and behind. T h e com­
mander stood on a high platform, and di­
rected them  by waving his hand. There 
were four wooden houses on this raft, serv­
ing as kitchens and habitations for the crew 
during their voyage. Its  value was estimat­
ed by th e  Count at from fifteen to tw enty  
thousand pounds Sterling. It consisted of 
more than a thousand trees ; and speaking 
from experience as an owner of forests in 
the south, he stated them  to be often worth 
forty crowns each on th e  spot where they  
are felled. But I find from a German writer 
who describes the construction of these rafts, 
that th ey  are sometimes much larger, and
the nümber of rowers and workmen eight or 
nine hundred. ■
W hen we returned from this walk on the 
Rhine, the Count entertained us with some 
patriotic German songs, in which, at his 
desire, one o f  his daughters joined: this 
free unceremonious style had perhaps been  
acquired by the soldier rather than the no­
bleman ; but there was som ething un ex­
pected and new to  an Englishman in thè  
mode o f travelling chosen for his family, 
and in the affable friendly manner which he  
evidently studied, not only towards the fo­
reigners o f the party, (there being an E ng­
lish general and a Russian merchant on 
board besides myself,) but also towards a 
plain elderly countryman of his own, and a 
young student from Heidelberg. I have been  
told, however, that this condescension or free­
dom characterizes many of the German no­
bility. On approaching Cologne, and speak­
ing to m e of the more curious objects in 
that city, the Count mentioned its multi­
tude of churches and chapels, whose steeples 
were formerly as many as the days of the  
year ; adding, that he had formerly been a
resident there, and was then a canon of the  
cathedral. I observed that a more common 
change of professions in England was from 
th e  arniy to the church ; but that where no 
serious fitness and inclination existed  for 
the important duties o f the latter, I thought 
his own change was much the better of the  
two. Though full of vivacity, he evinced  
no levity or disrespect of religion ; and some 
o f  the German songs or odes were rather of 
a solemn strain, m ingling devotion with the 
love of country. T he first was to the tune  
o f our 66 God save the K ing.” I took leave 
with regret of this interesting party on ar­
riving at Cologne.
LETTER XXIV.
COLOGNE— AIX LA CHAPELLE—CONCLUSION,
T h e  city  of Cologne is I hope one of the most 
ill-built dirty and disagreeable, which, any  
European country can shew. T he French  
suppressed all its convents, and destroyed a 
part of its churches ; but, irreligious as their 
design may have been, one would think even  
catholics must admit there are enough left of 
the latter for the purposes of devotion. Buo^ 
naparte also granted a church to the Luthe­
rans and Reformed, whose worship had not 
been tolerated before. T he churches indeed 
at Cologne are the chief spectacles. I went to  
St Peter’s, where the famous altar-piece, re­
presenting that saint’s crucifixion, (one of the 
best works of Rubens,) had been lately re­
placed, after its journey home from Paris. A  
very poor copy is placed at the back of the  
original, to which it serves as a foil ; for the  
/rame containing both is made to turn 011 a
pivot, and this mean copy is ordinarily kept 
in view, the original being only reversed for 
strangers who visit the church. Near it is the  
house where that em inent painter was born. 
I afterwards saw, in the cathedral of A nt­
werp, his masterpiece, “ the descent from 
the cross,” which is also lately restored, and 
which I, although no connoisseur, visited  
and revisited, contemplated to the last with  
deep and increasing admiration, and was 
consoled for not having seen the united  
treasures o f art in the Louvre, by the con­
viction that it is better to  view one great 
work in such an edifice, than many together  
in those crowded halls.* T here is a church
* In  this cathedral of Antwerp, (which is of admirable 
architecture,) and very near the sublime painting I have 
mentioned, a priest offered to the waiting crowd a small 
case with a glass front, containing, as one of the people 
told me, a boné of St Anthony ; and about a hundred per­
sons successively kissed the glass, it being wiped with a 
napkin between each application of the lips ; which opera­
tion was performed so rapidly and mechanically a s . to in­
crease, if  that were possible, the incongruity between such 
a ceremony and the objects I had been contemplating on 
the same spot. T his instance, and those which I am about 
to give of the value set on relics at Cologne, shew that the 
Romish hierarchy does not change its character in countries 
which arc distant from its centre, and surrounded by the in­
fluence of the Reformation.
at Cologne enriched with a most extraordi­
nary assemblage of relics,— the skulls of 
the eleven thousand virgins of St Ursula, 
to  whom it is dedicated. I have not m et 
with any printed account of this strange 
legend ; but a painted account appears on. 
the walls o f the choir, where the saint is re­
presented on board a ship of war, with a part 
of her virgin host under her convoy : from 
what port they sailed for Cologne I was not 
enough versed in legendary painting to dis­
cover.* T he same walls, however, have 
niches containing the crania, each partially 
wrapt in gold embroidery ; and it appears, 
by looking in at several small gratings, as if  
the whole shell of the choir were lined or 
inlaid with bones, as well as some other 
parts of the building. In a room called the  
golden chamber, are a number of the more 
distinguished skulls, placed in silver heads
* A  literary friend, to whom I  am under many obliga­
tions, has since supplied me with some particulars of the 
life of St Ursula ; drawn from Britannia Sancla. London# 
1745. She was a native of Britain, in  the fifth century ; 
who, flying from the fury of the Saxons into Germany, was 
met by an army of Hunns, and with her eleven thousand 
virgins, put to death in defence of their purity.
or busts, which are made to open, so that 
the contents may be èxamined. That of 
the saint herself is contained in one of these, 
and has a head-dress of pearls and other or­
naments fastened round it. T h ey  also shew  
one of the stone water-pots of Cana in this 
apartment, whose walls are tapestried (if I 
may be allowed the expression,) with bones 
ranged in fantastic forms.
But the most revered relics of this city  
(where a lecture m ight be properly founded 
on sacred craniology,) are the skulls of the  
wise men or Magi, who came from the east 
to  worship our Saviour. The tradition of  
the Romish church dignifies these with the 
kingly character, declares them to have 
been three in number, and their names Cas­
par, Melchior, and Balthasar. T he skulls of 
these eastern kings, each wearing a crown 
of diamonds, repose in the cathedral, within 
a superb chest o f gilt silver, richly adorned 
with antient gems. T h ey  were deposited 
there in the 12th century. During the 
French Revolution, their splendid shrine and 
other treasures of the church were hastily 
removed into W estphalia; and when brought
back in 1804, were found, as might be ex ­
pected, injured and despoiled. But the zeal 
of the city has restored this precious repo­
sitory of more precious remains to much of  
its former splendour ; and if there are some 
false diamonds and modern cameos, the g e ­
neral magnificence of its appearance is not 
much lessened. T he contents are more 
valuable and more venerated than protest­
ants would im agine; and the benefits d e ­
rived from them may be participated (though  
only I presume by those whose veneration 
is sincere,) upon easy terms. Small engrav­
ings o f the kings are sold in a shop adjoin­
ing  the cathedral, with a short prayer to 
them prefixed, and a note subjoined which 
certifies that “ they have touched the re­
lics o f these holy kings, and that those 
who shall carry them  with devotion and con­
fidence, will experience the power of their 
intercession in dangers of travelling, head­
aches, fevers, all sorts of sorcery, and sud­
den death.” T hese may be had on paper 
or silk, in German, French, or Flemish, at 
the price of two or three pence. There are 
also, at the same cost, Latin litanies, “ con­
cerning the three holy Kings which be­
gin with prayers to the Trinity, and then 
to Mary and Joseph, followed by more than 
six ty  successive addresses to the kings 
them selves for their intercession, o f which 
I give you a few select specimens. “ lieges  
Arabum et Saba— Auro amoris splendidissimi 
•— Thure devotionis religiosissimi— Myrrhu pa- 
lientioe incorruptissimi— Ut R eg i Regnm nos 
reconciliare commendare et repræsentare velitis 
— U t omnes pertinaces licereticos ab hac provin- 
ciâ longe arceatis— U t gratiam finalem et per* 
severantiam vestris cultoribus obtineatis, Sçc. fyc, 
—vos rogamus : audite nos” * It is added to  
th ese  litanies, which have acquired value from 
the same consecrating touch, ( attactu sacro­
rum pignorum sacratas,) that whosoever shall 
recite them devoutly in the church, will ob­
tain three hundred and nine days of indul­
* Kings of Arabia and Saba— most splendid in the gold 
of love— most religious in the frankincense of devotion—  
most incorrupt in the myrrh of patience— that ye may be 
willing to reconcile, commend, and represent us to the King 
of Kings— that ye may keep all pertinacious heretics far 
from this province— that ye may obtain final grace and per­
severance for your worshippers— we beseech you to hear 
us !
gence, and out of the church, two hundred 
and three ; by declaration of an Archbishop- 
in 1659, and a Nuncio in 1729. I f  these are 
really sanctioned by the clergy, the remarks I 
offered on some similar objects noticed at M i­
lan, will perhaps as strongly apply at Cologne;, 
and if  they are not, it is most strange to con­
nive at their sale close by the cathedral; 
since, besides their effect on heretics, they  
might bring the power and promises o f the  
church to be treated lightly, even among the  
faithful. But I probably should not have 
noticed them  so fully, had it not been for a 
subsequent conversation in the A ix  la Cha­
pelle diligence with some young sub-dea­
cons, who had come from the college of 
L iege to Cologne, to receive ordination from 
the Bishop of Munster, and were then re­
turning. T h ese  students had been well ini­
tiated in Latin, which th ey  spoke fluently, 
and in the common-places o f controversial 
theology, which they produced readily in 
defence o f the faith and practice of their 
church. I treated their opinions with cour­
te sy ;  but presumed to question whether 
there m ight not be some relics whose ge-
nuineriess the church did not fully warrant ; 
whether it was to be safely concluded that 
the papers I have described had really been 
applied to the relics ; whether, even in that 
case, th ey  could be supposed to have deriv­
ed any inherent virtue ; whether, in fine, 
the sacred heads them selves (since other 
cities likewise have claimed a possession of 
them,) m ight be firmly confided in as the  
very oriental heads referred to. But I found 
m y five theologians not at all disposed to 
yield or soften one point. As to the iden­
t ity  and genuineness of all relics which the  
church had recognised, there was clear and 
indisputable tradition ; as to  their general 
miraculous efficacy, the most surprising 
proofs were daily occurring ; and as to the  
particular papers spoken of, there was no 
reason to doubt that th ey  had been duly 
consecrated, and woùld be beneficial.— Such 
are, or are to be, the instructors of the 
people ; and I would hope most of them not 
deceivers, but deceived. T he more deeply 
and extensively we exam ine that strong 
hold which religious education and authori­
ty  possess on individuals and whole com m it
nities, (even after the moral convulsions 
and daring novelties of later years have con­
tributed so much to shake it,) the more I 
think shall we be convinced how requisite 
were a divine influence, and a powerful con­
currence of providential events and instru­
ments, to  g ive rise to the Reformation of 
Christianity, and to procure its success in 
the countries where it prevailed.
The cathedral of Cologne, had it been fi­
nished, would have been among the finest 
ecclesiastical edifices in Germany. It was 
commenced A. D . 1248, and the work con­
tinued till A . D. 1499. The two towers 
were to have been each five hundred feet 
high ; and few things would have been more 
opposite in architecture, than the grandeur 
of the church and meanness of the city. 
I attended high mass in this cathedral, 
and found the ceremonial complete, the 
music very fine, and the number of those 
who came to hear and see, apparently much 
greater than of those engaged in worship. 
Y e t I think some travellers have represent­
ed erroneously, the degree of inattention 
•now prevailing on the continent to the of­
fices o f religion. It certainly exists most in 
France ; but even there, much depends on 
the tim e chosen for entering the churches. 
I  saw numerous and attentive congregations 
in Paris. A  very large space in the immense 
nave o f the cathedral of Milan, was occu­
pied by the hearers o f a priest, whose ser­
mon I have formerly quoted. A t Turin, 
and at Frankfort on the Main, I found ca­
tholic churches so com pletely crowded, that 
entrance was not to b e  obtained; and in the  
latter place, as well as at Heidelberg, the  
congregation were engaged in singing the  
hymns (which are translated into their own 
language,) with united voice, and great fer­
vour. In the chapel du Saint Sacrement of  
the cathedral at Brussels, the kneeling wor­
shippers at the mass were very numerous, 
and apparently of the higher ranks ; as well 
as in the church du Sablon on the Sunday. 
T hese few instances, (with some already 
given,) from different and distant catholic 
countries, may serve as a proof that the sup­
position of a general infidelity and indiffer­
ence would be far from correct. T hey pre­
vail, no. doubt, among certain classes of so­
ciety  ; but this may be said also ô f protestant 
countries, notexcepting even ourown. Since  
Cologne has become subject to Prussia, the  
number of Lutheran and Calvinist residents 
has been increased, by the arrival of several 
officers o f government from Berlin. T he  
services of those two communions are per­
formed in the same church alternately. I 
heard the King of Prussia spoken of with 
much respect by several friends o f religion, 
as promoting the appointment of such mi­
nisters, both protestant and catholic, as are 
really zealous for its interests, and himself 
shewing a sincere regard for its institu­
tions,
A ix  la Chapelle is a very considerable 
town, situated in a fertile valley, and has 
ornamented walks, which have been much 
improved of late years, particularly towards 
th e  hill called Louisberg. I t  is vastly supe­
rior to A ix  in Savoy, (whose baths are equally 
renowned ;) but very inferior in buildings 
and decoration to any of the principal water­
ing places in our own country. T he street 
which contains the hotels and baths, has a 
public apartment for gaming, called L a  R e-
doute, or Redoulen-saal, where I saw-the ßozzge 
et jVmV table surrounded by numerous players 
at noon, with stakes on it to the amount of 
some hundred gold Napoleons. This gam­
bling bank is let by the Prussian govern­
m ent, as it was before by the French ; .and 
though its evils may be on a small scale,-as 
compared with the desperate habits of the  
Palais Royal, I learnt enough of the distress 
and ruin it often produces, to regard it as 
disgracing both the governments by whom 
such an establishment has been successive­
ly  licensed, and made a source o f revenue.
Charlemagne died in this city ; and a plain 
stone under the dome of its cathedral marks 
the place of his interment, bearing the sim­
ple inscription, Carolo Magno. T he choir, 
which is a newer part of that edifice, is al­
most wholly of glass. I went to the bath 
called imperial, said to have been formerly 
that of Charlemagne, which Buonaparte 
caused to be enlarged, and erected the fol­
lowing memento both of its antient and mo­
dern honours, which had not been removed 
when I visited it.
Thermos Palatinos 
Caroli Magni nalalione 
Antiquitìis famigeratas 
Post prope mille annos 
Imperator Neapolio 
In memorìam tanti principis 
Bestituendas jussìt.* .
And now, m y good Sir, lightly as you and 
I m ight sail over that most miry of all roads, 
by which we j ournied, en diligence, on the 
2 0th of September, to Maestricht and to­
wards Louvain,
“  longum,
Carpentes iter, et factum corruptius imbre ! ”+
I find, nevertheless, much cause for gravely 
deliberating, whether we shall enter these 
newly acquired states of le R o i des Pays bas. 
There would certainly be more risk for me 
than even in the land of mountains of what
* These Palatine baths 
antiently rendered famous 
by the bathing of Charlemagne, 
after about a thousand years, 
were, by the Emperor Napoleon, 
commanded to be repaired, 
in memory of so great a prince.
•f------------------------wainlike
Lumbering through the rough ruts, by long rain ruefully 
deep made.
the French call des platitudes. N either am 
I  anxious to exchange our bark for one suit­
ed to a different element, and introduce you  
to  the critical inquisition of the gendarmes 
of that nation, who, on the canal between  
Ghent and Dunkirk, disarranged all my pa­
pers and those of m y companions, with much 
polite attention, though with complete dis­
appointment. N o t that I think th ey  would 
take either you or me for the N ain jaune 
réfugié, or could have the least reason to ex ­
pect that “ limber page” was lurking in our 
port-folios. But, unless overlooked among a 
boat-load of tourists, which is not improbable, 
it will be quite enough for m e to abide those 
powerful literary inquisitors o f more than one 
regiment at home, who make their periodi­
cal visits, masked as well as armed, for search 
and condemnation ; and, among whom, un­
luckily, the lenity of one is become a sort 
of signal for the rigour of another. I may 
be excused from taking you to Brussels, 
where you would find little room, though 
the city itself has become a sort of Hotel 
d ’Angleterre; nor is there any thing very 
inviting elsewhere in th e  temper of the Bel­
gians, who, as far as I could find, do not re­
gard us the less with jealousy and dislike, 
because so much British blood has been  
spent on their plains, and so much British 
money in their streets. On the whole, I 
think it wise (without further apology for sö 
sudden a flight,) to disembark you at once 
upon those shores, where, though we must 
still encounter the custom-house, we have 
happily no further need of a passport.
Y ou would be sorry for any Briton who, 
after an absence of five months, was not im­
patient to touch his native soil, and grateful 
to God for the many and peculiar blessings 
mingled with his country’s share o f calami­
ty . I earnestly hope that the nation will 
not yield so full assent to the logic o f a mo­
dern phrase, the sad effect of a “ transition 
from war to peace,” as to encourage the op­
posite experiment of a transition from peace 
to war. T he transition we have lately made, 
which has produced this volume, and to  
which still greater evils have been ingeni­
ously ascribed, seems to m e like that of a 
brave grenadier from the battle into the 
hands of the surgeon.— “ Oh, says the Cap­
tain, he did not feel his wounds before.— It  
is simply the effect of his transition from 
the state of fighting to the state o f repose.”
I am sure, you will join me in the wish 
that our very needful national repose m ay  
be undisturbed ; and that the Christian prin­
ciples by which alone peace can be perpetu­
ated and happiness produced, may, in the  
mean tim e, be spreading and triumphing 
through the world ; that real patriotism, 
both in the governors and the people of Bri­
tain, may strengthen her claim to be cha­
racterized the “ sacred soil” of freedom, 
and that it may not be forfeited by en­
croachments on the one part, or by licence  
and violence on the other.
E xcuse my not making you a more ce­
remonious bow at parting. I have not had 
occasion, either abroad or at home, to pre­
pare m yself for this in court drawing-rooms 
or distinguished circles, which may account 
to  you also for the want of anecdotes or in­
formation drawn from those higher sources ; 
while the well-known route I have taken 
would have forbidden me, (even had I pos­
sessed the dangerous talent of invention.)
to treat you with the marvellous. Mine has 
been merely the ordinary task of noticing 
what lies open to every attentive observer ; 
and I have naturally dwelt the most on those 
classes of objects to which my own taste and 
pursuits conducted me. The same bias will 
be perhaps too apparent in those reflections 
and comments which a fireside review of my 
journey suggested. It has been a sort of 
second tour, not uninteresting to m yself, 
y et, in offering it to the public, I cannot 
venture to reflect much on the just fas­
tidiousness produced by a superabundance 
of such books, but chiefly on the candour 
and partiality of yourself and some other 
friends.
F I N I S .
P rin ted  by Balfour & C larke, E dinburgh.
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